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TERRACE.  - -  Skeena MLA ,ar l iamen~ seer~rYt6 ihen. of~nP!0Yni+nt; +aid Parker of 
and crown lands minister Dave forests minister Jack" Kmpf,  ~i the Iskut road and Kitimat pen' 
Parker is running again for the assumption of that portfolio in'~pr0posals. 
Social Credit Party's nomina, 1987 and becoming minister o f  :~i .i Although Parker ~ has been 
tion for the Skeena riding, state fo r  i the northcoast: criticized forpast comments on 
Speaking last week, Parker, development~:region :in+1987~ forest issues andon AIDS, he 
(thatl job was given to Ter~, i  says" things are !quieter now 
first elected in 1986, said he has Huberts later in 1988~ iParkerll i~use  he's not being asked as  
two projects he wants to finish waS- movedfr0m Torests,/.toi~:any questi0ns and so, isn't 
- -  development of  a + Kitimat Crown lands in 1989:and ~@~ ~: saying as much: /  
port and construction of a road responsibility for + 'northei'n~i" ~ Skeena Sociai:Credit consti. 
into the gold-rich .Iskut: area developn~mnt~ ~:- i,:i i:~i ~::i: ,i;~+.i :tdency~ asS0ciation ' president 
north of SteWart. . .  ' !We need:some diversiflca- ~: John: LeSage said a nominating 
His first governmentposition tion m+ the northwest+". It s. a meeting, wdl 'beheld sometime' 
after  being elected .~was good opportunity for cofitinuity ', inMarch, : :...::. ::..... ~• • • ' . Dave Parker 
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TERRACE -- Municipal 
taxes will be going up an. 
average five per cent, says 
mayor Jack Talstra. • 
He +added the increase 
could vary depending upon 
residential, business or  in: 
dustriai property classifica- 
tions. ' 
, In 1989 light industry+fac,.~ 
ed the biggest hike at 5.1 per  
: cent, business taxes wefit Up:+ 
4.13 per  cent : 'and  
homeowners had to find an  
extra 3:per~cent. The rate for" 
heavy industry and utilities: .... '':. : 
remntned unchanged. • , , ' i  ...+.+ 
Although he wou ld  noti ~ .:. 
confirm" . th is ,  '.year!,s=' 
equivalent f i~es  . in: ad. : : 
vance 0f  council ratif icatibii 
Feb. 12, Talstra said the full: ! 
provisions of the budget 
would be made public once + 
that had taken place. ,,:, 
Taxpayers won't know 
what their final bill will ~ , i  
untiltheschool district and~a : 
oiher bodies set:their spen:. 
ding!evels ' • / ,,+, ' 
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Vote plan angers teactters, board 
, . . o ' . , '  . ' , '  . , . ,  . .  
TERRACE -- Serious 
budgeting and negotiating pro- 
blems could occur if local 
residents are asked to raise their 
own taxes to cover increased 
education costs, say school 
board and teachers' pokesmen. 
In a worst case scenario, 
school board chairman Edna 
Cooper said the board might 
end up having to tell voters to 
approve a referendum that 
would increase their taxes or 
face a teachers, trike. 
"It will take a lot of public 
relations to sell a referendum to
the taxpayers," she said. "That 
will be expensive and so would a 
referendum." 
Education minister Tony 
Brummet told trustees last wek 
their budgets are out of control, 
Greig Houlden 
"What -he's (education 
minister Tony Brummet) 
attempted to do here is 
[ and a referendum system is nit the  local  taxo =v ' r~ 
+ needed to limit residential tax r- . . . .  • . t-,.,.~,-,o 
against me local school increases and ward off a poten. . . i ' .  
..... tial:t0xpayer revolt:. ,,+~ +'+. DOttelS, .+~Od the local 
" The new,sySi~ml Ot!~'inan+inli:' teachers. ....... ~ 
school ' boards ]~td  + their .: , ,: ' . . . . . . . .  
budget increases '¢ !e: about, six , ..,it,s~a lack offunding~at:tl~e 
per cent this ye~. If a school provinciallevel," I-Ioulden said. 
board wants to increase spen- 
ding by more than that, they 
must hold a referendum. 
"ThiS particular disffict has 
the highest rate of residential 
tax increases in the 'province 
since . res t ra in t . "  Terrace 
District Teachers Association 
president Greig Houlden said, 
"Yet the spending in the district 
has risen one per cent below in- 
flation over the same time 
period." 
He said theproblem is the 
proportion of spending the pro- 
vince pays , not district 
overspending. 
"It's not runaway spending 
at the local school board level 
"And Brummet knows that. 
What he's attempted todo here 
is pit the local taxpayers against 
the local school boards and the 
local teachers. He's abdicating 
any responsibility." 
Houlden said a referendum 
will be much more difficult to 
sell to taxpayers indistricts with ~ 
aging populations because 
fewer of those• taxpayers will 
have school-age children and 
they will be less wiring to vote 
themselves a school tax in- 
crease. 
"The demographics of  local 
districts are going to have a 
great impact on the quality of 
education if this system goes 
First Nags Road 
contract readied 
TERRACE --  The highways which may need more .work 
ministry should spend approx, than others, said Jon Buckle. 
imately $4.4 million over the The first project, now in the 
next several years improving the final design stage before it goes 
Nags Vailey: Road, says its to  tender, is" nearly 13km 
regional manager, leading from the Cedar River 
The estimate of $500,000 a Bridge. 
kllometre over the 88kin to be "It's a two-year project, star- 
improved is an average figure ring this year," said Buckle. 
that takes into account sections Buckle added that a final 
Ski •co nst r u ctio nll head  arriving decision on whether the roadbeenWi l l  bemadePaVedaitougSome daYt hadstan.not 
. ' ,  . • dard to which it Will be improv- 
TERRACE --  A manager to timetable and they're trying to "needed tocomplete the corpora- this year as it begins construe- ed, with some extra work. 
oversee construction o f  the accommodate us as best as they • tion,s financing needs once'the tion. would be suitable for asphalt. 
Shames Mountain ski area West can. The process is slow." venture capital corporation i . The ski corporationdoes owe Other work planned thisyear 
of the city arrives next week to Martin added that the ap, ' ves!ment and the federal oan the regional district $300,000 is raising the grade above flood 
begin work,i says the:w~tdent plieation had to be rewritten its ~are/takeii+into account, from the purchase of the ski lift level in sections between New 
of the Shames ~` Mo~ta in  Ski+ road construction costs :were +/+iMartin+said the icorporation on the now-closed Kitsumkalum Aiyansh and Greenville. 
Corporation, :+/ii++ ..!~:~ once included, That changed '+:' wnHseeure a bank operating line Mountain. .. • 
-Gerry Martin ::: sald.+;.Mark L 'last year when the province an- + i '  :. + ' :+" - -~ -- . ' 
Oraboski, inn .empl0y.~:bf the nminced it/wo~d pay:for the ' ' : • 
ski Comul t i~ ,~6fDan Mat- $2,6 milliofi cbns!ruction ~ and ,  :: ++ ~+l A +,~ 
.thews and +Ass~at~i lll stay improvement costs for a :road ?+' ~ ~ ] 
until the motmtain:s+cheduled leading+ from Hwy!6 to the sk i  m~ , • 
opening of th i sD~;+,  area. ~ : "'~:' + ~i i :.: ' + ,  ' ' 
At the same time, M~sa id  The remainder ~ Of the $1,5 ~ ~ ~ ~  
the corporatmn Is waiting for million.will c0n]e from a/ven~ 1 ~ ~ ~ % ~  
• ~e ~u'rival.of a $502~000federai tu~e capital Corporctlo, (ambx-i~i ~ ~  
mw cost lo~ pr0miSed ;tO i t  lmum of $250,O00W be rabeci) ~ ~ ~ ! ~ , ~  
nearly two y'ea~S ~o.~i i':~' ~i ::..+:set upto: help ~¢e theipro~ ~ ~ i  
That mof l~hts  toone. je~ and from direct~!investr~ent :: m~mFJW~V~m~ 
third.., o f  the eatimated: $1,5 ~ In, the ski~ corporation; sa id ,  ~ i : i : ~  ' 
~0n itwtl ltaket0 purchase. Martin: !,..i '~ i',~ j - + ~ ~ ~ !  
~ ~tall-equipm~t l ieddo:  ./~:i~.~:We thl~i:,th~re'are ~otsof:. i ~ ~ ~  
other work leadlngto the 6pen+ busineSses t;ho ~, Will ~ t~nefit'i i ~ ~ ~ i ~  
tung.,, ii. ~"~i ~, . . . .  ~.,:i~ i, i, i: directly (from ~the Skt area),; i ~ ~ ~ i ~  r ~ [ ~ 1 " $ ~ " 
:+, The pa~ork~lS~Ith~their • There are li0telS~ :~ttturant~,'.~il ~ ~  
(f~!eral) la~ers, ,!~dMart in;  ~ huslfiesses~w]~6::~ ,kl':equln.~i.i ~ i i i  
ahead." 
He said California tried the 
referendum system of school 
budget control, and abandoned 
it because the quality of educa, 
tion was declining. 
Cooper said referendums are 
expensive and could destroy any 
long-term plans the board might 
make. If the board wanted to 
expand a school and pay for it 
over five years, it would have to 
hold a referendum for the tax 
increase not just once, but every 
year -- with a high fikelihood it 
would eventually be defeated. 
Houlden doubted the board 
could use the referendum as a 
• weapon against the teachers' 
• union during contract negotia- 
tions. 
"I  don't think the trustees 
have a vested interest in putting 
• the boots to teachers." 
He predicted the board will 
want money for high~ teacher 
salaries, tO atffa~t new teachers 
to the district during the present 
nation-wide t acher shortage. 
School board chairman Edna 
Cooper said there is "no ques- 
tion" that the board will opt for 
the maximum six per cent 
budget increase, it's just a mat- 
ter of whether or not they need 
to go over that amount and hold 
a referendum. If held, a referen- 
dum would be run in the first 
week of April. 
Brummet said more informa- 
tion will be released in the com- 
ing weeks, including the propor- 
tion of the budget he pro.vince 
will pay. 
Provision is also expected to 
adjus t both the base amount of 
money and the annual increase 
for districts depending on 
geographic and other factors. 
The ministry has also promis- 
ed extra m6ney will be provided 
to start the primary program of 
the new Year 2000 system. 
/+  
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Education plan o utli*n 
Excerpts of a speech education demands for better control have with, t 
minister Tony Brummet made 
to school trustees Jan. 31 
Wizen I became Minister of 
Education, government had 
already decided to return local 
taxing authority to school 
boards by allowing supplemen- 
tary spending above the provin- 
cially funded basic program 
covered by the "F isca l  
Franlework". 
Boards would be wholly 
responsible and accountable for 
that additional spending to their 
local residential taxpayers. In 
that first year supplementary 
amounts were held somewhat in
check by boards. 
Then it happened -- the sup- 
plementary amounts grew 
dramatically from $66 million 
in 1986/87 to $238 million this 
year (up.261 per cent). This year 
over last year alone it is up 112 
per cent. 
Although government grants 
Tony Brummet 
increased s igni f icant ly 
throughout his period, they 
could not possibly keep pace 
with such spending patterns. 
As a result, residential taxes 
have increased dramatically, 
and the resulting taxpayer 
Teachers abhore 
spending vote 
would be held the first week of 
April. 
Houlden said the system 
could complicate the school 
board's approach to bargaining 
with the teachers' union. 
"The scenario really boggles 
the mind," Houlden said. He 
questioned what would happen 
if the school board had to go to 
a referendum to get money to 
pay for teacher salary increases 
it negotiated With the union. 
"If  it was rejected, where 
would we stand?" he asked. 
"The board would be faced 
with an impossible situation. 
What would they do? Would 
they stop heating the schools, 
would they lay off the custodial 
staff, would they shut down the 
bus system? It's a scenario 
that's really difficult to con- 
template." 
"How could the board even 
negotiate if the prospect exists 
that th~ c~nt~act they sign c~ild'  
be.- : inv'al idated .,~,b~, ',.a .= 
referendum?" .... 
TERRACE - -  A referendum 
system to restrict school board 
budget increases threatens to 
play havoc with contract 
negotiations, Terrace District 
Teachers' Association president 
Greig Houlden says. 
"It basically takes away the 
last vestige of local fiscal con- 
trol from the school boards," 
Houlden said. " I  can see grave 
problems for local school 
boards in meeting thee" obliga- 
tions to provide quality educa- 
tion if they have no source of 
discretionary funding." 
He was responding to a new 
system of school board financ- 
ing announced by education 
minister Tony Brummet last 
Wednesday that effectively caps 
school board budget increases 
at roughly six per cent. if Ter- 
race's chool board wants to in- 
crease its budget by more than 
six per cent his year, it will have 
to get approval from local tax. 
payers in a referendum that 
become loud and clearl 
Because of the difference in 
school district budget years and 
the calender tax year, we are 
heading into the 1990 tax year 
with an automatic 15.6 percent 
average tax inc/'ease based on 
your budget decikions for the 
1989.90 school district budget 
year. This is without any in- 
crease to your present budgets. 
The fiscal framework has 
been incressed by 20 per cent in 
the last two years, and school 
board spending has inct'easedby 
25 per cent on average across 
the province in these same two 
years. 
Obviously both increases far 
exceed any economic indicators 
and such a rate of increase can- 
not be justified on a continuing 
basis, nor is it acceptable totax- 
payers based on the reactions 
we get. " 
l have always beenan ad- 
voeate for local•autonomy. But 
repeatedly I have stated that I 
believe very strongly that With 
local autonomy goes local 
responsibility and accountabili- 
tY. 
Though many- have agreed 
f rom 
"the I 
high is because the provincial ! ' i ( :'General Mgr. . " 
government does not~..,provide:::l ;.i.: . . . .  ':. , . . Pams~l~Hwl :  
enough money and ~ve therefore' I Monday 0am. 5 pal. • ,Tuesday. Friday 8 am- 9 pm " , Saturday 9am;5 pm:~:~;: 
have to raise local taxes."., I 3467 Hlghway::l~6 East  " Bus lness iB3~lg8"  
In other words, when spen-, I Terraoe, B C., V8G4P3 Fax: 036-0115 
ding continues well above the . .. : . : . .  . . . . .  
• increased grant revenue the 1tax 1 " 
effects of local decisions are,to ' : 
be.blamed On the province,. : ... - 
This campaign of deflection 
has apparently been quite suc.  
cessful because we are being 
blamed at the provincial evel 
both for increasing taxes, and " 
for giving to boards the right to 
levy taxes at the local'level. 
Taxpayers are calling• on '~ 
government to control school 
taxes by increasing funds and by 
controlling the spend ipg~f  
school boards. .~:'::~'.~..,;~ ,.;. 
At the current r~ '~!~: ! ,~  ~ 
ding we are go ing~:~]~i~! ,  
very real threat 'o~im~:~~;:~ 
revolt.. The premi~f '~;~: '  
mzmster, myself and 'our ' ]~L~ 
have all been besieged by letters 
protesting the continuing tax in- 
creases and demanding that 
government take action. 
r! : ~'eefore I lost "NutrPSyste 
,: 701b~, I was a helped 
: ;wallflower;' me biossonl." 
;ellT~ciec.Nutri/S~tem.  Weight Loss'Program includes a variety of 
. : .  i,clous meals ano snacks, nutritional and behavioral counseling, 
• light activity, end Weight maintenance. , ~ -  
' ~ ' "  * ~; b. "" i~i"~ ' 'w~ghtL°u " -  
i. n° " j  ! L ~;  ' 'supervision 
'~  * No c;Io~e 
counUno ., 
~ ~ * No oImmlckb 
~~j ' Come and Celebrate w,thus;,,,:"., 
Hanky Panky s Is giving you  . . . . .  
the chance to winone of these 
fabulous prizesl 
1. Ladies gem dng 2., Mens geM dng: 
3, A romantic evening for two at the Inn of'the West 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1990 
4o o - 
,.. ~,se A v~. ~p '38 '8 , i  41 
m Ourd~/, i 
losl TO lb~ 
Over 1600 Centms k North Amed¢ 
g~ t q~ rL l"~t  ('T=-,lli 
I weight loss centres I 
1/2 '"FREE' DSE WANT TO LOSE ABSOLUTELY 
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE'NO.ODBGATION CONSULTAllON 
638-1800 
~RRACE 4644 LAZELLE AVE. 
• PreGram wlfl be based en 112 yeef desJmd weloht loss. ,~Gpeclal offer dees not include c~t d exc~ ~ 
food. New clients rely, Offer valid It pat~c~oatlng cetllf~. 0ffet ex~ Februa~ 28,1990. 
g 
VERY-OWN FOOD PEOPLE AND PROUD OF IT 
CENT SALE 
HIENZ 
PORK & BEANS 
Buy 1 
at 1.49 
& 
Receive 
2nd For 
398 mL. 
MR. NOODLES 
i Asst. flavors 
Buy 4 
I For 1.00 
• & 
Receive 
4 For 
OVERWAITEA 
1ST CHOICE 
SANDWICH MEATS 
6 varieties 
Buy 1 
at 1.99 
& 
Receive 
2nd For 
175 g. 
FEBRUARY ~ 
8 ,9&10 
85 g. 
A JIM PATTISON COMPANY 
VALUE PRICED 
SLICED BREAD 
I Buy 1 
at 1.24 
Receive 
2rid For 
I  :seTg. 
BULK 
.:. SOUP MIXES 
• 9 flavours 
available 
Scaled 
At 112 Price 
For YOur 
Convenience 
i 
! i  
i- PRICE 
LOCAL RED 
POTATOES 
I 
Buy 1 
at 3.99 
Receive 
2rid For 
. \  . 0 ,bl 
* We Reserve 
The Right: 
To Umit Quantities 
TERRACE r 
8TORE ONLY 
= 
:i i 
i 
. • r ' :  . 
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,appealed 
~ C E  --  The Crown i 
appealing the acquittal la~ 
month of a local man who he~ 
been charged with guidinl 
without a licenee. 
In finding assistant guid, 
George Springel not guilty 
Judge Paul Lawrence rule~ 
angling uides can't revoke th~ 
licences held by thai; 
assistants. Springel had bee~ 
charged last Julywhen he con 
tinued to guide after bein! 
fired by the guide he worke¢ 
for. 
Conservation officers ~ sat( 
the ruling exposed a loophoh 
in the Wildlife A,~ that left 
angling guides with no contro 
oyez their employees: 
The Crown's appeal f'fle~ 
Thursday contends the judg( 
misinterpreted a section o f  th( 
act in finding Springel nol 
guilty. " 
Although the act does nol 
~explicitly give guides the right 
to revoke the lieences of theiz 
assistants, Terrace prosecutor 
Paul Kirk argued, during the 
Springel trial, one section of it 
renders the licences invalid if 
the assistant is fired. 
An assistant guide's licence, 
it states, "shall only be valid 
when endorsed with the 
signature of the snide out fitter 
or angling guide who employs 
him." 
Kirk said that section means 
the licorice becomes invalid 
when the assistant is f'wed - -  
because the guid e no longer 
employs the assistant. 
• Judge Lawrence ruled the 
section only governs the initial 
issuing o fa  licence, and the 
Crown is appealing on the 
basis he misinterpreted the sec- 
tion. 
Socreds : i 
  c,hoose. 
Skeena 
board 
Spic a nd spa n 
IT WAS A TRUCK alright, but not quite what Skeena MLA Dave Parker had in mind when he 
allowed bidders to buy his vehicle-washing services as part of last year's the Rotary auction. 
Skeena Cellulose, one of two succesful bidders, paid $60 and made sure Parker earned the 
money by persuading Alex Houlden to bring along ' his logging truck ..... , ,~.~. 
. . . .  L 
TERRACE - -  Kitimat alder. 
man John LeSage was named 
president and former mill owner 
Bill McRae first vice president 
as area Social Credit Party 
members gathered Jan. 27 to 
select a new executive for their 
Skeena riding association. 
The meeting was made 
necessary to re-align the party's 
association to follow new oleo- 
toral boundaries that come into AI McGowan of Terrace is 
effect March I, LeSage said. the second vice president, At 
Gone is Smithers and Hazelton Purschke of Terrace is the 
and the Nass, leaving Terrace, treasurer and Eleanor Kendell 
Kitimat and Kitwanga. of Kitimat is the secretary. 
LeSage said the new riding 
"We have to divide up  the executive is gathering a list of 
assets, switch over what is owed the members in the new Skeena 
to the new riding (Smit hers and riding. 
the Hazeltons become part of "We'll soon be ready to start 
Bulkley Valley-Stikine)," said work leading to the next elec- 
LeSage. .. tion," he said. 
1 
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Mayor '  l i kes  •: ,'" ' , 
J new repor t  
TERRACE -- Mayor Jack. 
Talstra says he isn't surprised 
that most of the ideas in the ci- 
ty's proposed tourism and 
economic development strategy 
have been around for a while. 
"These things are what peo. 
pie are talking about day.to-day 
in Terrace," said Talstra in ad- 
ding they had come up in 
meetings with various groups. 
The objective, he emphasiz- 
ed, had been to come up with a 
plan that included attainable 
goals and therefore, while no  
"new, 1~rand scl/emes, had 
emerged, the result was "a very 
good, practical document." 
The strategy process began 
when the city hired retired 
regional district administrator 
and school trustee John 
Pousette for one year in June 
1988. A Terrace to 2000 think- 
tank was held in October 1988 
and discussions with ~ various 
groups were held. Pousette's 
67-page report submitted in Ju- 
ly 1989 was the result. 
Aldermen.thea split the areas 
covered by that report with city 
economic development officer 
Peter Monteith told to handle 
the strategy. City planner Mar- 
vin Kamenz is now preparing an 
update community plan to be 
ready the end of the year. 
Explaining Pousette's role, 
Talstra sald~ "His strong point 
is that of a conceptual thinker. 
• We've gone through that pro- 
cess and now we're into the 
practical aspects." 
Jack Talstra 
Those included obtaining 
local reaction to the strategy 
through next week's "publi c
meeting, incorporating any new 
ideas that might emerge from 
that and then establishing ',four 
or five priority items that can be 
acted upon quickly and are 
achievable," he said. The rmal 
draft would then be adopted as 
official city policy. 
Although he anticipated the 
strategy would prmiide a 
blueprint for the next IO-15 
years, Talstra emphasized, 
-that doesn't mean that it's a 
standing plan.". Changing cir- 
cumstances would likely require 
revisions every 3-5 years, he 
said. 
Report in brief 
are 10okin~ for. 
, Senior citizens --  carry out 
study to determine why retirees 
leave area and what needs to be 
done to reverse trend. 
• SHvlcultural Science Cent~--  
encourage the UBC school of 
forestry to use Terrace area as 
"a living laboratory." .Stage 
silviculture conference as first 
step. 
• Convention centre --deter- 
mine construction cost, pro- 
jected operating deficit and 
economic benefits. 
• Steel mill - -  examine poten- 
tial for a 100,000 tonne mill us- 
ing northwest coal and northern 
iron ore. 
• Lumber industry - -  study 
potential markets for value- 
added forest products. 
• Miulng industry - -  study 
potential for value-added pro- 
ducts using minerals currently 
being extracted in the north. 
Local residents have an op- 
portunity Feb. 13, 7:30 p.m. at 
the Inn of the West o speak on 
the city's touristn and economic 
development strategy. 
Recommended projects con- 
tained in that document in- 
clude: 
• Tourism attractions - -  carry 
out feasibility studies on a 
number. .of  ideas.,, in¢ lu~-  a 
game farm, game preserve and 
native cultural centre. Also con- 
tinue support for the Shames 
Mountain ski development and 
Mount Layton Hotsprings 
resort: 
• Teikwa Pass mad - -  deter- 
mine benefits and feasibility of 
this proposed irect route from 
Smithers to Kitimat. 
• Market anslysis - -  establish 
profile of tourists currently 
visiting area to determine why 
they come here and what they 
T 
B.C. Grown 
APPLES 
Canada 
Fancy Grade. 
Medium 
size. 
!.o8 kg. 49 
. Oven Joy 
BREAD 
White or (iO~ Whole Wheat 
57o g. Sliced Loaf. 
.88~ 
I I  
F 
Grade A 
EGGS 
mmum size. Lucerne. 
BlOClegrlKl~e carton of 12 
1.28. 
~ h z s  Weeks " 
I Safeway Flyer 
:)r 
HOT 
I ons 
r -  
t 
 OSS BUNS 
12 3.29 
i 
Tomato 
.... SOUP 
Campbell's. Case Of 12 
284 mL 11ns. 
5,68. 
Laundry  
DETERGENT 
All Powdered For Laundry. 
10 L. BOX. or Wlsk Liquid 
Plus 3 L 
8.99. 
~ ~ , . ,  j 
EW/  
I II - I 
We  bring it all together •
BUTT 
ROAST 
Whole~ 
Bone-In. 
5.29 kg. 1.4 LB. 
" Bavarian . 
MEAT LOAF 
Bathroom 
TISSUE 
ROylII. I~{I. Of 12 Roll, 2 Ry 
4.47. 
Paper 
TOWELS 
Royale. Pkg. Of 2. Jumbo 
ROllS. 
1.88.  
• , , ,~  
~STORE HOURS:--] 
~:. [.Sunday lOa.m.-Sp.m. I 
,: ~[Mon.,Wed. 9a.m~-6p.m. [ 
• .  /11 i/Thurs.& Fd. 9 a.m.- 9 p.m.. J 
' l  ! ~,~'*"~"ve wed, ~h. 7 ] 
~ "'1 toSat.,Fob. 1O / 
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Snowed again 
Combine aft the Inspection Ratings 
for each activity into one Activity 
Rating. 
Activity Rating R(acO = R 
n 
Where R = Inspection Rating for 
each inspection as calculated in Step 1 
n = Number of Inspection 
Ratings for the Activity. 
That's just one of  the sections of the 
process the highways ministry is using in 
its attempt to rank the various com- 
panies now doing road and bridge 
maintenance in the province. 
Aside from requiring a computer 
system as powerful as the one needed to 
put men on the room, it shows just what 
is churning firound inside the minds of 
the policy makers as they try to make 
sense of what they have created. •
The problem is that the policy makers 
within the highways ministry are reluc- 
tant to tell the public just how things are 
going. Although this is the second winter 
of private snow clearing, the ministry 
says their system is still evolving. It says 
releasing any information would not be 
fair to the companies. 
But, that's not the point. The,issue is 
adequate service arising from the expen- 
diture of public monies. That overrides 
all other considerations. 
Perhaps the ministry policy makers 
and their minister should read again a 
paragraph in an introduction on how the 
ratings system works, In part, it reads: 
"'A structured program of inspections 
and tests is a commitment which the 
Ministry has made towards assuring 
both the public and itself that the stan- 
dard of maintenance will be kept at, or 
above, that provided under the previous 
direct labour system. '" 
Reach for the sky 
One of the luxuries of being a politi- 
cian is the ability to control one's own 
pay. Although various elected bodies 
like to hide that simple fact behind all 
sorts of cute little tactics the truth re- 
mains they can pay themselves wha~ they 
wish. 
With that in mind, council is in the 
process of handing itself a 5.2 per cent 
hike. That'll bring the mayor's salary to 
$17,284 and an alderman's annual 
packet to $7,534. (For comparison's 
sake, the mayor gets roughly twice the 
minimum wage, an "alderman just 
under.) 
As justification, •council is tying its 
salaries to the Consumer Price Index, a 
curious circumstance given that it rdates 
to the cost of living based on what's go- 
ing on in Vancouver. 
But the real issue is not so much what 
'a mayor and aldermali +Sh~hl~J be' pal~f <' "  
'(ieg/ffdle'ss if one is abie' t6 Unders~/ii~' 
their deliberations being broadcast over 
the local community cable channel) but 
the impact that raise might have. 
Two aldermen had it right in objecting 
to setting an increase now. Such a move, 
they said, might lead to interesting 
bargaining with the city's workers. Car- 
rying that one step further, council more 
rightly should receive the same increase 
it gives its workers. That would be acting 
in a responsible manner. 
Snowy vacation 
Vacations and snowstorms 
offer similar experiences. So 
why should I drain my bank ac- 
count to acquire skin cancer on 
Maul when B.C. Medical will 
foot the bill if I suffer a slipped 
spinal disc heaving snow in my 
front yard? Either way a hand- 
some doctor could come into 
my life. 
Mainly you vacation for a 
change of  scene. But why go to 
it when a blizzard will bring it to 
you? 
Last week's mild-weather 
storm fransformed our dreary 
landscape into a photographer's 
delight of  damp snow that clung 
to eveything like boiled spaghet- 
ti tested on a plaster wall. 
Vacations invite a switch in 
activities, and switch I did, 
from upholstering, to shovell- 
ing. By pampering the driveway 
fike a baby, every four hours, I
~cooped my cubic share of 
snowdrifts clear to the street, 
using a plastic shovel that skims 
over gravel as smoothly as a 
limousine over manholes. 
Fortunately there's always 
plenty of time for playing 
snowplow• Snowstorms have a 
way of juggling priorities and 
preoccupations, 
Another "given"~ of vaca- 
tions~is getting away from it all, 
espec ia l l y  phones  and 
customers. Sure, you can't get 
far from them if you're Snowed. 
in, but you don't have to, A 
sizeable snowfal l  hampers 
them, too. 
Late nights are a holiday 
Through 
s.ooo , I 1 / ,  
by C l a u d e ~  
stay up beyond curfew, yet 
,there's little anxiety about wak- 
ing on time next morning, 
unless you serve on a hydro or 
highway crew. 
Snow flurries are beautiful to 
watch, particularly at night 
under the street lights• They 
also produce an uncharacteristic 
quiet. Traffic thins to the esen- 
tial, or the foolhardy. Dogs 
nap; there's little to bark at and 
every centimeter of snow 
shrinks their line of vision 
another notch. 
You tend to disregard calories 
while holidaying. Only your 
pocketbook curbs your menu. 
Snowstorm vacationers loosen 
their girdles, too. All those 
hours spent rearranging snow 
make ca lor ie  count ing  
super f luous•  How many 
calories are burned during an  
hour of snow shovelling7 1 
fgure it' ought• to balance at 
least a wedge of apple pie, or a 
fistful of unshelled peanuts. 
What of romance? Well, I did 
manage to make my husband 
jealous --  of my shovel. He 
pouts I spent more time with it 
last week than I did with him. 
Maybe so, but the alternative 
was to wade back and forth an- 
Ill the snow reached a depth 
# 1 _ 
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Hubert has friend 
here in Terrace : 
"VICTORIA - -  One~ of the • : 
most important parts of any +~ 
newspaper are the letters to the F rO[ l~ t ~  _ . , .~  
editor. They reflect the / readers' assessment of the pro- i [~_tZl l~|0OI I I  duct, and that's important not l p '11 i l l l r  II II ~11 II 
only to the paper itself, but to by  Hubert Beyer  
everybody else, including 
advertisers and readers. 
Letters to the editor are also 
a reflection of the readers' in- thing comes with the territory. 
terestin their community, their That's why, unlike some col- 
province, their country and the umnists, I don't have an 
world, unlisted phone number. 
A newspaper that doesn't Anyone can Call me anytime, 
gent ~t t~ j~,o~ its~,~q~, era ,is,.,. ,. ~ght or day. And belieVe'me, ' 
d~ifi~'s~Ah~::~n~g'iwron~.,,ii'~/~ i ~ some readers do. I wouldn't 
Perha~ its co~;erag~' of news,"" llave it any other way. 
and events is too bland, and it Apart from all the above- 
fails to stir the hearts and mentioned letter writers, there 
souls of  its readers, is the odd one who goes 
I once worked for a dally beyond even the bounds of my 
newspaper whose managing considerable tolerance. They 
editor maintained that people are the ones who run off at the 
weren't interested in politics, mouth, week after week, 
He had us all writing soft usually somewhat disjointed 
features, He should have been and more than a little mean. 
put out to pasture. Every columnist has been 
I consider letters from subjected to abuse by such 
readers in response to what I people. One of my favourites 
write of paramount impor- lives in Terrace and sends let- 
tance, and it doesn't much ters to numerous editors on a 
matter whether the response is regular basis. A lot of them 
positive or negative. What need severe diting, because 
counts is that people are apart from being very funny, 
reading and thinking, they're xtremely libelous. 
Most of the mall I get, One of my favourites 
either personally or via letter 
to the editor, is well-reasoned. I/ves in Terrace al?d 
Readers who disagree with me, sends:letters to. 
make their points logically and 17uITlerous editors oft a 
convincingly. But thereare ex- regular basis. 
captions. 
Over the years, I have Normally it's best to ig- 
received letters calling me nore Such capricious J~ 
everything from a filthy com- critics, because one reply 
munist to a dirty nazi. On the invites an even steadier 
removal machine, same day, I have been accused stream of venom, but i'B 
To complete the similarity of being a Socred lacky and an make an exception in this 
between vacationing and sitting NDP propagandist. I suppose case, because this chap is 
out a snowstorm, there's the you can't please everybody, unique; his style is 
bittersweet nding, when you're Some say as long as a colum- noteworthy. His rantings 
torn, whether to prolong a nist gets raked over the coals deserve mention in the 
novel furlough or return to a by all sides, he's doing Guinnes Book o f  Records. 
comfortable routine, something right. Here are some excerpts 
Annual vacations generally Some writers have suggested from his latest offering, 
signal the end of summer. In I go the hell back where I written in response to my 
much the same way, a came from others thought Christmas column. ::, • • 
snowstorm in this part of B:C. Siberia was perhaps a more fit- "Not so dear Hubert, ; : ,  
often marks a watershed in the ting domicile for me. I have you must have written ~ : 
winter. Spring won't be far off. consistently rejected either in- your Christmas ermon on :: ~u 
From here on, folks with vitation. I like Victoria just love and tolerancelwith :-~: ': 
short memories or more faith in fine. tongue in cheek. Nobody : :i 
Boeing than l have will collect I have received threatening is more full of hate'against : ;  
brochures and check prices with letters, and when my kids were the premier than you. 
travel agents, younger, they were subjected "You areMr. Hypocrite 
Meanwhile I'!! hang my snow to the odd insult because of a la Adolf Hitler himself. 
shovel in the shed and tune in their father's job. But, I 've He said onething and did 
for the weather eport, always felt that this sort of the other. Everything without my critics? + ~: 
 ort N i I
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sounds so familiar. Are 
you speaking up for the 
Jews now and against he 
Christians? Nice try. Sure, 
blame the Christians for 
killing the Jews. 
"Blame the Christians 
for'everytl!~g. Hitler 
blamed the~Jews for 
everything. Same principle. 
It happened because your 
Deutschland turned its 
• back on God. It still does. 
The Christians were about 
the only ones that risked 
death by hiding Jews from 
your murderers 
Vaterlanders, who's (sic) . 
god was the fuehrer. Who 
is yours? Not Bill Vander 
Zalm's. 
"Here is a decent honest 
premier who keeps smiling 
in the face of them that " : 
want to shred him to .... 
pieces, like you, and you 
prefer dirty perverts like 
Svend Robinson in your 
NDP future government. 
Dirty pigs, as popular as. " " 
dirty. "king" Elvis Presley. 
"By what standard o 
you live and write? Not 
the Christian standard of  
true love. By the way, 
Jesus was not tolerant, cer- 
tainly not of characters ~ c ,  "+ 
like you, who speak out o f  
two corners of the same 
mouth. 
"We never had such a 
fine premier and the fact 
that the people of B.C.~ :" 
doesn't (sic) want him, - . 
proves the immorality of  
the majority of the people 
of our province. May God : 
have mercy. The old Jews 
too believed in choice. 
They chose Barrabas 
above Jesus of Nazareth. 
The same thing happens to 
the followers of Jesus, 
named Bill Vander Zalms. 
Study some history, , • 
Hubert. You might see '+":::i,i +: '+ " :- 
history rePeating itselL" +. +~', 
Ah; what.would I do ' ' '  ~: 
Countries 
in change 
Th~ first to go was Poland. to what was created as n result 
Then 5t was the turn of  of the Second WoHd War when 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, East the woHd was divided into the 
Germany, and Romania, Soviet Union and American 
Bulgada is also experiencing spheres of influence. 
change as is Yugoslavia These countries now Hve in a 
although it was never under the new atmosphere in which ha., 
Soviet Union's dominance. 
tlonal goals are being set witldn Now the Baltic states of Latvia, 
a' framework of indlvidmd ex- Lithuania and Estonia - -  never 
a willing part of the Soviet pression and freedom. There'll 
Un ion  - -  are assert ing be elections this year fentuHng 
themselves and there's trouble new political parties and, of 
in the Soviet Union's southern course, new challenges and new 
portions of Armenia and Azer- worries. 
baijan. On this page are the opinions 
And now the~e nre reports the and thoughts of local residents 
Soviet communist party will who were once citizens of  those 
debate its future, countries now undergoing 
What's happening is an end changes. 
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~GRAVE OF Father Jerzy Popieluszko, killed by members of 
the Polish secret police, served as a rallying point for those 
opposing the country's Communist government. PHOTO 
COURTESY STEVE PF_JSKI. 
They're able to 
: Steve Pejski came out of ~ ~  ~.~.> 
his village church in Poland | - - ~  
one day in 1.942 to find it sur- ]: ~:: 
rounded by Germans. ~ ~ ~  
Shipped off to work as a i~ i l .  "~.,.~q~l[ 
slave labourer, that was the ~=. :~:~.  ~') ,~  
last Pejski saw of his i i ~ ~ i ~  
homeland until he paid a visit ~ ~ ~  .... ! l  
in 1975. ! ~ " ~  
He's been back three times I ~ " ~ ' ~ ~  
since and, ,as the only l k C ~ ~ ~ M 1  
member of his family to ! ~ ~  ~: :~ l  
come to the west, has been i ~ ~ ! ! ~ : ~  
sending money to help his l ' ~ ~ : " J ~ l [  
relatives. With each visit, Pc- /<? ,  
jski's seen changes take / ~ ~  
place. [ l ~ i k ' ~ ~ ' l  
"You had to keep your ~ " ~ l l ~  
mouth shut, who you could [ ~ ~ l [ ~ l l  
trust,,, said Pejski in relating" , 
the experience of a friend 
who, on a visit to Poland in 
1977, was arrested and ex- 
pelled for speaking in public 
about living conditions, 
"You could write letters 
back and forth but you had 
to watch your language, 
what you could say. Now, 
it's free. You can criticize 
anything you want," Pejski 
added. 
He also remembers the ex- 
citement of the beginning of 
the 1980s when Solidarity, a
movement begun by trade 
unions, demanded more 
freedom and what happened 
when.mart ia l  l awwas  
declared., 
"Solidarity was good. 
People suffered, but now 
they live with hope~ Before 
there w~no hope," said Pe- 
jski. 
He added that he Catholic 
church kept the freedom 
movemem alive in the 1980s • 
Steve Pejski 
But although Ziemianski 
fears unrest in parts of the 
Soviet Union, threaten Gor- 
bachev, she says it means the 
Soviets will concentrate on 
their own problems. 
When the Berlin Wall was 
opened, she said she felt ter- 
rible. "The Germanys were 
divided for a reason," she 
said. "But I have to admit I
am very surprised they would 
have allowed these changes." 
So far the change has been 
positive, but she says she re- 
mains skeptical. 
Political reform is fine, she 
said, but successful economic 
reform is essential. *'They 
are talking perestroika, but 
there still isn't food in th~ 
stores," she said. "And there 
are still line-ups -- there are 
always line.ups in Poland,,' 
Her first reaction to Polish 
labour leader Lech Walesa's 
with priests organizing secret support of reforms promised 
meetings. "The priests gave by the government was one 
their lives for the people..~ of dismay. " I  thought he was 
They had underground selling out to the corn. 
meetings and criticized Com- "" munists/' 
munlsm." But looking back, the' 
Another local Polish ira- change is coming better than 
migrant ' "  Aflce Ziemianski she expected, she said. "It 
--says she believes reform is will take time and maybe 
coming to eastern Europe foreign investment, but  I 
because~ommunist leaders think it can be done," : 
simply have no other alter- "1 always dreamed therel 
, t  native.~;~ .~' , i would someday be change, ~ i! 
~, Gogbachev wouldn t be ~ she said. And I wish I was ' 
t doi~ this If he wasn t forced there now or maybe go there 
l ,  " ' ~ to, she'said.; I think he sin in May, Warsaw is beautiful 
i trouble,~!'! : " in May.'! : 
It's been a long wait 
Architect Alex lnselberg has 
been waiting for quite some 
time for the changes now going 
on in Eastern Europe. 
He was born in Latvia~ atiny 
state that along with Lithuania 
and Estonia make up the three 
Baltic republics that were ab- 
sorbed by the Soviet Union half 
a century ago but are now 
demanding independence. 
lnselberg fought with the 
Germans against th~ Soviets 
during the Second World War. 
That occurred after a secret 
Russian-German agreement 
divided eastern Europe at the 
start of the war, leaving the 
Baltic states under Russian rule. 
Inselberg left Latvia rather 
than live under Russian rule and 
was drafted into the German ar- 
my. 
He never eturned to his Lat- 
vian homeland, but always 
hoped to see his people regain 
their independence, something 
which only existed in the years 
between the two world wars. 
"We are living in great imes, 
there can be no doubt," he said. 
"But I'm very much afraid for 
the future. If things go wrong 
there could still be a bloodbath 
throughout all of eastern 
Europe." 
Describing Gorbachev as a 
"great man," Inselberg said the 
• future could rest on his survival 
as Soviet leader. 
"I hope nothing happens to 
him --  to G orby. Because if the 
Staliuists ever come back it will 
be terrible. It will be a terrible 
civil war." 
People are demanding too 
much, too quickly, he said, and 
the stunning pace of reform is 
threatening to return power to 
the hard-Hners. 
"The people should listen to 
Gorbachev and try to work with 
him," he said. "He has the trust 
of the western world. They 
should not destroy what he has 
started to build. I just hope 
Gorbachev is strong enough." 
Fixing the ruined economies 
of eastern Europe won't be 
nearly as easy as clearing out 
communism, he said. 
And because the Latvian 
capital --  Riga -- is the only 
Alex Inselberg 
year-round ice-free port the 
Soviet Union has on the Baltic 
coast, Inselberg said he still 
doubts they would give it up. 
Degree of caution remains 
coMiln~dOSok;rY~ered~pt~ s ~und ~hnd:~'too.d :oh;tt~'seg;~tnti;;find ~:~el~;°rn°:ha; aP~tttiaca~h~ toeeal 
amount of change' going oh in of their~ communist govern- : state co-operative. 
his native'Czechosl0vakla. ~'":: m~eht~ ira pers0n isn't Hying'as .... Oskorypis more forceful in 
Oskoryp, who left with his the .*.vents occur. The clock discussing why he left, saying it 
wife and son in 1984, wonders stops when you leave,"  was a combination of many 
why the elite --  the few people Oskoryp said in pointing at his aspects, all leading to dictating 
at the top who adopted com. watch, how a person lived and what 
munism -- would give up their Although Oskoryp and his they did. 
power, authority and privileges, family lived well, he is willing to "Day after day, it is a build 
"They weren't Communists argue that overall economic up of small things. You feel, all 
- -  that's nonsense," said conditions have played a role in the time, control. They try, or 
Oskoryp in adding that people the demand for change. Free tried, to evokein you fear of the 
who did join Czechoslovakia's enterprise drives the western west," he said. 
communist party did so for per- economy and that philosophy Oskoryp had tried for years 
sonal or family gain. "Now was iacking in the communist to cometoCanada. His final ~_~$n~O~ ~ ; ' i  
they are giving it up -- that's countries, Oskoryp added, decision was made when he was 
funny. It's hard to understand "You couldn't get materials strip-searched while crossing the was  
that." to make what you wanted," border into Hungary on a vaca- 
And, he says it's difficult to said Oskoryp of his job as a tion tour. 
Freedom now takes hold 
In 1956 Laszlo Kutenics fired application process that takes could be coming too fast. The 
his captured Russian machine months -- took them just five people are not ready for all 
gun at the local police building 
in Budapest. 
That was during Hungary's 
first attempt at freedom but it 
was crushed when Russian 
tanks rolled in. Kuteuics was 
captured, but escaped and made 
his way to Austria. 
Kutenics and his wife Isabella 
- -  who left Hungary on a 
.30-day visitor's visa in 1972 and 
never retumad -- went back 
again last September. 
The couple had been back to 
Hungary a few times before, 
but say it was never like this. 
Getting approval to enter the 
country --  normally a lengthy 
minutes at the border. 
"Before you just read what 
they wanted you to know 
now the newspapers print 
everything," Isabella said. 
Under the old regime, people 
who didn't vote in national dec- 
t ions were fined, she recalls. 
"They just gave me the 
envelope and told me to put it in 
that box. Of course it didn't 
matter, because there was only 
one name on the ballot 
anyway." 
That will be different this 
May when Hungarians go to the 
polls in their first multi.party 
elections in more than 50 years. 
But Isabella warns reform 
these changes after being brain- 
washed for so many ears. Since 
last spring it's just been one 
thing after another." 
She mainly worries about 
whether the country's economy 
can be fixed. 
Laszlo said he wants a 
Swedish-style democratic- 
socialist government evolve. 
Despite the economic trouble, 
the people have tasted freedom 
and want more, he said. 
Experimentation with private 
enterprise ismaking the country 
and its workers more produc- 
tive, Laszlo says. 
"Before they weren't en- 
couraged to be efficient. Now 
Grabbing at a chance 
Lasz lo  Kutenics 
there is an incentive and some 
Hungarians are working at 
three or four jobs on,the side." 
Born in Romania, Emil 
KIukas spent his childhood 
years during the Second World 
War  and just after in 
Czechoslovakia, Poland and 
East Germany before moving to 
West Germany. He came to 
Canada in 1951. 
:i That experience which expos, 
ed him to life first under Nazi 
and then under Soviet rule 
makes:him all the more happy 
now that things are changing in 
• Eastern Europe. 
i~:i'~i ,'!''How hard the people Hvcd. 
~, How bad itwm with food and 
m/erything. People 'can only 
,take so much. They see a chance 
• iudthey  act on it,"sald Klukas 
who* whileb0mln Romania, is 
of  German descent. 
He admired the way Roma- 
nians defeated their dictator, 
Nicolae Ceausesm. 
"The courage to go against 
the impossible. That was 
something," he said. "Not once 
did I think that could happen. I 
gave up cempletely ofever, ever 
iL There was nothing, I 
couldn't see anything and just 
like that, it happened." 
"I knew, in East Germany, 
sooner or later they would do 
something, The East Germans 
had to give in to the police, the 
secret polim. It was very strict. 
Even in school, we felt it," 
KIukas added. 
"To me (coming under Soviet 
domination) it was the same 
thing as the Nazis. It was pro- 
paganda. People turned right 
away," he said. 
Klukas is also skeptical of the 
reasons why Soviet leader 
Mikhail Oorbachev allowed the 
changes to take place. 
" I  don't think it did it out of 
the goodness of his heart. His 
motives are not that pure. I 
th ink  it was driven by 
economics. Comununlsm didn't 
work, doesn't work, There is 
not initiative, You don't see 
that your work can produce 
anytMng," he said. 
And now that old govern- 
merits are being replaced by new 
ones, the shift serves as a lesson 
Emil Kluku 
for all people, said Klukas. 
"The stronger the opposi. ~ 
t ion, the better. ~ ' the ~': 
government," hesaid.' ' i!! i 
f 
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n 2912 Mot i tor  S t reet  • ~ • ,,~.~, ~ ~ , ~ '. ~:;~ , -~.~'~. : . . . . . . .  
~ 3  '~ :': 
" i " J '  
" - SAW " : ' -  _".."""':" /"/...1~ I 75 mint LE BRUSH f '" . SKILLCIRCULAR oT , - . ,  An ,- 
i~.'. I 
- ' °~ - /~-"~"~ I ~7 . 95  I 
TAYM~RL~£K,I:T!~  I c , . .o , . , , s  I I:0ATEONAIL'SlWALTECFAUCET ~ if ~ ~ ~ o , , , o x  I ~,,,,0,,.,ox. I',"~o-,~oo,,,coo,ro, l~21~-- ~
• I : $949 ~ '~1 $2~95 I '11" I ~3.~ 4 x 8 Cash 
Standard r I  v ~,~ & 6E SILICONE ..... ER PiPE " Drywall I l i I I  sheet Carry ~ ~;~ I c0PP ~,~1 ARBORITE  
I :].." 
c orywall. Smooth, durable surface I! 
Ceramal i te  Waterproo f  Pane l l ing  3 5 5 8 8  easy to paint. S 95  
" A unique do-it-yourself decorating idea for bathrooms, kitchens, laundry rooms, - - : -: - : : - - : . , , 
: I etc. Enjoy the beauty of authentic glazed ceramic tiles without the work or the. ~~" exi~l~n.. The embossed space-age finlsh ls easy to clean and 100. w a t e r p r o o f , . .  , ~ ~ ' ~ :  ~ ~n"~ : ~!:-i:~ 
,romavarietyofdesignerpattemsandcolours.fromtraditionaltosophisticated ~ E6LASZ',HA IER ~,  ~ .~ I~ l i l i~ i l i~  I . - , ,1~, - , I , .  
. . . . .  I contemporary styles. Stock colours only. " ' " ; " 8 8 . " kith. 
: "  SPINDLES 
- 97  ; ', :" .... I I  = .' f l r  p lywood " . . . . . .  I , . . . .  :Spindle Factqry: " t °-.r..--..on.. , 00 
suitable for use as sheMng,'.: fur, l . re 10 'I . I ~ ~ ~ ' "  i 
construction, end other home w0~'kshop , '" not e l t l y  u nluetmtiKl 
, I , ~  _ 
: . . , .  
• " / -  • ' ,  f 
E 
635-9595 
: ? ! :  
':..:i 
projects. Can be palmed or stained as e Ioh2  x 4, I : ' • :>- 1 
.--. " Man More  lns tore  Spec ia l s  " 
nesses of G1S plywood, now sate- .... : 
• : - - - . .om~ sprucestuds  r : 
, :: y i :: : Ideal for general construction Weft( : I 
Usefor framlnglower.tevelrooms', I.II -., ,tl- . - . . , I ~: ~ ' i:!i :ii:iiii!i:.~iil)!i!.!ii!: I • I 
workshops, sheds, work benches, !~-. " ' " , , _ _ _  
' :1 : FACTORY REPS WILL  BE AVAILABLE  [ Co -op . .  . .:,:. . . ' closets, etc Stock up now at your I~. ' " I 
I ' " ' . , ' , " " : - -  : - - - -: "- ' :~' - :  - _ ,lii -i'ii 
o. ome Centre : vco 95 
" Terrasi . . . . . . .  " V I I~  treet,. 're ~o,. to ~,t  a - ,.e ~ , . . , . - , .  ~ -.,,~:~:-,. ~-
~J 
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' TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Hastrouble 
believing video 
store charges 
Dear Sir: 
Regarding the article 
'Video Stop charged', Jan. 
31. 
I can't believe it! 
I really can't believe the 
RCMP have nothing better 
to do than to harass this man 
over five video tapes. 
Why don't they stay busy 
with the vandalism and thefts 
in Terrace or all the drinking 
and driving that goes on. 
l'd like to find out who the 
customer was who complain- 
ed. I'd give them a piece of 
my mind. I bet they've been 
benefitting from Video 
Step's ervices for yearsl 
Mr. Wold and his staff are 
the friendliest, most helpful 
people running a video place 
here, not like some other 
video rental places in Tar- 
race. 
His store provides an 
essential source of entertain- 
ment, at affordable prices, 
especially when there's not 
much to do in Terracel 
Stay with it Video Stop. 
All your customers are 
behind you! 
Christine Inkster 
Terrace, B.C. 
HEAVY SNOWS of late sfiowed no favou/s. That was fine for 
Calgary businessman' Glenn.Wright Who is ~sed to lots of the 
white stuff and to the colder temperatures; It's better here In 
the summer, Glenn, honestly. 
B.C. Hydro rates an insult 
changed rastically. 
In these articles I find out 
that B.C. Hydro and Howe 
Sound Pulp & Paper have 
formed an alliance of sorts. 
Howe SoundPulp &Paper 
has undertaken a project o 
build an electrical generating 
plant, and the source of 
energy would be old sawdust 
and hogfuel. When the plant 
is completed, B.C. Hydro 
would buy any excess elec. 
tricity generated. 
They try to pass this off as 
being good for the environ- 
ment, B.C. Hydro, and 
Howe Sound Pulp & Paper. 
Everybody benefits, or do 
they? 
For Howe Sound P & P to 
finance this tittle business 
venture, B.C. Hydro in part' 
has loaned Howe Sound P & 
P an interest free loan of 
$108 million. I am not aware 
of the pay back scheme. 
Since when has i B.C. 
Hydro become a financial in- 
stitution? It is through our 
rate increases that we are 
paying for that interest free 
Dear Sir: 
I recently received my rate 
increase notice from B.C. 
Hydro. Heedless to say I 
wasn't pleased, but con- 
sidered it a part of the trend 
of things happening. I was 
prepared to shoulder this in- 
crease and carry on. 
It wasn't until I happened 
across an article in the 
"Heavy  Const ruct ion"  
magazine and also in a mon- 
thly publication of the "Sup- 
ply Post" that my attitude 
toward these increases 
The people that you see 
ar6tmd the  Co-op on 
weekends handing' Out infer- I 
marion are not anarchists do- 
ing their dirty deed. They are 
dedicated, ordinary workers 
carrying out decisions that 
are unanimously decided by 
all delegates to the Kitimat- 
Terrace & District Labour 
Council in the hope that the 
Co-op board of directors will 
see the light. 
This appears to be unlikely 
considering that represen- 
tatives from the labour coun- 
cil met with the board of 
directors in mid-December in 
an effort o reach a solution; 
the labour council was turn- 
ed down. 
We asked for the follow- 
ing: 
1. That the Co-op board 
They aren't anarchists 
Dear Sir: and management would not outrageous suggestion. 
The board turned own all 
three requests,, leaving Us 
~th  i!n~" ~te~ative ', other 
than to: continue with our 
campaign. 
That the board would not 
accept a proposal, which for 
all intents and purposes was 
a face-saving device for all 
concerned, boggles the mind. 
We hope that it is a ques- 
tion of the board disliking 
unions so much that they 
would not agree to anything, 
rather than them not caring 
for the future of an organiza- 
tion that has put trust in their 
judgement and common 
sense. 
Sincerely ours, 
John Jansen, 
1st Vice President, 
Kitimat-Terrace District 
Labour Council 
loan among other things as I 
see it. 
In my way of thinking, 
Howe Sound P & P should 
have sought regular financ- 
ing at a bank at regular in-..~ 
terest rates for its business 
ventures like the general 
public would have to. Or ,  
B.C. Hydro should make 
available to the  general 
public those same type of in- 
terest freeloans for building 
electrical generating plants. 
This flagarant abuse of the 
general public and the depth 
of their pockets has got to 
stopl 
The fact that the rates were 
increased to force us to use 
less and at the same time 
electricity isbeing sold to the 
heavy industrieg':and the"  
United States at Cut'rates:is 
an insult! 
Enough is enough! 
.Wayne Jerke 
Terrace, B.C. 
interfere in efforts by council 
/tffiliates to organize Ker- 
model's workers. ~ 
2. That the Co-op board 
would not interfere with 
council's efforts should an 
attempt o organize Co-op 
workers and staff be under- 
taken. 
We were simply asking the 
board on these two issues to 
abide by the law. 
3. That the board would,' 
as they have prior to this job, 
use building trades members 
on future renovations. We 
acknowledged to them that 
this board could not commit 
future boards and consider- 
ing that major renovations 
would not take place for 
many years to come, we did 
not consider this an 
Student doubts worth 
'" STARTS SATURDAY 
WAR OF 
THE ROSES 
7:00 p.m. & 9:15 p.m. _~.~/-.r'~ 
~ ~ 
" ~ ,  , 7"  
/ "~ ' [ l~ i J~  - JOHN'  T .RAVOLTA -,  
I l JUJlUI~I 7:15 p.m. ONLY 
. 
T g0&Cash 
9:30 p.m. ONLY 
FRIDAY 
The Bear 
War Party 
Tre.mors 
, ~, ' 7:00 p.m. ONLY: 
(! 9:15 p,m. ONLY 
7:15 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. 
Presenting the... 
V of tt e 
Darren Bell 
and 
Joey Losler 
o°f northerno,,.w,.=  uniVeroSity l' • Darren Bell Joey Losier All Season's Sporting Goods sa utas Darien Be and Joey Losler as Athletes of the Month of Januaryl 
~. . .CE .  utter St udentsobere ' e rthern university will pro- The••ca•b•xersea•h•••k•••dmnda•sattherecentpr•vinc•a•Si••erG••vestournam•nt•Th•swasthef•rstp••vnca••tournament 
bably draw money away from for both Bell and Loslor. If the pair come out go top at the B,C. WlnterGames they could be eligible for the Jr. Gold Gloves tournament 
northern university, according existing community colleges and this spdng. If you k ow anyone who deserves Athlete of the Mooth honors f~" Feb., contact All Season's Sporting Goods. The selected athletes 
to a representative of Northwest B.C. 's  three established univer- receive a gift certificate and are featured on the store's Wall of Fame. 
Community College's (NWCC) ..... ~. ,ties. 
student association. " I f  they're not going to in- 
NWCC student Allan Ball- crease the size of the pie, there's Ski & Hockey Sale Goes On! 
inger said Thursday the newly no sense splitting it up four II | ~ . .~- -~,  \x All ski clothing &eqpt. 20-50% OFF 
ed in Prince George is too far Apart from lower rent, he 
away, and there would be little said the only thing a university " 
reason for northwest udents o based in Prince George might be ! I ' ~ ~ I ~  Feb. 9 ~ . .  " / .... ' / 
go there. . able to do to attract northwest I [ ~ 0 3 f lAYS ' • i~  R l :-,tNG o~0s  
"There's no reputation or  students is offer lower tuition UrfLlr &LL'-~CKI:Y S~K$ . " 
alumni built up," he said. " l  fees. "And l don't know if . 0 
just don't see any incentive for that's possible." h 
us to go to Prince George in- "The university of the north ~, ' . . . .  
stead of down south." was a good idea," he said, "but i ~ i 
Besides not providing a it's.flawed, because the com= JAil Seasons:Sporbng Goods reasonable alternati e, he said Allan Ballinpr munity colleges will suffei'. .... /'. : '  , " ~. : . tn 
the proposed northern universi- Right now, it looks like a white . i, 
tYstudents.would penalize, northwestern "Otherwise those courses in Prince George. elephantHe sald the money earmarked _ _ i n  the bush." 1/, ':~ :i 4662 > Lakelse, ~;: : ; :~: ~ , ~  
Ballinger predicted the be in competition with the for the University should instead 1 -~ .: 635,2982 
campuses would drop their And barring massive in- grams at northern college cam- ' i  
second.year university.transfer creases in the advanced educa- puses directed by the province's 
courses, which would instead be tion ministry's budget, he said, existing universities. ~ .. , ..~, 
COLD BEER and :WINE STORE 
With a great selection of products for thenewyear. Plus quMI!y sportewearl i . . . .  
Monday to Friday Saturday 'Sunday All 63 
10 a.m, to 11 p.m. 9a.m. totl p.m. , :11  a.m. to 11 p m~,,,,~/,. -'~ -.. 0pen Hol~ys- 
• . . . .  , ' . . .~ . ,~  (except Chris~asl 
~ r r  r v r = . . . . .  & ,  . • 
# -  ~ . . . . .  ~ • w • ~ # ¢ 4  , ~ ,  * , p ~ B # ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ • ~ m • ~ - w . . . .  - ~ r 8 . . . .  # ~ ~ "~ B ~ f  ~ ~ "# e ~ a 
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 Streetl :ghtsbacked 
Regional district notes.. - a atian 
: Thefr lendl lut, , Inn¶,.town ! ("..: :_.. ,  . : ~ ~  
~ 0~ ~ ~,~0 ~ .~, . . .o~ ~#...~ wt lv~w i 
:' d i s t r i c t  ' I I , B  . = " ~ _ ' - -" ~1 [ e P ' ~ " ~ "  ~' 
TERRACE --  Kitimat-Stikine . . , . "~i ~'. ,  . b /~  
Lakelse residents il~ their efforts ~ ~ , , C ~  . ~ ~ t ~ . .  ~ , ~qL l  !  
to gerstree~ lighting installed at 
the Corner of  Hw3t37 South and 
Lakelse Lodge Road; the com. . ~ j ~  ~ ~  
munity's access r o a d . . I  ,i 
Sandy Sandhals, president- 
elect of Lakelse's fledgling cam- ,~  ~ / ~  ~.~',~ ..XX " , . J~~} /'~ ~ t~,. 
munity association, told .direc- ~ 'U )~) : '{ !  : ~ " ~ t ~ :  `/~, 
tars the intersection was so dark 
drivers couldnot see the•turn- Junction. Burton (Stewart), Alice ~. ( , (~t , ' -  ~ 
'off when any distance' away 
from it. , ~ , 
As ,  result,• they 'tended to 
slow down earlier than would 
normally be necessary creating a
hazard for/following traffic. 
There had already been one 
Sandy Sandhab 
the electoral area's director. 
Dan :Pakula. who operates a 
business in ,that community, 
said the Service was so un- 
Nechako North Coast Con- Maitland (Hazelton) and Chee 
struction, the company respon- Ling (Kitimat). 
sible for highways road con- 
struction and maintenance in
the area, wanted to add the 
outlet o the store, dining room 
and.post office facilities it cur- 
serious 'accident at the intersec-" :satisfactory he sent his mail via 
tion, he added, courier . . . . .  
The dlstrict.agreedto askthe Pakula~s comments came in 
highways ministry to install the response to a letter from a 
lighf-= estimated cost $~,000-- Canada Post customer services 
and,add a turning lane for nor- manager which noted "mail to 
thbound traffic attempting to the area in question is now be- 
enter Lakelse Lodge Rd. ing despatched from Terrace on 
, , , , ,  a daily basis rather than being 
Despite Canada Post claims retained in Terrace for up to 
to the contrary, changes in- seven days." 
troduced by the corporation While that was true, Pakula 
have not improved postal ser- pointed out the mail was .not 
vice to Telegraph Creek, says sent directly to Telegraph Creek, 
::Support for herbicide 
rently operates at the junction. 
At the time, the regional 
district objected to the proposal 
on the grounds there should be 
no further development in the 
Meziadin area until a com- 
prehensive land use plan had 
been drawn up. 
Meanwhile, lands minister 
Dave Parker has rejected that 
suggestion. While supporting 
the idea of such a plan, Parker 
said a development moratorium 
was not necessary. "Any 
use appeal is growing 
the herbicides Karmex and 
Glean in a six-metre swath 
along the track and to ,hand- 
spray Spike 5G around signal 
switches and buildings. Nagy 
said herbicides Roundup and 
Simmaprim-80W are also in- 
cluded in the permit. 
Herbicide opponents ay the. 
chemicals -- used tO control 
weed growth along the track I ,  
can pollute the water supply, 
kill fish and wildlife, and 
ultimately contaminate the food 
chain. Several groups came 
together in 1987 to defeat a 
similar CN application. 
So far no date has been set in 
the current herbicide dispute, 
TERRACE - -  Regional native 
and. environmental groups are 
supporting an appeal to block" 
Canadian National Railways' 
proposed spraying of herbicides 
along its tracks from Smithers 
to Prince Rupert. 
The Kitsumkalum band, 
Carrier.-Sekani Tribal Council, 
Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en 
hereditary chiefs, and the en- 
vironmental groupsSave-the- 
Bulkley and the Skeena Society 
to Oppose Pesticides are back- 
ing the appeal filed by the 
United Fishermen and Allied 
Workers Union. according to 
Arnie~Nagy, the union's Prince 
Rupert vice-wesident. 
The permit approved in 
November e,I!ows CN to spray 
hearings as early as April. 
"I think with all the interest 
being shown it will probably be 
public," Nagy said. 
He said the fisherman's union 
is concerned about potential 
damage to fish stocks in small 
creeks along the line. 
The groups don't believe 
spraying herbicides is necessary 
to control growth. "We're 
pushing for alternative 
methods," Nagy said. 
He called Canadian Pacific 
Railway's use of steam and 
borax on Vancouver Island an 
environmentally acceptable way 
of killing weeds along track. 
The northwest groups want CN 
but Nagy said he believes the to consider using that method 
appeal will be held by public'~!.:ins~ad of chemicals.:-. . ,,:.: 
uana,, mill talk on sp 
TERRACE - -  The Kit- Skeena Cellulose forestry super: 
sumkaium band has agreed to 
postpone its appeal of Skeena 
Cellulose's herbicide spraying 
permit in exchange for the com- 
pany agreeing not to spray this 
year, a company spokesman 
says. 
"It's an understanding that 
they'll postpone the hearings 
and we'll have continuous 
dialogue with them," said 
visor Archie MacDonald. 
The appeal was to have gone 
ahead in public hearings set for 
this week. Skeena Cellulose 
wants to spray plots north of 
Kitsumkalum lake to prepare 
sites for reforestation. 
MacDonald said the company 
also agreed not to go ahead with 
the herbicide spraying until 
1991 because itwouldn't get any 
benefit until then anyway. 
He said the company wanted 
the band to drop its appeal, but 
"they only agreed to postpone 
it." 
MacDonald said the company 
is continuing to try to find alter- 
native methods of clearing land 
for replanting. "We don't want 
to use herbicides unless we ab- 
solutely have to," he said. "We 
don't want to spray. But in 
some cases we just ca~,'t get 
around it." Krause gets position. 
TERRACE --, Joyce Krause has 
been hired as director of patient 
services a t  Mills Memorial 
Hospital, replacing Shirley 
Bentley who continues as direc- 
tor of nursing. 
A long-time Terrace resident, 
Krause was a general duty 
registered nurse at Mills 
Memorial hospital for many 
years and head nurse for its 
pediatrics department. 
The one-time xecutive direc- 
tor of the child development 
centre was most recently the 
nursing assessor/case manager 
in Skeena Health Unit's conti- 
nuing care division. 
OF 
  JOY L I 
, - ,  • . 
] i~ At Totem, 
quamy is 
affordablel 
.,,_.__......~, 
Baby's Name: Mathew Christopher Ames 
Date & Time If Brth: Jan, 24, 1990 - 3:02 am 
Weight:'7 Ibs, 14 oz, • 'Sex: Male 
Pmnte: Rodney & Barbara Ames 
:,, Naby'l Name: Raymond Kelsy Costel]o 
Dab & Time ef Brth: Jan. 15, 1990.19 51 am 
! *,;~', Wlliht: 61bs. 10 oz. SOX: Male -" 
" '~'~ ' • PaMt :,Cinnamon Costelio ~ 
.; ......... , , ,  Baby's Name: Kelsl Ann Marie Essay 
Date& Time If Nrtlt: Jan, 24, 1990 :- 7:20 pm 
~: WIIgM: 8 Ibs, 11 oz, Sex: Female.. 
. .. ..~ ,,~ " Parante: Rob & Barb Essay 
~" "':'~ " ' : Baby's l~lm: Courtney Bre~la Made Bopart 
>'~!,~".~::~ ' ""< :'"Bath& Time If Birth:Jan, 9, 1990 ° 
Wifght: 7 Iha. 12 oz. Nax: Female 
Pinata: Rob & Shannon Bogart 
|3IA . 4141 LAK~LS~ AVENUE; 11ERRACL B.C. 
See our ad in the Skeena Mali's.: 
Mexican Fiesta Cruise F~er for 
HOT SAVINGS 
on selected Ut~e Tykes toys, 
I (604) 636-6236 
Planning - -  Pete Weeber (New 
Hazelton), Dan Pakula (Nor- 
thern rural), Gordon Sebastian 
(Eastern rural)-and Gordon 
Robinson (Southern rural). 
Health - -  Lea Watmough 
(Thornhill), Bob Cooper '(Ter- 
race), John LeSage (Kitimat) 
and Harry Nyce (Nasa). 
Economic - -a l l  directors. 
Chairman Jack Taistra (Ter- 
race) is an ex-officio member of 
all the above. 
"TO NOT TO 
BEEF  OR BEEF"  
Is that your  quest ion?  
We offer lob  of delicious answers 
Choice Top Sldlon Lobster Ravioli 
Rlet **Creole" Chicken "Parmiglana" 
T-Bona Steak Curded Jumbo Shdmp 
*13.95 
• ., .s [ 
Reserve now for Valentine's Day Ask about our Valentines' Special 
For more Information and reservations call: 
DtNIER: M0n. - Son. LLHICH: M0n. - FrL 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5p.m. to11 p.m. 11:30a.m. to2p.m. Terrace B.C. 636-9161 
HAWAIIAN PAN PIZZA 
 ;10.9  
"PLUS P.S:I" 
Take a Hawaiian Break at Pizza 
What better way to escape the winter blahs 
with an ooey, gooey good'" tlawaiian Pan Pi: 
loaded with pineapple, ham and extra chee~ 
Aloha! 
0ffe~ ~M oft dine.m, f~e Otd 
~tef Va~ al p~rfh-ep4llng m~t~tt~ants oni31 Oll~l rot v~l~ in cnlnhlnMl~lfl ~drl ~ Ottll~f ( 
~ i  m m I I  I I I I ~ i i I I l ~  
I CQAO HAWAIIAN , I 
• t /aL . ' : l ' ,~  PEIESONAL PAN PIZZA FOR L! NCll , 
1 I Pineapple. ibm and Extra ('hccsc Aloha! ] 
I Va~ O~ d#.e in arid take nut only I I affl-4 pro. Mo,d;ty TO Fr td'~+ e=CllMi~J 5tAhdoW. 
O~t ~t  ~ m com~a~ ~th any nlher 
~efL lm~h~e~at~l~au l~t~nn~ NOC(IPPONNFCFSNAR~', i 
~ i ===--- ~ i - - - - - -  = i  i i - -  -J 
l l l | l l u i m I l l e m l m i n l n u l l a i n n l  
' '  .o ' slo:99 j I $12 = I , 638-8086 
J o,' 15.gg"--GE O,'12.gg',AR , ! 
i HA.,t^N pAN p,ZZA I 4665 I ...ANPA~p,ZZA ! 
I ,,...,.,,,=....,,.s.c..... Lazelle Avenue ,,..pp,o,,,,.,.n~,.,,.~h.,.. i 
I O~r.o,=~o~'~= l Terrace. B.C. 1 o~o,=~.~= I 
III . a~t oll~r offe; at ~ l~g Pizza Hut ~' an~ o~ one' at I~lr~cipaB~g PU2a Hut * • 
[ ]  restaura~t~ oN'/, ruler val¢l until Math  31.1990 reslaurants only. Offer valid un= March 31,1990 | 
, ~'~.~t..a~ Iglhnr~ I These specials for take out I ~Y.~.~:.~P~= ~ | 
I ~m.~ and drive In ONLYI .~.s I  us. i 
I TAKE OUT & DINE-IN ] NOT FOR DELIVERY ! TAKE OUT & DINE-IN _ 
You can fill any heart's desire with 
a Valentine's Day gift from Totem 
:t 7,1, 
l ,~ :  " " 
.,,~. 
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Lakelse AvE 
~ perfectValentine's gift. We have the answer, from room 
~:~: accessor!es to refurnishing an entire room! 
638-1158 "~~ - 
J 
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ster j his - - ' - '  Disa s, aiis h 
,on minister's agend 
m 
TERRACE - -  Solicitor-general - possible new correctional centre phy continued.+ii~:; !; ?:';:: •, ::~ : ,: 
Russ Fraser will be able to I l l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  has been narrowed to three, Residents of : the" bench sur: l~ll- 
answer questions surrounding W ~ U  says a spokesman fortheB.C, rounding the colic genre against 
his ministry's plans to move the ~ ~:~:~ :. :~ ~:;-~ Buildings Corporation, the pro- having a planned'new c,orrec' 
correctional centre when he .: ~:~;,,;;,,,~:, :;: ;:~ vincial crown corporation tionul centre in.their area, il := ! 
visits Feb. 14, a spokesman said ~ ~,~ , ,~  which handles its leasing .and The centre isnow in an old 
last week, . : , ,,:.,,~, ..... ,~, - land matters. ~ motel on Hwyl6 and the 
Spokesman Cindy Stevenson ~'~"' '" ~:~;~ And, John Murphy won,t ~ buildings are considered too old , 
"~'~!~ i~ii~ . . . . .  said Fraser is Scheduled to up' confirm or deny that the list in- and too small and the location 
pear at a noon chamber of tom . . . .  ~'~ eludes two , previously not big enough. 
merce meeting and a ~ public acknowledged locations - -  Murphy,said he has received 
forum on emergency Frank's Field, opposite Nor- four letters,and various ph°ne I 63s . . . .  235 ~ ~ :"~11 
preparedness at 7 p,m. that threat Community College, or calls questionning the location ~ ~,o , . ,v~, t ' . - j , .~ / ' -  ii . . . . . . .  . . . .  . !i~i:i ::~i i ) l l..... . i 
' i,~ . .  ~:!  : night, a 30-acre parcel of crown land of the proposed new corre¢- . • ~ ~ii 
He will be briefed on the cor- on the other side of the college, tionai centre. • ': iilii~ 
rectional centre controversy and The list of the locations was "As a business situation, 
should be able to respond to to have been released last week re'retrying to getthe best deal mmm mmm ammm m~m I /~ l~ ima. .  
questions on it, she said. but that probably won't occur we possibly can and one that . . . .. .... ,~;.!~;i; - 
The number of sites for a Rufd$ Fraser for some time and not until meets the needs of the city and 
council has been asked to re- of the residents," he said. . . . . . . . . . .  ~ i  Brophy s hearing zone a pieee ofland for the new W*****  90ut rag  i corrections centre, he said. The solicitor-general I t  S e0us l  t "We're seriously looking at ministry's assistant deputy It's Our ~, 
three sites. We will negotiate minister for corrections said last , : 'ii off until May , 0ptions (to buy) on all three, on week BCBC officials should T A C K Y  T O U R I S T  just two or just one," said Mur' either buy or get an option to 
phy. buy any site before its location ,,~ : 
He added that even iflthe isdisdosed. PARTY[  
TERRACE A local nurse's ing conversations about abor- buildings corporation and the Jim Graham said an option : ,  
hearing into allegations she had tions with patients, corrections branch had an op- would be taken on the favoured 1 ! 99 
conversations with Mills Brophy said her case will tion on only one at the start, it site only if officials saw the FEBRUARY 7, O 
Memorial Hospital patients hinge on a woman:being fully would approach council for potential for zoning problems • SA ' l rU~DAY,  
about abortion has  been informed about the physical rezoning, with the city. "I 'd like to think 
delayed, and psychological aspects of "I f  councilsays 'no',we'ligo they're negotiating to buy a 
Isobel Brophy's  hearing having an abortion before she back and look at the others. It's piece of land," he said. "I think 
before a discipline panel of the makes a decision, the one by one process," Mar- we're beyond the option stage." 
Registered Nurses Association "I find that the kind of infer- 
of B.C. was to start Feb. 12. tuition now is dismal - -  it's 
Brophy said last week her poor,"saldBrophy. Developing meeting 
lawyer asked for a delay to She added that her case will 
prepare her case and to line up also challenge the accusations 
witnesses. The hearing is now made against he r by the assoda- TERRACE - -  The regional resource and service industries, 
scheduled to start May 7inVan- tion. wing of a provincial govern- municipal government, and 
couver. Brophy said she has received ment body set up to explore sus- private individuals from 
The association alleges .some contributions toward legal tainable development is meeting Kitimat to Houston. The group 
Brophy contravened itscode of fees. She has retained Van- Feb. 10 in Kispiox. calls itself a grassroots 
conduct on five occasions bet- couver lawyer Lauri Ann Fen- The meeting will be the third organization i terested in con- 
ween 1986 and last year by hay- ton. of the Skeena Round Table for structively bringing together op- 
Sustainable Development, posing sides when development 
r i n a  slips organized as part of recommen- and environmental concerns MK ma dations released last June by a conflict. 
• provincial task force on the The meeting is set for 10 a.m. 
economy and the environment, this Saturday at the Kispiox 
get back • ~11 I I I l l  It consists of members from Sportsman's Lodge. 
CHER-AN'S REMOVATRON 
TERRACE -- Work finally got THE RAINLESS ALTERNATIVE'TO ELECTROEYSIS ." .... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  under way on the ME Bay ex- . , . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  
pansion project last week, but ~ 
Kit imat-St ik ine regional ~ 635 3307 
district's administrator says the S~NuNE 
boat capacity of n w $2.1 ,~ f~v  
mill ion faci l i ty will be FOLUCLE-~/~. tode~yt~ 
significantly smaller than PAPlU'A~t'~- ~ '  
originally planned. • COMPUMENTARY CONSULTATION 
The proposed number of ber- • FACIALS & SCALP TREATMENTS 
ths is now approximately 125 EI~RACE 
although the original plan called 
for 75 more, said Bob Marcell- 
ing. 
Public Works Canada, the i 
federal body acting as project 
manager, later determined there 
wasn't enough room for 200 
berths, he explained, l |  
The reduction also reflected food i n  t0wnr '  
cost cutting measures "to keep Bob Marcellin 
(the project) within certain Just ask our 
budget limitations," he added, satisfied customers 
That meant eliminating plans to after March 1, that work would 
relocate the boat launch and be completed by the end of the 
fuel barge, a savings of more month. Dine.In or Take.out ~1 I i  
than $50,000. It also cut down The second contract, involv- Open Sunday to Thursday TOSHI ¢$R the area that could be excavated ing dry land excavation of 11:30 a.rn. to Midnight 
for the new basin. 100,000 cu.m. of sand and Friday & Saturday until 2 a.m. 
Until now, Marcellinsaid, the gravel, will go out to tender 
marina had been able to hold up .later this month followed by a YOU won ' t  have to wait for 
CHOP SUEY to 90 vessels. Given that figure third one for construction fthe 4430 Grolg had fallen short of demand, he floating breakwater. The fin~ (Behind the - bus iness  with a Tosh iba  TF 
anticipated a 125 berth facility phase would include construe- G A R D E N  Canadian Legion) ~ 251  fax .  I t ' s  the  desktop fax  
would operate near capacity, tion and installation of the 638"1946 
The first phase of the project floats, improving the fuel and that's great for any office.:: :big 
is split into three contracts with elctrical systems and construc- phi 
Kildala Road Construction of tion of dry storage facilities and or  small. So sticated 
Kitimat to excavate 15,000 caretaker accommodation. 
cu.m. of material from the boat Marcellin said a Public features, a sleek silhouette and,,, 
basin for $130, 750. In order to Works Canada completion date easy to use. 
comply With a Department of of May was a "very optimistic, 
Fisheries and Oceans order that fast track schedule" that didn't Call us today for the deal of 
no marine excavation take place allow for unexpected elays, the century. 
What's that you say? 
TOSHIBA TERRACE - -  A Skeena Broad- "The one thing l did say that casters pokesman says he was with a lapel microphone, .there 
surprised when council com- is no privacy. Every whisper is 
plainedahoutthesoundquaiity heard," saidLake. F A C S I M I L E  of its meetings being broadcast Lake added the overhanging 
on the company's Channel I0 microphones now in place work 
cable service, fine if every council member 
' Steve Lake said he suggested speaks clearly. TF251 
just recently one way to im- "With'some thereis no pro- 
prove sound quality and is blem. With others thereis apro- . 
waiting for areply, blem of being heard," he said . . . .  il, 
That suggestion is to have Lake added Skeena ' ~ 
council members wear a lapel Broacasters wants the best Available A{... '~::: ~: 
microphone. They would sound quality it can get but 
replace overhead mikes now be- without any type of microphone 
ing used. Those in turn rep laced ,being a bother to council 
a single mike.:. .:~ " members, ~ .:;~:~=': 
Lake's comments follow a ::Ddrlng discussion :off :the 
motion made at council's Jan. sound quaiity~ alderman David 
22 meeting in which it gave Hull says he receives inorecom- 
Skeena Broadcasters.;tmtil Feb. vlaints about the Chahilei 10 
25 to impro~,ethe saund.quaiityl 
or remove its ~ulpment: i~:' !: 
ESS REVIEW 
 :+Skeena Cell questionned 
: bate  expected  .... "Pulp de  • , ! .-, ,~  • .~ 
TERRACE --, Criticism of a agreement 
Skeena Cellulose plan to cut the annual allowable cut which 
pulpwood in the Cariboo was some residents sayis already too 
expected, says a company high. 
spokesma~ who was at two A'pulpwood agreement pro- 
public hearings held to discuss vides companies with securky Of 
the proposal, fibre supply. To use the agree- 
"Because of the nature (of ment,  they must f i rst  
the proposal) it didn't matter demonstrate they have made all 
what we said," said Pat Ogawa. reasonable attempts o purchase 
"The concerns were the current fibre they need elsewhere. 
ones relative to land use That security of supply is 
policies." necessary if Skeena Cellulose is 
Skeena Cellulose wants.a to build a chipper in the 
pulpwood agreement which Cariboo, said.Ogawa. 
guarantees it access to fibre in He said the company can't 
the area. But its proposal for commit o building the chipper 
the 265,000 cubic metre agree- and investing other monies bas- 
ment was criticized by natives ed solely on purchasing fibre on 
and ranchers forthe effects they the open market. 
said logging would have on the Skeena Cellulose says there's 
area. been 300,000 and 400,000 cubic 
Ranchers aid cutting timber metres of fibre a year produced 
stands would remove natural by" other companies in the 
. '~fencing" while native groups "Cariboo that is now going to 
said clear cutting would damage waste. 
trapping and other.livelihood. The company's contemplated 
"l say this all the time - -  we, Port Edward expansion will re- 
as a,company, want to consult quire 1.98 million cubic metres 
to prevent land use issues. We'll a year of pulp fibre. Ogawa said 
keep working on a plan for in- the company is still searching 
tegrated resource for that amount. 
management," said Ogawa. A forests ministry decision on 
Skeena Cellulose wants as the Cariboo p.ulp proposals is 
much fibre as possible from the expected in the' spring. 
Cariboo for a contemplated x- * * * * * * 
• pansion of its Port Edward pulp In the meantime, the com- 
mill. The fibre would be trucked pany is preparing ;in application 
to Della Cools and then barged for a second pulpwood agree- 
north to Port Edward. ment. This one covers the nor- 
Ogawa also admitted that its thwest and would provide a 
appl icat ion may not be guaranteed supply,, if needed, of 
favoured in the Cariboo up to 623,000 cubic metres of 
i. 
Terrace Standard, 
valentines Day 
Dinner For l 'wo 
An 8 oz. Hew York Steak charbroiled 
to perfection, served with Scampi 
Dinner also Includes a complimen- 
tary toast, garden fresh salad, 
vegetables, rice plus a pineapple 
delight dessed, 
Dinner f0t two $4§ 
Wed., Feb. 14 .S pm-10 pm 
For reservations 
4620 
Lakelse Ave. .~ 638"81 , ~  41  
NORTHWEST 
CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY tTD. 
ANNOUNCES 
Oomesiic, Industrial & Commercial 
Water & Wastewater Analysis 
Feel free to bring a water 
sample in to have it professionally 
analyzed. because a second company of- pulpwood for 25 years. [ 
fers more economic benefits. To date it's been criticized by 
I That  company,  Car iboo the Hazelton village council and DAVE L, SIVYER Fibreboard, wants to build a the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en Techlncal Sales Representative fibreboard plant in Williams of the Hazeltons. . ! Lake . . . .  
"(The Cariboo Fibreboard Ai rpor t  ' 5239 Kolth Avenue .... /~ |  
LAST WEEK'S wind chill fact°r dr°pped temperatures d°wn I pr°p°sai)about it," WaSsaid Ogawa.Very int resting I ,5942 • i ]:!ili to below'40 and that mean 15lugging in vehicle bl°ck heaters. I ' and very fav°urable f°r ! ~ Terraoe, B $C.635. 7 
Letter carrier Glenda Prins takes that step to ensure hervehi- I Williams Lake, there's no doubt pa sses  ~::~. si:p 635"7158 or re :i 
cle is ready for tier route on-the bench. . . . . . .  - | ;  ~it~h  .~W~mu ~: t~es p.~cw~.lo (~ t ! :00  ; O 0 0  ! 
TERRACE - -  Another home- ' r " TERRACE.-- Nearly 104,000 OUT ABOU T passengers passed through the and Y based business is moving out to AND CASH CARR a retail location, Terrace-Kitimat airport in 1989, ';: 
Shirley's Arts and. Crafts, an increase over the 96,500 in 
now at owner Shirley Daugher- 1988, says airport manager Dar- S A  L E 
ty's home on Queensway, will ryl Laurent. 
be located in .the old Bat:gain The figure of 103,800 feli just 
Hunter building on Hwyl6 short of the IO5,000 that was Orl all in-store merchandise 
(directly across the highway * W * * * * in the province's economy, predicted. (up to 30 % OFF 
from the Copper River Motel) Statistics Canada figures In the fourth quarter of 1989, In 1988, 96,500 people passed on some Items) 
in mid-February, show that in May 1989 68,300 25,649 lines were added as corn- through the airport, counter tops, windows, 
Daugherty said she has been workers were employed in pared to 23,134 for the same 
working out of her home forths metal, nonmetal and coal period in 1988. Laurent attributed the figure doors, linD remnants, to increased economic activity, 
past three years but now needs mines. * * * * * * in particular the growth of min- cabinet units and medicine 
more space. That's 1,600 more than the B.C. Tel has asked the Cana- cabinets. " 
• .~**  previous month of that year, dian Radio-television and ing development to the north. 
The date for the chamber of but down 1,100 than in May Telecommunications Commis- He said 8,601 people passed 
commerce's hosting of pro- 1988. sion for approval for lower through for November, the best February 12 to 
vince's government manage- , , , , , ,  rates for fax users. " figure for that month that he February 28, 1990 
ment services minister Carol B.C. Tel operating revenues The new rates would be in ef- can remember. 
Grab has changed, increased 3.4 per cent to $1.69 feet during normal business The figure for December -  ~ . . A  
Originally scheduled to speak billion in 1989 compared to hours throughout Canada and 7,033 - -  was not the best for f / /w_ . / . j  NTORTHWEST I ) ISCOUNT I 
at a Feb. 28 lunch, Gran is now $1.63 billion the year before. . the continental United States. that month with Laurent plac- ~ J '~  SUPPL IES  LTD.  I 
set to appear March 1, probably Revenue from local service Billing would be done in six- ing some of the blame on poor ~ ~ ~ 4450-B Greig Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M3 ! 
at a supper hosted by the increased in the fourth quarter second increments instead of weather which shut do~,n 
chamber. Gran is also the of 1989 compared to the fourth the standard one-minute blocks operations on some days. 
minister responsible for. quarter of 1988,.a factor B.C. now used for regular telephone Laurent is predicting a 
women's programs. Tel says reflects the expansion billing. . passenger count this year of 
106,000. 
He said the growth of Alcan's Centre lease signed Kemanohydro-electricproject workforce and th  planned 
. opening of the Shames ki area 
. i should bring in more.people. 
j"  
' t2 ~ , , [ 
I'ERRACE - -  Possible tenants 
of a provincial centre for job 
training and business education 
spent yesterday going over plans 
for their spaces. 
The move comes after the 
province announced two weeks 
ago it had signed a five-year 
lease to rent just under 10,000 
square feet of space in a 
building owned by Manuel De 
Silva. 
• That building on the corner 
of Eby and Lazelle is now half- 
occupied by the provincial 
government agent and other 
provincial offices. 
;The training and enterprise 
centre's main tenant will be the 
five local employees of the ad- 
vanced education, training and 
technology ministry while those 
c0ntemplating space are the 
Chamber of  commerce 's  
business 'information. service,~ a 
N0i, tliwest ¢0mmuniW College 
~ production centre for educa. 
' :ti6nalpr0gramming, theSkeena 
la ibour  Market Development 
Committee and 1~37.:( 
HOME FOR what will be a job training and business education'cen. 
tre Is the vacant space in the bullding now housing the provincial 
government agent and other provincial offices. A five-year lease has 
been signed. 
' " 4  
businesses: ~ .Murphy said the price in- 
A spokesman for the British'i eludes,rent, operating costs and 
Columbia Buildings Corpora- improvements necessary for the 
tion, which : acts, as: , the tenants. 
province's landlord, said: thei !.That price-- a breakdown i - 
centre should be open in,April, toits components .was not pro- 
John Murphy, ~aid_the cost ~ reded.,-•could be reduced in 
for ~the first:i: ye~/~ will be~ sebsequent, years as improve- 
$193.212 and :wiU be. financed::. Blent costs are raid, he said, 
WATCH FOR 
US! 
OPENING FEBRUARY 15 
See next week's issue for more 
, details! :i i, 
.: :. :.,.i=~:: i ~ ./ ::. / 
"Let me help you 
' " . . . .  choose the RRSP 
that's rnght for you." 
" " * "All options" available " 
• "Competitive" rates ~ " 
~. • "Transfers', completed 
Frank Donahue • "RRSP loans" at prime 
Skeena Mall • "Receipts" audiinble 
SS~-2SS7 Mutua l  Group 
Fxln~ 
More interest 
for your RRSP mone  
R ,RSF t s; 
By FILOMENA TAM)BURRI a registereci pension plan. If you interest rates fluctuate, and i'm- some factors that you should 
A Registered Retirement Say- do not contribute to a registered edrate guaranteed funds, which examine before making a pur- 
ings Plan (RRSP) is a govern- pension plan, then your RRSP means the interest is constant chase. The first factor is risk. I f  
ment approved plan through contribution is 20 per cent of for the duration of the term you want a high return,'you 
which you can save for your your income, up to a maximum deposit, must be prepared to  accept a 
retirement. Your contributions of $7,500. ~ A mutual fund RRSP means higher isk. A guaranteed fund, • 
into theplan are tax deductible You can contribute to a plan your contributions are invested for example is extremely ,safe 
and the interest you earn is tax until you turn 71. At that time in mutual funds. Your plan can  but it tends to yield lower 
sheltered as long as it remains in you must close the RRSP and increase or decrease in value returns than a mutual fund 
the plan. begin paying taxes on the depending on the volatility of . RRSP. Assume a level of:risk 
Financial experts agree that money that has accumulated in the stock market. There is no that makes you comfortable. 
almost everyone should have an' the plan. But since your income .guaranteed rate of 'return on Consider ~the fees that may 
RRSP, especially individuals likely will have dropped con- your money and administration apply to a plan. They can 
who do not make contributions siderably by then, you will be in fees are common. You should reduce your investment. Decide 
to  any other registered pension a lower tax bracket. Your RRSP be aware that if the market if you are comfortable with 
plan. The rationale behind an withdrawals also will be taxfd at takes a downturn, you could be locking your money into a p!an 
RRSP is that you save money the reduced rates, placing your original contribu- for an extended period of time. 
during your peak earning years Just like most other invest- t ion,  not just the interest in 'If you prefer a short-term in- 
in order to have a source of in- meat vehicles. RRSPs provide jeopardy, vestment, make sure your plan 
come when you stop working, you with choices. There are A self directed RRSP allows i can be terminated quickly at'no 
RRSPsalso allow you to defer three investment options for you  to make your own invest- cost. However, don't forget to 
paying income taxes on your your contributions: guaranteed ment decisions but it trustee per- examine the tax implications of 
contributions until you ter- funds, mutual funds and self forms all the administrative such a move, 
minate the plan. directed plans. The plan you work for you. Administration Lastly, ask about insurance 
• It is difficult to overestimate select depends on your will- and transaction fees commonly protection on your funds. There 1/ 0 BONUS 1/ 0 BONUS the financial benefits of an ingness to assume risk. are applied. Unless you have the is no insurance on mutuai fund 
RRSP. For example, annual A guaranteed fund is similar investment elperience and the RRSPS nor on  most self- 
For 1989/90 On D-20 month Term-RP6P [or contributions of $1,000 at cons- to a savings account or a term time to devote to a self directed directed plans. 
l.SyearTerm-SRSP 1989/90C0ntributions, tant interest of 9% will ac- deposit. Your investment is plan, you should proceed with Filomena Tamburri is 
Contributions* Renewals.~nns[ers cumulate to $150,000 after 30 guaranteed by deposit in- extreme caution Publications Co-ordinator for 
*£K~ingdt~i~ortra~f¢~artn~.tligibkforlhisbongt years, surance. There are variable rate While RRSPs are considered the Canadian Co.operative 
O~crs ~ jea  Io c~ge or witMrawa! at any time • O~scxpiptMagh 1.1990. RRSPs are available from guaranteed funds, which means attractive investments, there are Credit..~ociety. : 
ot"your  RR~D.'-~ ~-  most fmancial institutions, in- ~ 
Getmore out eluding your bank, trust com- ' " ~.. _ . ~ |  ~..~.. ul PanY or credit union. Anyone , i ,.._..: ...
]B] ICflT/'I USl canc°ntributet°anRRsp'ac" I t  n vAr mo soon  to cording to specified limit's. In I l l~  . . . . .  ._ 1__  i i  . ~-', • 
1989 the maximum corltribution ' / 
U l  ~ I I I ' q~)"  IW '~) ' l l  ~ ' ~ "  'qlW" 1~p'v ' luuw m m ~ . 
| Your Authorized Agent L~ ~ ~  I you can make toan RRSP is 20 : ~ 
per cent of your income, up to a n m n n " n .: .... 
I F~k  Do"'hue r , ~ ~  I maximum of$3,5~,,minus,.anY. lagtlel n l l ll',: ,:,-: 
I1 . . . . . . . .  " : . . . . . . . .  ~:C~J::/.i~~A-~I II contrib~0n you hitve mh~ie-to :~ -:, : , : ;~ l~ l  l U~:: UV. I  ~ : .~ :~VMJ  u ,.u. M~k ln  VEt  l~  t i t  ~ .... 
I Tel. 635-2387 I 
By FLORENCE TAMBURRi financially independent'/ How Retirement does bring area- 
• There axe a great many fac- do you want to spend your jot change in your l!festyle.. 
tors to consider when you plan retirement'/ If your current Good planning will help you to 
• your retirement, social ife revolves around your make the adjustment a positive 
Foremost, of course, is hay- work life, can you adjust to a experience. Be imaginative, but 
ing enough money to live corn- different environment? What is be realistic too. Start gathering 
fortably after you stop working, the state of your health and that that information today and i~ut 
You can seek help to guide you of your spouse or companion? that retiremen t plan in place. 
in determining the best pension , ' . 
savings plan for your needs. At : 
first, you may be astonished to 
see howmuchmoneyyouwi i l  A great tax break need, . 
The first step is to estimate 
your needs. Know what your ~, 
present lifestyle costs on a mon- , , ,~ 
thly and annual basis'. Then By MARYLOU-MeDONALD can save 
decide how you would like to * The return on the money in- 
live after you retire. Draw up a Think of your RRSP as being vested 
household budget for the first" the dental floss of your savings A self directed RRSP gives 
year of your retirement using and investment program. An access to all of the above men- 
present costs. If your home will RRSP is one of the few remain- tioned investments. Diversifica- 
be paid for before retirement,, ing tax breaks still available to tion not only reduces risk, it 
remember that your housing ordinary Canadians. Not only is also enhances growth potential 
costs will be considerably reduc- the yearly RRSP contribution with a greater exposure to a 
ed. But don't forget, property tax deductible, the money variety of market vehicles and 
taxes, maintenance, utliitiesand within an RRSP is sheltered market sectors. 
insurance, while inside the plan. Used pro- The 'self  d i rected'  
When you have determined perly, an RRSP can accumulate nomenclenture is misleading in 
your average monthly costs, .the capital you,will need to live that one is not left totally on 
you have to adjust the Sum for in financial dignity at retire- their own to ~nake investment * 
inflation. While nobody knows meat. No other vehicle has the decisions; your  stock 
what the inflation figure actual- potential to produce the growth broker/investment plans aren't 
ly will be from one year to the thata tax shelter can. for everyone and should not 
next, for your planning pur- In light of the above, it's sur- usually be employed until a 
poses you can use 6% as an prising how many people still minimum of 7-10 thousand 
i~ average annual increase, leave such anhnportunt invest- dollars of investment monies 
One way to ensure you will meat decision to the last minute are available. 
have enough money to live com- scramble o f  "buying an There ar~ no changes in the today! fortably is to maximize your RRSP',,.But one doesn't "Buy RRSP contribution limits for 
See US savings by designing your own a RRSP"; one buys an invest- 1989 and 1990. For both years,: 
,.~. . . . . .  :~:,.., ' pension plato For example, you ment o put into an RRSP. individuals may contribute the 
j :(~:~ M can supplement your contribu" Think Of y~ RRSP as an lesser Of 20 per cent Of eatned ' ~ ~  o f to a maximum of $?,500 
~i'//'!!, tions tO the mandatory Canada umbrella tO shelter.a variety income 
Pension Plan and your acceptable investments. You if not a member of a Registered 
~ i , ~  employer's plan (if applicable) ~eed debt instruments (i.e. Pension Plan and $3,500 less 
with contr ibut ions to a GIC's, term deposits, govern- their plan contribution ifa pen- 
Registered Retirement Savings ment or  • i:orporate bonds, sion plan member. These levels 
Paid0~ Valerlo Colleon Mackle Tony deVlvelros Theresa Doucette Plan and other tax-deferred sav- CSB's, zero coupons, etc.) as will change for both the Pension 
, ings vehicles. The key to these well as equities (i.e. Canadian Plan member and non member 
s Guaranteed Term Deposits s Equity F#nds • Balanced Funds.. ' . plans is careful planning, You Mutual Funds, common stocks) in 1991. • 
at Competlve rates • Bond Funds • Self.Administered RSP should review your plans an- to maximize your growth poten- Poverty is not having enough,' 
• Daily Interest AccoUnts * Money Market Funds • RRIF nually to take into considera- tial, The oldei" and thus, the. Too many Canadians drift.into 
tion external factors which may closer a person is to retirement, poverty with inadequate i ~v. 
cause adjustments, the lower the ~uity side of the lags, :unwatched investments, 
As well as financial planning, portfolio should be. The reverse and misguided faith in pensions 
there are many other aspects in- is usually true fof the yOunger thitt may d~terinrate under the 
Volved in retirement planning, investor, pressures of inflation. Don't let : : ANK These are just some of the In: devising your' retirement that be you. Plan for the future 
you want - Don't i~ a victhif ROYAL ,u.o : thlngS~you maywant  to s t= plan you l~v,  tO juggle three 
.~ INC. thinking about. At what age " thineS ' of poor planning. Make use of 
should you retire? When will . HOW much tl!me do youhave the RRSPas a bas!c,lnsr~l~t~ 
8erring Turin©e, B.C. " " - - ' your ,, /, spouse r q or / ?companion - beforeYetirement?~:,i/ "/'!' ,: :i ,! : . - -The dental: f i o .  >of y~ln ;  
:,-i,: ;: ;, :.+.',i .:'., , ' .  4640 Lakelse Ave., 63~7117 " '-:"" retire? Will, your children be  . o The iiin0umt-~)f "money you .vestment plam~Ing, . .  ';/~i; 
, t . . ,  / 
'i 
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WATCH YOUR., 
"ST EGG GROW! 
that offers 6 savings choices and no administrative cost. . " i 
Call me for your free copy of our. RRSP booklet, i 
' Spectn~ Mutual F~ds I~e disbibu~ ough Sun Ub • 
EB 
0isb'~of im Sendces Inc. (Sonetco), a Mural Fund .U~a~%a i 
su~l~y o( Son t~. Assunnce Co~mny d Canal,, ' i 
~gg~l l~ " ~'A~°~p'°sp~um~u~*una~ I 1  
~ , ~  . Lyle Harvey, 8alU Manooor |n  
~ ~  306-4U6 Park Ave., Terrace, S.C. | i  
~ ~  635"6146 ' ' I l l  
A Sun Life I I  
~ l ~ ~ l B l ~ .  .~ , . .~  Distr ibution l 1  
,~'~ ~ Serviceslnc. 
DEMERS & BRODIE 
Certified General Accountants 
EXPERTISE THAT 
REAtlY MEASURES UP 
Specializing in accounting and income tax 
services for individual and small business. 
Andrew Brodie 
Donna Demers 
638-8705 
• No. 2-4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. VSG 1P9 
What 
does an 
RRSP 
mean 
to you? 
What is an RRSP? 
A Registered Retirement 
Savings Plan is a 
government-approved plan 
through which you save 
money for your retirement 
years. Y0urcontributions 
are tax deductible and the 
income earned is tax 
sheltered. 
Wba t does an RRSp 
mean to ~ou? 
You are investing money 
when you can most afford it 
"duf lng  your peak earning 
years"  to,build up a com- 
fortable retirement fund. 
' The fo l lowing L graph 
shows the amount you 
c6uld accumulate by annual 
RRSP. contributions o f  
$1,000 each at the be~irm. 
ing of. each year, assuming 
Constant interes~ rates, o t 
8%0, 9% mid 11%0.' ' .. 
"Not  only do you invmt 
some money, that would 
Otherwise be paid in taxm, 
bht.; the' earnings of ,,;your' 
plan are not taxed.until you 
withdraw them. Since 100% 
'O~r!..th"e * es~ninss  ~,  be  
~einvested and comlmmd- 
ed, the growth in value of 
you/P, RSP incmme rapidly 
o~,er the.years as' the above 
graph shGws.. 
w~o is ~#b~ 'to con, 
~; ~Anyone with "earned ~in- 
come" subject o Canadian 
tax, inc lud ing /non-  
" , contribute to ~ldents; ma~ 
~RRSP.  You can make 
part or all of some' con- 
buflom to a plan for your 
Z " - -  ' i 
BRIAN G. PERRY 
Members of Certified General Accountants of B.C. 
• Providing the following" services: 
AUDITING AND ACCOUNTING 
ESTATE PLANNING 
TAX AND MANAGEMENT 
. .  L ",CONSULTING 
Residence 635-4883 
No. 2 -4644 Lazelle 
635-3460 
-,., 
THE 17% PtUSl 
FOR 20YEARS. 
There are hundreds ofRRSP:eligible mutual funds. But only one long 
term growth leader. 
That's Industrial Growth Fund, managed by Mackenzie Financial 
Corporation - number one in average annual compound return for a ;full 
20 years - avernging more than 17~ per year./ 
So this year, why settle for second best for your RRSP? Co with Canada's 
long term growth leaderl, ~ 
Phone today or return the coupon. 
• ~Great  •Pacific Management Co. Ltd. ' 635-4273 
lndastnoi Growth Fund s Records, 2year: 16.2Yt, 8years: 13.9%, 
5 years: 15,6Y~, 10 years: 15,6Y~ 15 years: 17.1~ 20 years: 17.4~, slnco 
inception: (22 years) I Z O~. All fi~res am average o-nnuol compound 
returns to November 30, 1989 based on t~e net an~ount invested and includ. 
ing reinvestment ofdistdbu~oas. Past perf..o .rmanco isnot necessarily 
indlcotit~ bf future results, uY)er made only by prospectus. 
[] 131earn send me morn Information oi~ ,n~:~ i I To manog~ your P, RSP. 
Industnal Group of Funds RRSP managed b : ~ ~' ' . ~' [ . For the long tenn. 
Mackenzie Financial Corporation. . 
NAME - " 
ADDRESS 
Ct~ ', " < ~ ..... 
~o~scs coo- .  .... 
: ~" ,  : L (l~ldence) (Budn 
MAIL TO~ • : Great Pacific 
! '  ~ ManagementCo, I 
,~ ' • 5133,'AgarAvenl 
,~, , Terrace, slC. 
' • i [ L ] ' 
A 
0 
RRSP 
Monthly deposltp., 
the easy way 
to save. 
RRSP 
• Instant 
iTax Reoelpte 
> 
~ 8an~Qa PIm. m'l Imm ymr 0Bill W 
mm~ m h mpm -- ~ ym ~ W~m ~m'm 
mdv to ~ war InmW Ua nm~ veer RRSP 
n~t  Umdy~ jmdk 
RRSP 
A better way to 
build your future.. 
At k Cnt~ the, I~r n~mmd nammt ~ 
l~s ~ uma ~m~e Imnm nm ~ m 
lees d my IdOL k m n~ e~ut bdld~ ~ 
mn r,m~ m:u~t 
l / i i l l l ~ i m m : ~ :  II I 
Terrace & District 
i68 Credit .,,o,v..u.Uni°n,en.c. i i l  ! 
635 7282 ~ :,: ~~'~ 
I I I 
-+  
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Piles a nd piles 
COMING TO THE MOUNTAIN. Miniature versions of the Rocky Mountains rose up all Over town 
as city crews first cleared snow from streets and then moved it away to places unknown, in the 
meantime, drivers had to be more cautious in turning corners and when nosing Out into intersec- 
tions. 
] r 
TERRACE - -  Four People who 
had bought a video featuring 
Donald Duck in a Second 
World War propaganda car- 
toon havereturnedtheir copies 
for a refund,• says a Terrace Co- 
op spokesman. 
Reg Piercey said one was 
returned prior to an ad saying 
the store would refund thepur- 
chase price and three after. 
He estimated 60-80 of the 
videos were bought. There are 
three other cartoons on the 
video. 
The cartoon, "Spirit of '4Y', 
features Donald Duck as an 
American factory worker 
wondering if he should spend 
his money or save it to pay taxes 
for the war effort. 
The cartoon depicted German 
and Japanese warplanes and 
ships being destroyed by Allied 
guns. It's theme was that taxes 
should be paid to support he 
war effort. 
Refunds are also bein/; of- 
fered by the Co-op in Prince 
Rupert. 
I 
. ; *: . 
PCP involved 
Workers end burn appeal 
TERRACE -- Eurocan workers 
have abandoned their appeal of 
the pulp mill's plan to burn 
PCP-contaminated sawdust and 
say they're satisfied the burn 
will be monitored and carried 
out safely. 
The union started the appeal 
in March in response to concern 
the proposed burning could 
release dangerous toxins and 
present ahealth azard. 
The waste comes from a 1984 
PCP spill that was mopped up 
with a ton of sawdust and 
shovelled into drums. 
When burned PCPs - -  pen= 
tachlorophenates --  can release 
cancer-causing furans and diox- 
ins. But mill spokesmen and 
waste management officials 
gave assurances that no con- 
taminants would be released as 
long as strict burning uidelines 
were adhered to. 
The restrictions include 
monitoring of emissions, aburn 
temperature of 1000 degrees 
Celsius and a burn time of two 
seconds per load. Waste 
management officials aid those 
burn requirements would ensure 
all carcinogenic byproducts are 
broken down. 
"We feel that our reasons for 
appeal have been met and we 
will have our people in place to 
monitor the bum," said Bill 
Whitty, a spokesman for the 
Kitimat local of the Canadian 
Paperworkers' Union. 
Whitty said the union's main 
concern was the concentration 
of PCP in the sawdust 
originally estimated at 80 to 90 
parts per million• That was just 
below the I00 p.p.m, limit at 
which the sawdust would be 
considered a "special waste" 
and subject to more stringent 
rules governing the incinera. 
tieR. 
But subsequent environment 
ministry testing of the sawdust 
showed the PCP concentration 
was less than half the estimate. 
"The results were way down," 
Whitty said. 
He said the union's was also 
concerned the burn could set a 
pi'ecedent allowing pulp mills 
across the province to burn 
hazardous waste in their boilers• 
That could mean the province 
might never get a proper hazar- 
dous waste incinerator, he said. 
He said that concern was 
never resolved, but they are 
satisfied the burn will be safe. 
But new regulations introduc- 
ed last August could deny the 
union the right to appeal if the 
incident ever repeated itself. 
Waste management officer 
Frank Rhebergen said the 
Your 
Outlook 
Choose from a 
huge selection 
of frameel 
SERVICE 
FOR MOST 
pRESCRiPTiONS 
in our new . . .  
©iali,.c~[ ~,o,,:' 
Benson. Optical Laboratories Ltd. 
4608 Lakelse Ave, 638-0341 
,= 
regulations --  destined to per- no permit is actually required 
mit burning of scrap sawmill there would be no procedure for 
wood that was treated with anti- appeals. 
sap stain chemicals that contain He said the regulation is in- 
PCP - -  could also be used to tended for scrap wood - -  not 
permit burning of the PCP- sawdust used to mop up a spill 
contaminated sawdust with few -- and it would only be inter- 
restrictions, preted that way on a case-by- 
Rhebergen said the new casebasis. : ~' .~ ~rT~ . I 
regulations require a900-degree Mill spokesman Keith Leech 
burn temperature and one- said no date has been set for the 8-~E f l U R ~ - - ' ] A  I 
second burn time, and because burn. F SUITS 
/ Our complete stock. 
Dtsaster  subject .  - -  +m J= 
• • .- ' I $14!:1"' ,  SHORTS ~~/*~t l  
/ I l ed l l~ l~( l l l l  Inboxers&bdefs. I ~  ' / , e~ i  
- , . - -  i ) ' . -  0 ," ~ , '  . . . . . .  , .  , , i~ . . . , , . , , , .~ . : , '  . ~ : . " ; " , :~*~" , , ,~  . . [ . . . .  " .. " , 
STOCK 1' ' ~:,'~1., 
.,+ . ~---?-;--=+--+ - - -  . ~ ~ .~,.~ . . . . .  
' r .ennr ALLWmTE, I ~ / I  t u v .=.  "/ ': "; ~-, .: l ,  
• [--JACKETS . . . .  r"/.1~:~'!)~"i'+'i ~' " I 
E- -  " " " ( ' ) ,  " ' -genera l  /,+,oos;,os,,a+s. 112 I " " :+" : '~:  ' 
reacted to last year's California Russ Fraser said. "~S ~ :~t~:~ ; 
earthquake and flooding in "k 'k"k"k 'k 'k  i=99   P,'m. / 
B.C. by announcing a series of In the meantime, no replace- 
public forums on emergency merit has been found yet for / Reduced to Clea0 l%e~:.~\~ +~ ;~,x,, 
preparedness, former northwest PEP manager --' ~ " / $~" ~;(~'~ 
• The Terrace meeting has been Allan Waddy, who became ~.  + 
set for Feb. 14 at 7 p.m. in the 
lecture theatre at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary school. It's 
one of nine to be held across the 
province. 
The forums are designed to 
make residents more aware of 
disaster preparations made by 
the Provincial Emergency Pro- 
ministerial assistant o educa- 
tion minister Tony Brummet in 
November• 
Waddy first left his PEP job 
earlier in 1989 to become x- 
ecutive assistant to then-forests 
minister Dave Parker, but later 
returned citing personal 
reasons• 
, ,  ,~  
i1"1 ' : ; '  " : " ' " "  ' " '  " '  
~:  ; MEN'S ,WEAR LTO; ./i 
Sweetheart Sale 
Wed., Feb. 7- Sat., Feb. 10 
4605 Lakelse Avenue 
635-5420 
Pogey 
abuse 
found 
TERRACE --  A local man has 
been penalized $6,102 for 
fraudulently collecting almost 
$10,000 in unemployment in- 
surance benefits, says a Canada 
Employment Centre in- 
vestigator. 
The man, he was not iden- 
tified, collected the payments 
for 36 weeks and was uncovered 
through a regular checking 
system designed to find such 
abuse, said John Jack. 
Although criminal charges 
can be laid in such cases, Jack 
said there were "mitigating cir: 
cumstances" in this investiga- 
tion• 
In the three months ending 
December 1989, $131,000 in 
unemployment insurance 
payments were discovered that 
should have not been made, 
Jack said. 
Investigators found 110 cases 
of fraud or abuse and levied 
$31,501 in penalties, 
During the same period more 
than 3,600 people from Stewart 
to Terrace,, south t° Kitimat and 
east to Houston collected $11 
million in unemploymenf in- . . . . .  • 
surance payments. ~ 
New penalty regulations in- 
troduced last fall:~calli.for~flnes 
amounting to 100 ~ei~ cent Of" 
payments made through fraud 
or abuse on a first offence. • 
i ii ~(ii 
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Make a Fashion Statement With. 
Your Windows! 
25% 
OFF 
ABBEY 
'BL INDS 
Horizontal  & ,  
Vertical Blinds 
Available in 
over 160 colorsl 
Includes installation 
For a FREE consultation call 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 635-4444 
PICTURE THESE 
."No. 2 -- 4027 Lakelee Avenue 
i ".Terrace, B,C. ,. 638-8555 
• I 
~o ,m.o..ce She o~e.i,~g of 
r ~o ' "  gh. exo',., .e. 
. e . .  ,oil/da==/e vou.:a.d 
Zh; .lega., a,.os here will 
char. a.d .law you. 
, o .  ,hiJ o/ 
Ruervatlons Recommend~:l 
. , . . .  OPEN ATS:OOPM: .  " 
i i ••  MOUNT LAYTON HOT SPRINGS ~1 
RESORT LTD'~ 
798i2214,; :i ' i ,  ,, 
, •  • . "~ i :  • 
•t 
• • , . ,  . 
'I.. ,'r![~ &~. , ,  .~,. .)a, 
pattie Kiiler ¢liseases 
..: ~ 
! ; r  : .  <': 
• ~,% ! 
~& Dance at 5 
:~m~mm ;w~m.rt '[] 
,!D~ , .  p,m;Eik's []  t [ M 
:::~i H~;'F~ of charge i ~ s~nior I ., ' I 
I door p~[ .F . ,~pottaa0n : [] : :"' !:~ ill :\if n6~led¢~d! "Oai~S-~3 or  i : ::~ :,: ~::; • : 
: FEBMUAR¥ " ~ ' "~ :tt,!lJ~O -- From • THE LOCAL LIBRARY may not have the title a patron wants on the r own shelves, but a quick q~ 
:~V=¢ou~e~, e ~ Club:: [ ]  through ar~i'electr~)q!~!!ioan network Can solve that problem. Here Kathy Wilcox uses new y nst~ 
e~ulp~ht:t6 check whether another branch can help out by providing the requested b6 computer 
,.ITEM.: L~ 'Theatre;sponsored : [] ', . 
- ' - °  Cross country calls 
- ) , '  , . , - . .  . . -  , . , ;  , . . . , . ,  ~ .  . : -: iT , .  " , ,:. ':! I ..... . . . .  ,,.:: ,, 
tseoftheBe~';;,tsp,m., TERRACE .2. New eqmpment lnstaJled at  the  "This  :will all0w:t~s::to cast bur hot quite a bit 
~y  School; Put'on by  local library mean~ staff will be able to scour the further," he said, adding that in turn it would 
~J Sowen~ Fr~ Admission. entire country in isearch of requested books it likely improve the branch's uccess rate in obtain- 
. ~! i *****  ~ : does not carry, says head librarian Ed Currell. ing requested books. The telephone-linked com- eauAit¥ 13i:19go-.~ Seven. 
I ,t~la~S0dc=ty:h h0ldl~ ~dr ,::[] The new computer-modem system provided by puter system also offered the benefit of quick 
!,U~uidgm=almeetingat the:iI the Library Services Branch connects the local responses toqueries; "certainly within 24 hours." 
,lb~:bn T~ branch into the :TOtal  leulay i t  I electronic inter-library loan net- 
I '/p, in;'For ~re  inlb phone ' . I  work, he explained. Indicating the system would be based on a 
| ~  "~-9~33;','.: " ,i~:. . . . .  ! ..-.,~ ::,[] series of "circles covering the province, Currell That allowed it to send messages to all other 
libraries linked tq the network querying the 
availability of sp~ific titles. Although Terrace 
had been connected to such a system for several 
years already, he stud ~t had only been a pilot pro, 
ject restricted to  Terrace, Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert. ' " 
Now, more than 70 libraries in the province has 
been provided withlsimilar equipment giving the 
local brunch access to all of those as well as many 
in other parts of th~ country. 
said an individual branch would first query all 
others in its regional "circle." If that proved un- 
successful, it would pass the request on to the Vic- 
toria branch. 
If even that failed to turn up the required book, 
he said Victoria was linked to the National 
Library of Canada and "through there they can 
get locations for practically any title." The Ter- 
race branch was already starting to get material 
from elsewhere in the country, he added. 
Howard Harper celebrates 
Friends and f~mily of 
Howard Harper gathered at the 
home of John De Wacht Sun- 
day, Jan. 14 to ~celebrate 
Howard's 91 birthday. Born 
Jan. 13, 1899 in Cbelmsford, 
New Brunswick, Howard had 
seven brothers and two sisters. 
In 1924 he married lola Montreal and has been transfer- 
Wilkins in Campbelton, N.B. 
where he worked in the lumber red to Dawson Creek. Richard 
industry. The couple mpved to worked at the Department of 
Prince Rupert four yeats later, Indian Affairs and is now on his 
then to Georgetown tout of way to Amherst, Nova Scotia. 
prince Rupert) in 1940 before Both served as parish council 
returning to the coast :city in members and a farewell gift was 
1947 presented with beautiful stained 
Finally, they came to 1"errace glass pictures by Marion 
in1950 where Howard began 15 Schlegel. 
years of employment ~ head Best wishes for the future in 
scaler and yard foremEkn for their new homes to Jim and 
Richard and their families. 
Columbia Cellulose. IUpon HOWARD AND IOLA Harperare • ****  
retirement from Colbmbia 
Cellulose, he still kept i busy , seen above at their 57th an- On Feb. 11, 1972, Dorothy and 
first as a desk clerk ~t the niversary celebration. Howard Earl Smith were married in 
Cedars Motel and then a.~ night recently celebrated his 91st bit- Vancouver-- which means they 
auditor at the Inn o f  the .West. thday, are about to celebrate 18 happy 
,,, years together. Have a nice day 
lolaw0rked in the school ~o~d see.many things he could not both of you. 
office. 
The  Harpers  had  ~wo . b~'fo~. James and his famil- * ~ **  * 
children, James Who now lives .'~ i . . . . . . . .  J Congratulations to Barb and 
in ' v~--ouv-r ~'d  Pa~ ",r~ i came up. to.3nstt mm every Rodney Ames.on the arrival of 
V¢Itllt~, CUi  , Q ~ l , .d~g ' , , • . . . . . . .  - ,% .,. . . . .  J ~ . . ,Chr i s tmas  and Easter butthls son Matthew Christopher on wacnt) wno passe= away. ~eo,. "'~=.~t ~ ~h. t .~ i  ,~,=,, '... _ , ,  
3, 1985. There were'alsolthree : ~'~ ~."",,"~=/.I;':: ;v," '.."~" Jan. 24, Matthew weighed in at 
r " hildren-and one -..._.,. : .~ oy. a car.~accment~ on mmr 71bs., 14oz, 
g ana.c . . . .  : , : ~r~.  way bttck to Vancouver James , ~ , , ,  
grunUC[ l l l f l ,  , -  . !~, : • 
- - , ~ ~ w~'qu i te  sei;louslyinj~ed but And a speedy recovery to lola passed away Ded..16, ...l,m.:.ha,,., ~ . ,^  
1986 and shortly that . . . .  -... : after! i~:e~-v-~--':~Y', sayhe/ i sv  mmweu now Ruth Hayv~eurd who is in Mills 
" TerJ. Howard moved, intO' ! ~'. ...... , :-:.,:~.,.':,,:. .: ,.,:., Memb'ri~,l 'hospital recovering 
- . ,. ' ,- ~ : "  ~.**  from an accident she and hus- 
raceview L0dge.  . .  , ~' . . . .  ~.A'p0thh:k:.sul)I~rwas held at band,Gordie were involved in. 
A,, CouPle.o'f;'/~.;years :ago. I the;Sacred H( ,~;~ '" r ' " • '~urt:pansh-rectory The car Wa~a write-off. 
lUI',..28 to b ld ; : f~ l  to Jim HappilYi h~wever, she is ap  Howard had ,~. i~/b l~ ~uon,-! 
and his]eyesight :#dsimuc iil~:'~ ! i ;~esky:and Rich'aid :TUrcotte. - patently not :dO i~ :t6o badly. 
pt0ved ~ d res~t .~he~ '~6~ ~ Jlim~v= nt~ager at the Banker , Hurry up,andget well,-Ruth. 
':,~ -:. . . . .  
• The familiar, figurative x- 
pression 'starving students' 
takes on a literal meaning 
next week when nearly 200 
Caledonia and Skeena 
students embark on a 30 
hour famine to raise money 
for the World Vision relief 
organization. 
Although the starvathon 
will follow much the same 
format as last year's inaugral 
event, co-ordinator Lara 
Taylor said the money will 
not beused to  support a 
specific third world develop- 
ment project his time. 
Instead, it will be used to 
support he Child Survival 
Program, ajoint UNICEF/World Vision project. Taylor ex- 
plained the program's goal was to substantially reduce the in- 
fant mortality rate in Commonwealth countries by 1994 
"which means immunizing as many children as they possibly 
Can.  ) )  
Pointing out a child dies every four seconds in a Com- 
monwealth country, she said six "killer diseases" were largely 
responsible for that harrowing statistic --  diptheria, measles, 
polio, tetanus, tuberculosis and whooping cough." 
Taylor confirmed 185 students had signed up for the 30 
Hour Famine so far and the number was still climbing. Given 
that was far more than last year - -  Caledonia had been the 
only school to participate then - -  she was confident the 1989 
total of $3,008 would be "doubled easily." 
More than a dozen teachers were also expected totake part. 
After a hearty breakfast, students will begin their fast at 8 
a.m. Friday, Feb. 16. At 5 p.m. they gather at Skeena Jr. 
Secondary where they will remain until the 30 hour mark is 
reached at 2 p.m. the following day. However~ she added, a
minimum pledge total of $40 will be required for students to 
be entitled to stay at the school through the night. 
Each school will provide juices to keep participants going 
through their ordeal and there will be videos, board games 
and, numerous other, activities to.keep them occupied., ........ 
NWCC faces challenge. 
Staff and students at Northwest Community College haY, 
given themselves a challenge --  to increase their awareness of 
physically and mentally handicapped people and their 
lifestyles. 
One way they intend to do that is by getting first-hund 
knowledge of the difficulties faced by the disabled. 
Therefore, on Awareness Day - -  Tuesday, Feb. 13 - -  some 
will spend the day confined to a wheelchair while others wig, 
wear blindfolds or ear plugs. 
There will also be a lanchtime'discussion panel featuring 
guest speakers from the Canadian Federation of Students: 
Frank Jonasen, commissioner for students with disabilities, 
and Pare Frache. 
• The day will end at 4 p.m. with a debriefing session in 
which participants will review their experiences and determine 
what they learned and what could be done to improve the 
quality of campus life at NWCC for those with disabilities. 
For more information, contact Elizabeth Snyder at 
635-6511, local 305. 
STRIKING REMINDER. Pull the Plug committee 
member Mary Swift gets some help from mayor Jack 
Talstra in driving home the point that this is the week 
residents should try cutting back on their TV viewing. 
TLT has answer 
Last week's paper 8ave many ideas for replacing ~ wat- 
ching with other activities. Well; here's a dynamic one, join 
the Terrace Little Theatrel -. 
The Terrace Little Theatre is holding auditions this week 
for three different plays. Make your way. over to the McColl 
Playhouse at 36?.5 Kainm Street at about 7:30 p.m tonight. 
Youdon't have tO be an experienced.actor to try out for 
Little Theatre. All you have to be is interested inhaving fun. 
in working with a group, and stretchii~ your ima~f lOn.  ,.~ 
Maybe .you can act, and maybe you caa build sets,-learn 
about ~eatre lighting, work backstage, help with publicity , .  
• anythlnggoes.' , , . ~ ~ : . .. .-., 
If you need background information, call Lorna (635-75~.. 
evenings). Tonee,'(638.8378)or Ma ianne (635-2942 days),, ":>': 
, . ~ . , ", i ,  .'.TII ~ ' ~ "'~;'~:';':~ 
~ . . . .  
! 
. . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~to~.  L ,  
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Porester retires 
Contributed " 
Kalum Forest d istr ict  
manager Gerry Dodd retired 
last week after a 39 year career 
most of which was spent in the 
Prince Rupert region. 
• Gerry joined the service in 
1951 as a clerk at the Prince 
Rupert • regional headquarter. 
The following spring, he went 
to Pendelton Bay on Babine 
Lake where, as dispatcher, he 
could be called upon to help out 
with field work such as logging 
inspections and fire fighting in 
addition to his normal clerical 
duties, i 
In the fall of 1952 he returned 
to Prince Rupert, this time as a 
member of the cruising crew 
which travelled around the 
region helping districts with 
timber cruising and timber sale 
layout. 
Three years later, Gerry 
began a stint as •Assistant 
Ranger, first in Kitwanga, the 
Telelgraph Creek, Hazelton, 
Terrace, Prince.Rupert, Ocean 
Falls and then back to Prince 
Rupert. 
In October, 1964 he was pro- 
moted to Forest Ranger for the 
Lower Post district on the 
Alaska Highway. This was the 
largest ranger district in the pro- 
vince - -  in fact, larger than 
some forest regions. 
He was on the move again 
two years later, going to 
Houston to take up the position 
of Forest Ranger in charge. An" 
indelible memory from that 
period was the day he walked 
away uninjured f rom a 
helicopter crash. 
Next, in'August 1969, came a 
transfer to the Elko Ranger 
Gerry Dodd 
district, his only posting outside 
the Prince Rupert region during 
his career. He remained there 
for four years before returning 
to Prince Rupert as ranger 
suupervisor. 
Following the report of the 
Pearce Royal Commission 
which recommended the Forest 
Service be reorganized into a 
totally new structure with dif- 
ferent goals and objectives, the 
Ranger District concept was 
abandoned in favour of one of 
Forest Districts and managers. 
Gerry successfully applied for 
the job of manager of the 
Kalum Forest district, a post he 
held until his retirement on 
January 31, 1990 . . . .  
Gerry is married with two ~- 
sons, both of whom are pursu- 
ing careers outside of Terrace 
and the forest service. He and 
wife Nat plan to remain in Ter- 
race. 
Goodwili-Ryan wed 
HAPPY COUPLE Trina Ann (Goodwill) and Edward Ryan pose for 
the official photograph following their December wedding. 
Family and close friends join- 
ed Trina Ann Goodwill, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clif- 
ford Goodwill of Kitwangu, and 
Edward Ryan, adoptive son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Etzcrza of 
Oliver, B.C. in celebrating their 
marriage Dec. 17, 1989 at Ter- 
race's Seventh Day Adventist 
Church. Minister Ray Hetland 
performed the ceremony. 
Maid o f  honour was the 
bride's Sister Shiein Goodwill 
and Vietta Dennis of Port Simp- 
son, sist6* of the groom, was 
bridesmaid. William Paisley of 
Smithers was best man and 
Serge Droaln of Terrace per. 
fo rmed the dut ies of  
groomsman. 
The bride was lovely in. her 
wMte satin dress with chapel 
length train and. l'mge~, ip' veil.. 
She carried a bible with an at-. 
rangement of '  White and pink 
roses, burgundy carnations and 
The brides's party wore full 
length blue dresses and carried 
bouquets of white and pink 
• roses with baby's breath. Best 
man and ushers all wore black 
tuxedos and red ties. 
Kim Pfannmueller supervised 
the guests register and guests 
were then ushered to'their seats 
by the groom's brother, Joe 
Ryan. Candles were lit by Kevin 
Goodwill, Mrs. Ulli Unruh was 
pianist and vocalists for. th, 
ceremony were Rob and Denise 
Blue and Janice Smith. 
A reception followed in the 
basement of the church, 
decorated by Gay Mentis and: 
.Ellen Smith. Special thanks 
went to Ruth Hayward for the .... 
beautiful cake and Pam Hakan-, , 
son. for co-ordlnating the wed- 
cling arrangements and helping i
with the flowers, 
Out of town guests came 
from Telkwa.. Smithers. Kit, 
baby's breath --~ a tradition, wanga, Por t :S impson and,  
from her: mother; 1'be groom ,.Oliver,.Thecouplewill reslde'in~, i 
wore a black tuxedo and red t ie;"  Smlthers. ~ : :):~: 
CITY OF TERRACE 
: ~.lSEBY STREET. ". :' ', !! 
TERRACE, B.C. VOG 2XS 
(604)63.$-S31i : ' , " : 
.::: PUBLIC ' 
MEETING 
Terrace City Council would 
like to invite interested in- 
dividuals to a public meeting 
to discuss the proposed 
! Tourism and Economic 
Development Strategy. r 
Copies are available f rom 
City Hall, 
' The' meeting.will be heldi 
Tuesday, February 13, 1990' 
7:30 p.m. 
Inn of the West 
West Banquet Room 
FROM VANCOUVER 
THE ,ARTS CLUB THEA~E PRESENTS ' 
HAY FEVER 
| f comedy of 
| / an outrageous 
II " f family and its 
l ~pect ing  house guests. 
z, NOELCOWARD 
8 p.m. Sunday ,  February  11, 1990 
REM Lee  Theat re  
Reserved seating. Get your tickets early. 
• Tickets at Erwln's Jewellers, Skeena Mall 
$14 adult $9 student 
"Can the claimants on both sides 
in an accident dispute get fair 
treatment when their adjusters both 
work for ICBC?" They can and do, 
because ach claim is handled and 
investigated separately:. And since the 
total cost of virtually all claims is 
paid byAutoplan, your ICBC adjuster 
has no reason to favour either, side. 
After considering every element 
of a case, adjusters use their 
training and expertise to reach a 
~When youpga, have It, We'll d /  ~ ltl 
"Our exped~ng service wig save your company money .... 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
I . . . . . . . .  
 TRAVEL 
• '~ : . . Argentina 
Argentina is the second largest the world, and also inspired Walt 
country in!'Soutl~ America, it covers Disney for  his famous :. film 
almost three million sq. kms., or ,Bambl". : : '  
3O% of the areaof Europe. Argen- There are lots of interesting 
restaurants and Clubs in Argentina tina is enourmo'usly varied both in 
its types of land and its climates. 
Such as low and deeply glaciated 
pads, high and dry plateaus, the 
flat rich Pampas, the floodplains, 
and gently rolling land lying bet- 
ween the rivers of  Parana and 
as well. The Michelangelo, an im- 
pressive setting in an • 01d 
Monestary. 
Most places have a cover charge 
including your first drink, ranging. 
Uruguay. from 10 to 20 dollars US. Almost 
• Among its innumerable scenes all restaurants and clubs have 
and landscapes, there are some tango dancers, but it is apparently 
that are "quite bnique. Such as the becoming Increasingly difficult to 
interw]ned 'Forest of Arrayanes' find the 'authentic' tango dancer In 
situated on the pennlnsula of 
Quetrihue. Yoti will see the trunks 
of century old' @es curving in all 
directions, in search of the sun. A 
marvel that is unlike anything in all 
local areas, most are toudst 
oriented, 
Something for all tastes, make 
your next trip one to the Argen- 
tinas. 
Quest[an: What country is Bohemia in? 
BRITISH AIRWAYS , 
London -- 2 nights Berlin --  3 nights 
Starting '9  1 9 0 O 
aT  Vancouver ' 
:~ Skeena Mall 
635-6181 
I ' I" " " ,  _ 
fair settlement-one that a court 
would find accePtable. • 
Anything less would obviously 
be unfair to the claimant. At the 
same: time, to offer more would 
be Unfair to some two milh'on 
other ICBC policyholders, whose 
premiums are affected byrising 
claim costs. 
[]ICBC 
Which side is your 
ICBC adjuster on? 
I I  
Together, we  can drive 
insurance costs down.  
• ,~ , t  
I 
't k : '" .I 
Early start is important 
T E R R A C E  - -  It is never too 
early to start reading to your 
children --  that is the message 
of theBooks for Babies pro- 
gram and it is one organizers 
say is being enthusiastically 
received by parents. 
"All the comments were very 
positive," Pat Kolterman said 
following a recent survey of 
those who had taken part.in the 
program over the past year. 
A joint project of the local 
public .and school libraries, 
Books for Babies aims at pro- 
meting literacy and making 
parents aware of the role they 
can play in preparing their child 
to read, Kolterman explained. 
Suggesting many parents 
delayed reading to their children 
t/ntil they 'were three or fern" 
years old, she said research ad 
shown the importance of doing 
so with even very young 
children. "It does so much to 
stimulate their language 
development," she pointed out. 
That message was contained 
in the pamphlet inthe Books for 
Babies package presented to 
parents taking their child to the 
Skeena Health Unit for its fn'st 
vaccination, There was also a 
book to start hem off, ideas for 
fingerplays and nursery rhymes, 
BABY BOOKED. Kadn Clark-Mol and baby son Josh Clark picked up their Books for Babies package 
from the Skeena Health Unit's Carol Harrison last week. An enthusiastic supporter of the program, 
Karin says she already reads both English and Dutch -- her native language - to her six week old 
youngster. 
K01terman said the program 
was initiated one year ago with 
a $1,000 grant from School 
District 88 and a further $1,000 
in donat ions  from local  
businesses. Since then approx- 
imately 500 packages had been 
distributed to new parents 
throughout he school district 
which extends north to Stewart 
and east to the Hazeltons. 
• This year theschool district 
was again providing $1,000 and, 
in recognition that 1990 is the 
International Year'of Literacy, 
the Skeena Union Board of 
Health had come up with a mat- 
ching grant. 
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Logo 
a go 
SCIENTIFIC ART. More than 40 designs were submitted in 
the recent competition to find a logo for the 25th Annual Ter- 
race Science • Fair. Rodney Sanchez' entry (below) was 
selected overall winner and the design will now be incor- 
porated in all fair promotional materials. Runner up awards 
went to LeahGilbert, Dustin Dunbar, Erin Davies, Lauren 
Sabine and Sarah Eve Kelly. 
• ~. ,.~..:~f-',,. 
• 
. .., .'.. 
~ . ~..,;,::,,~.,. 
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t 
Mrs. O'Boyle  L~:I!~'.I~:;:~:, " i: 
TERRACE K INSMEN : _  ~ ~,:::~] 
CITIZEN OF THE MONTH : i  ..... 
, i, .. Mrs O'Boyle has been choosen for her. • . I 
tremendous contribution of personal time ?,,/ 
~:. she I~  dedicated to fellow senior 
':~'~' [].~:; citizens in our community. ., Z L": ':. ' j 
However, while acknowledg- ~ ii)iil : 'i 
mg the value of such support, ~.~.~ .,',~ . : 
Kolterman added, "We're ' :  ~: " ' -1 - -  " 
always looking for more. dona- ~. :... . • ..:. :. ~ ~.....:. :. .... '; ... . ,:...:...~.;::~.,,. : - . 
tions." She sfidanyonewishing ,~_~.:..::~,,;:.:.,.,.:..,., . ". ;- .. :...:..'~::....:,~.:.~.::'.~ 
to make a contribution ~ "=~"~"~"~;~': '~'"" ""~;" ~:'~":;~/~:~::'~~~"~" ,.: ~.~.. ,,: .%.,~....., . .... ~....:~...:,:: ~,~'., ,-..' .. 
, ' 4ese Lakelee Ave., ' ..... ~" : :  ~ ;""~ they're tax deductible- could "i~" . Terrace es$2ee~ ~~: .~)  
do so by contacting Gillian ~[ :  
Campbell at the public library. ~ ~,~'~i~;~.~:~t~-.',.~.~;~'~,,~~~~. -,,, 
f ~ ~  HOT SPRINGS 
ii ~ RESORT I-TD' 
! FUN-:FUN-FUN.~ I 
, Slides&pools " F;, for.] ,j 
°ve;',o r°17 " 
II bring a friend. 
: l, ,u :: z 98-2 21 4 I 
After 4 :30  p.m. all pools " I 
I and slides are 2 for 1. 
ml 
m m m m m m . m  m m m m m 
"(r~, 
i !  
Festival numbers climb 
By ,IO FALCONER 
Entries for the 25 Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival total 
971 with well over 2,000 com- 
petitors taking part. 
Totals for each category are: 
Piano -- 369, Instrumental --
180, Speech Arts - -  153, Dance 
-- 127, Vocal -- 52, Band -- 
35, Choral -- 31, Orff and 
Recorder- 14. 
Northwest communities are 
well represented with entries 
from Terrace, Kitimat, Prince 
Rupert, Smithers, Houston, 
Stewart, Hazelton and Kit- 
wanga. 
The festival committee is 
hard at work programming the 
events. Dance, band, choirs, 
choral speaking and drama 
competitions will be held at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Speech arts and vocal com- 
petitions will be at the United 
Church and instrumental at 
Caledonia. Junior piano will 
take place at the pentecostal 
church and senior piano at the 
Alliance church. 
Adjudicators for this year 
are: , 
Alexandra Munn -- Senior 
piano, Jocelyn Pritchard -- 
Junior piano, Teresa Dee - -  
Ballet, Harold Wiens - -  Vocal, 
Clara Hare - -  Speech Arts, 
William Street - -  Band, Derek 
Stoll - -  Instrumental. 
The fest iva l  commit tee  
thanks the business and private 
patrons who have contributed 
so generously to help cover the 
cost of organizing the Festival. 
Personnnel will be needed at 
all locations to act as recording 
secretaries, door people and 
generally assisting in the runn- 
ing of  the festival. 
If  you are able to donate your 
time between March 8 to 17, 
please call Florence Euverman 
at 635-2418.  
LThonks 
' De~Sk,:, :  : , 
The ,Terrace chapter of the 
Canadian Diabetes Associa- 
, tion~=would like to thank all 
icanvmsers," Frank Donahue 
Bruin and 
everyone~i who generously 
donated lto its recent fund 
:~ i~  ¸ ¸ L ' .  ' 
~.  . , ,~ .  ~, .  ,~4.~; . . , .~ .~. . . , , . -~  , '~  .~ .~,~.* ' - ' ,~*  ~... 
"I've been coming to ~zontuoIHs for 3 months, there's a better selec; 
tion of weights & equipment here." 
Dwayne Martens. 
I I 
TANNING SPECIAL 
1§ Sezllon, ~ =49oo 
For 0nly .......... , ........ ~,.. ...... ........ .... 
IROnUJORH5 
Gym &:Fitness Centre • 
i, 63§.4130 ~.4551 Grei0 Avenue 
...... ~ . . . . . . . . .  '~  ~'lFii i i ~ . . . . . . . .  " i l "  
Terrace Concert  Society 
& 
Terrace District Teachers Associat ion 
presents 
THEATREBEYON WORDS 
Friday, Feb. 16 at 7:30 p.m. 
• R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Tickets available at Erwin's Jewellers, Skeena Mall 
• ,I,,,,, , ,,°""lor'A by: .... ~ 
i "/ 
I i%!i , 
" : ;! ',:i;;:'/ ii¸ 
i 
,, ,..,. ~. 
/ 
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I na  . -  O@t l ,  " .ESTATe PROJECT.  is , "  :!i :'} : '} 
i,~:~:~ av~lable ~from 'the::Skeena ~:,:~ I ~ ~:: } : : ,  i I .  • [ ] l J l  ~ L i [ : ] l  ~ . .~  - ::' 
: ' ~" : mi  ~ O . . . . . .  SHous i  S()Ci~ "%: ' : '  I : ' : ' "  ; ' J '  ' l " l l l l  i l l  ' " s o. ~ n~ ,~ ~ ~:~ . . . . .  , : .... 
. . . . . . .  tyof f ieecornerofApsleySt ,  . ;I. :':.- ' :.;': , ~ . * • 
,, .~k~:~e~.oh ~ u.:: '~:~I :Rlde h0mea new 1990 wlth no money down 
h rd ; : oay from z -~t p.m. ' " : I " ' . . . . .  
month*k***  .:'.: ' : , ' :  : : "" ..... : : , '  I : . . . .  
: TERRACE PUBLIC ART : ~ : ' " : ~ ' ' . L " I  " l : 
fiALLI~I~V will I~ oln~,.~l for cnopper urug Mart  : ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  will the conference room al 'the: the month Of January. We ' CORRECTION 
mnni~ Organize'lOtto in Mental Health Centre. L C~ I : ~ Opening again Feb; 4 featur- Ing works by Cindy Mated of Re: Februn~Clmuinr VOI. 23 NO. IS 
The hale prlca on Avlanca Night . 
Muck cologne eprsy 37 mL. should 
have read $10.99. 
639-3325 for more info. • ' 
• *****  : : : :Quick, B.C. The show will run 
SOCIALIZING SINGLES to :Feb;24 ,  Hours are, T~es. - 
meeting. Every Fdday night at i i~t~12. :3  p.m;;.Tues. \ thurs.  
7:30 p.m 4542 Park Ave : ~ : : ; :~7 ,Yp .m, |~uncay  l -4  p.m. 
Come on out the coffee is on' ' 'i:.: :: ::: i;'/':' * * * * * 
For more info. call 635'9551 ! ~ :OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP 
• ****  : :: : : , : :  : : ~ fo rany  persons having an 
BIG BROTHERS A ~  B ig  : :  : !::: :~ oStomy.or needing one in the 
SISTERS are now unde~ny ~: . . :.:: : futare. A chance to share pro- 
The first A.G M, proved to be ; blares, concerns, information 
a success with enough peop le  and receive support from 
the nsea. 
I tems fo r  rids sect ion 
are  fo r  non .pro f i t  
o rgan izat ions  and  for  
• those events in which 
there  is no  cost to ga in  
i admiss ion ,  
To  meet  our  produc-  
t ion deadl ines,  we ask 
that  all i tems be  submi t -  
ted :by  noon  on the 
FR IDAY preeedi~g the 
fo l lowing week 's  Issue. 
We also ask that  i tems be 
typewr i t ten  or be pf lnted 
neatly.  
THE TERRACE CENTEN- 
NIAL LIONS CLUB regrets to 
inform you that they will not be 
holding their annual Ladies 
Diamond pinner this year. 
**** 'k  
TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 
635-6533, Men's Sun. Rite 7 
p,m, Hospital Psych Unit, 4720 
Haaghland Sun. Women's 
8:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 
Monday nite 8:30 p.m. Blue 
Gables Corr. Institution. Mon- 
day. Rite 8:30 p.m.. Knox 
United Church:, 4907 Lazelle 
Avenue, Tuesday nite 8:30 
p.m. Catholic Church, 4830 
Straume Avenue. Wed. nite 
Beginners 7:30 p.m. Hospital 
Psych Unit. 4720 Haugland. 
Thurs. Rite 8:30 p.m. Hospital 
Psych Unit. Friday Rite 8:30 
p.m. Kermode Centre 3313 
Kalum Street. 
TERRACE YOUTH CENTRE 
is searching for volunteers and 
donations for the new year, 
Please contact Centre at 
635-2018, Pat at 638-0112 or 
Judith at  538-8120. 
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
JOINING A SUPPORT 
GROUP for step and blended 
families, call Lee at 635-9055 
OVEREATERS - ANONY- 
MOUS will meet every 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 
p.m.:: at Terrace Women's 
Resource Center at 4542 Park. 
Newcomers welcome. For more 
info. call 635-6510 or 638-0664. 
** 'k**  
LOSSES, EITHER 
=~':FHROUOH s'eparation, 
...... diyorce, or death can be a time 
. :  you may need additional sup- 
present tofillallexemztiVe and : :o thers  in the same situation. ! : 
directors chairs. The next few : Call Terrace 635-5905 or 
months will be husy. ,tT~i'ng to Kitimat 632-5951. 
get totally functional byspring. " t;, * * * * 
But, we still can't do it without INFORMATION CONCERN- 
NEW BUSINESS 
PHONE LISTINGS 
r~ MR. BU$1NESSNIAN 
If your Business Phone Number is new or has been 
it/,, ~ . recent ly  changed,  p lease  call us and we' l l  run it f ree of  
,~  charge for  a pedod of approx imate ly  three (3) months.  
!~ GUY GUNSMITH THE DIVE SHOPPE 
(~ 636-6722 635-6383 
PREMIER PROPANE DEANS CH0COLATES 
635.7709 635-3019 
CENTRAL MOUNTAIN AIR CHANGES BY BEV 
1,4;;~ " 635-3820 635-9666 
AGAR RED & WHITE I~PJ/I SKEENA VALLEY 
I f -~  630.1369 MEAT MARKET 
I A,.], DISCOVERY DAYCARE 635-6997 
i ~ 635.9166 =.an TnnVEL ,~-~ 
I ' i~  EAGLE ENTERPRISES "~,,"~" ,,".".. " : ; , ;~  
I~  632,2060 °°°'°'," : ,~P~ 
I L~_ ELECTONICS PLUS ASHBURY S / ~  
l ~ 636-4577 636..5904 
I G ACCU.CRA~ ~ 
I~= CONSTRUCTION LTD.  .~ ;~:  
IG  636-4321 / :'¢:~! 
 .RRAc STANDA I  
l't~ 4647 Lazelle Ave.,  Terrace ~ " ~  : 
I P. , 638-SAVE J : ~  
' ~- :. " : ~. " ' i  : ...~,.-::i~- 
t 
It 
t 
k 
e I 
We apologize for any Inconve. 
nlence this error may have caused 
our customers, , 
Terrace Pubflc Ubrary " 
THE ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING 
of the Terrace Public Library Association 
will be held on 
i THURSDAY, 
FEBRUARY 16, 1990 ' 
i t  7:00 pm In the library mooting room. 
Elections to the Board of Trustees will 
take place, and nominations for these 
positions will be accepted from the floor, 
Light refreshments will be served. 
A New Ski.Do@ for a New Year 
Don't miss the flrsl deal of the decade on now at your 
particlpaUng Ski.Don • doaler. Pick up your new 1990 
withno money down, plus oet on Ihe spot flnanclno, 
O,A.C. and a special 1£9% Interest rate f~' two years. 
See year nearest partidpatlng SklOoe ~ dealer today 
ic~ best selection, a~ e,jay your new Ski.Doe ~ at a 
price that lets you ride easyl 
• Awaemimt s~e~r Io on~oved Oedll. 
Offer R~lres F~ 2A, 1990. 
pal~¢~le@ ~lCm re ly .  
• r rad~ d 8~n~ InC. 
TICKETS ARE ONLY $2 EACH! 
Tickets  available from any Kinsmen rnember l  
But hurry, on ly  1 ,000  t ickets  are being so ld l  
Ter race  Equ ipment  Sales Ltd. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
WINNING PRIZE PACKAGE INCLUDES: 
* HAIR STYLING• 
tourney of Halrbuaters 
* TRANSPORTATION by -.!..: :~:. 
CHAUFFEUR DRIVEN LIMOUSINE 
courtesy Terrace Totem Ford . t.~..,-,...~: , .~,... 
* ACCOMMODATION FOR .TWO at ' "  " :  :::':~ 
MOUNT LAYTON HOTSPRINGS RESORT " 
* CONTINENTAL BRUNCH 
served Sunday morning 
ski-doe~ago 
11 
Give Us the word ,  
' *  CORSAGE and BOUTONNIERE 
by Rowers A in C, arle 
!i.' 
i l  
JGHT DINNER 
m Hotspdngu Resort 
.OWERS and 
. . . . . . . . . . .  3NE in SUITE 
. . . . . .  * BABYSITTING 0n thn ;renaca erda) 
(Prizes must be taken FebnJer/17, 1 UOO M awen~ed, l"'rrmapodalk)n I  the Ttmme ue~ only,) 
r 
~. !f 
EMERGENCY AWARENESS 
: : :  , _, 
J . L J~  ,L~JLL N JL./  
HQUAKES 
LPPEN HERE 
9 
: : ' .~ 
THE PUBLIC MEETING 
: ,- ,  : : "  AT 
7:00  p .m.  
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14 
i CALEDONIA  SECONDARY SCHOOL ..: :: 
3605 MONROE : : : / : :  
TERRACE 
Program 
Bill Gourlle is lean and hard 
and wiry. The wind.conditioned 
skin on his face !s leathery and 
taut; 
Hours and hours spent wat- 
cliing from rocky promontories, 
staring into treed valleys, peer- 
ing across fiat" plains into hazy 
distances, glassing greening 
slides, and squinting d0wnthe 
barrel of a rifle have formed the 
stronig lines radiating from the 
corners of his eyes. When you 
talk to Bill, he seems ever on the 
alert .-- you get the impression 
that any moment he will spot 
something over your shoulder 
and begin stalking it. 
His many-trophies prove he is 
a master of all facets of his 
sport, but because of shrinking 
habitat, animal rights groups 
and Walt Disney, he is an en- 
dangered species. Bill Gourlie is 
a trophy hunter. 
I do not share Bill's passion 
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gh to   iknow they are there 
fo r  the hunt because I have ~" i  : It wasn't the violations and rent-a-biologist, arguing on 
never hunted game and was not ,jr~ll~ ~ l f l l l k~ ~ / ~  ~ " " - ' ~  the rough-and.tumble logging, behalf of the lumber company ; • 
brought up with it, but, since I ,,,,,,,,, w , , ,~v , ,w  .. , w%~:  . ~,~,~ that hurt the bears, however, it that the Khutzeymatcen ,couldl ~ i 
huntfish, lcanunderstandit.  :Angier ,~ \ "  was the improved acceas. Grizz- standlogging, andbiologis~ .... 
Bill and I do share a loire for the ' ly hides can fetch as much as from the Ministry of th~En//  
natural environment, however. ~ ~  five thousand ollars, and that  vironment, who said i t  couldl 
Bill is also a pilot. A couple B I l ~ ~  economic incentive and the not. ~ - 
of years ago he told me of flying sorry state of restrained conser- If the apologist for thetimbe~ ~ 
.over the head end of a local ration service conspired to put company - -  who, incidentally, 
watershed when the creeks there avallabJe to hunters, they were "What happened to them?" I the great bears in danger, was brought in from Alberta -'~:~ 
were full of ripening salmon, protected by regulation and, knew what he would say, but I The scenario in this vaJley had spent any time on the logg- 
Great grizzled bears, pushed by more importantly, by miles of asked anyway, reminded me of the Khntzeyma. ed coastal valleys of our pro;i 
the instincts of their ancestors, timber. Bill wasn't able to put "Poached," he answered, teen, another ever more remote vince, he would have observed 
had lumbered own the valleys, any of those bears in his sights, valley upon which the timber that road~ give accessto those 
Bill watched as they pulled but that didn't bother him: to And it seems very likely they companies have dmigns. The who are sensitive to natural sur :  
salmon from the streambed know that they were there, to be were, for there has been an im- loggers might not do such a ter- roundings and to those :wh0 
with their great, muscular jaws. priviledgedto see them from the portant change in the valley rible disservice to the hillsides of wish to crush and consume 
"You should've seen themt" air, was enough, since the first time Bill cruised the Khuzeymateen as Was done t h e m . . . .  :~ 
exclaimed Bill, emphasizing his Recently Bill t01d me of a over it - -  there is a road up it. to the slopes of the upper It is the same everywhere. 
words with claw-like gestures of return flight to the valley of the The road was built to provide Kitimat, but they will most cer- Whether it climbs up ;~the 
his shopworn hands. "I 've grizzlies. He was as animated as access for the loggers. And log tainly adversely impact its Kitimat Valley or extends into 
never seen so many brown bears the first time he told it, but this it they did --  badly. Even the bears, the forests of the Amazon, a 
in one spot before. Some of time he was angry, trees in the boy scout camp were I attended the hearings of the road alters wilderness ir- 
them were the size of " I  saw some sows and a few cut down. There were violations B.C. Government's Wilderness revocably and, invariably, for 
buffaloesl" two-year-olds," he said, "but of the fisheries act and the com- Committee some years back and the worse, because it gives us ao 
None of those bears were not one big boar." pany was charged, witnessed a debate between a cess. 
PORTS NE 
. )  
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Kitimat 
dominates 
TERRACE - -  Kitimat teams 
came out on top in regional 
girls' junior high school 
basketball action Jan. 20-21. 
Kitimat's Grade 8 girls 
placed first ahead of Prince 
Rupert and Skeena's 'A' 
team to win the girls side of 
the Kitimat tournament. 
Meanwhile K i t imat 's  
junior girls beat two Skeena 
teams --  this time on their 
home turf - -  to relegate them 
to second and third. 
Boys '  action in Kitimat 
saw Prince Rupert's Grade 8s 
beat Kitimat and Skeena. 
Bowlers 
break goal 
Local bowlers shattered 
their goal and'last year's tally 
in raising more than $6,000 
this year for the Variety 
Club's fund to help crippled 
children. 
Last year bowlers at the 
local lanes raised just over 
$5,000 and this year's goal 
was around the same mark. ] 
But organizers say the 
final pledge tally ended up 
nearly $1,400 higher --  at 
$6386.12. One resident --  
Udo Langheinrich - - led the 
way in pledge-gathering by
personal ly bringing in 
$1,325. 
The  campaign was part of 
the annual B.C. Bowls For 
Kids drive to provide money 
to help disabled children. 
Th is  year's total brings 
Terrace's four-year pledge 
total to nearly $20,000. 
Ski race 
nears 
Mountain officials are get- 
ting ready to be besieged by 
ski racers descending on 
Hudson Bay Mountain for 
i: the northern installment-of 
~' the Canadian Masters Alpine 
Series Feb, 24-25. 
i Smithers will host the 
doison~ Masters Alpine 
series that weekend. It's the 
~i third year the event has been 
' h.,a ,-" ~,-|thers, 
will consist of a 
TIME 
OUT! 
HALF-TIME Friday night sees 
Caledonia coach Cam MacKay 
(right) rally the troops with an 
emergency strategy on making 
up a 47-point deficit. Above, a 
North Delta player darts 
through the Kermode defence, 
showing why his team is 
number one in the province. 
Ready for 
Games 
TERRACE --  A group of  Ter- 
race athletes are gearing up to 
compete in events ranging from 
karate to curling at  the Feb. 
14-17 B.C. Winter Games in 
Penticton. 
The Terrace competitors are: 
• Bowling: Dallas Prevost, 
Lisa Hangland, Linda Larson, 
Loma Burkett, and D ebbie 
Lebeau. 
• Curling: Cindy Oakes, 
Trisha Walker, Lana Garner 
and Wendy Prinz. 
• Badminton: Nancy Con- 
don, Dee Jenion, Karen Older- 
shaw, Chris Tuomi, Dan 
Tuomi, Norm Parry, Karry 
Kinney and Mark Saner. 
• Boxing- Darren Bell, Joey 
Losier. ' . . . . .  
. Karate:" Jeremy Harris, 
Burke rink 
tops spiel 
TERRACE - -  Larry Burke skipped his Terrace 
RCMP ~ to victory at the local 37th annual 
Terrace Legion Bouspiel two weekends ago. 
Burke's was one of 48 finks entered in the 
lhree-event curling contest. Burke and team- 
mates Kevin Podbisky, Dean Cross and Don 
Oldham captured first place in the 'A' event o 
win the Ken Austin Memorial Trophy. They 
went on to curl at provincial championships la t 
week in Hope and this week.in Williams Lake. 
Runners-up to Burke on the 'A' side were the 
Ken Hendry rink of  Ken and Am Hendry, 
Steve May and Marshall Pcrrin. Third and 
fourth place went to Terrace finks Ru~s Kirk 
and Dong McKay.' 
On the 'B' side, skip George Kozak and 
Wayne Vilac, Ken Dagg and Brian Moen came 
out ahead of the local Jeff Davidson rink. 
Pride in defeat 
TERRACE --  They weren't vic- 
tories, but the Kermode boys' 
twin losses to the North Delta 
Huskies over the weekend were 
about as close as Caledonia 
could have come. 
The North Delta t~ - -  now 
ranked number one in the pro- 
vince - -  had to work hard to 
beat the Kermodes by the same 
14-point margin both Friday 
and Saturday. 
"There's no shame in losing 
by 14 points to a team like 
this," Caledonia principal Tom 
Hamakawa remarked after 
Saturday night's game. "They 
are the best team in the pro- 
vince, so I think we did great." 
Friday's game saw the 
Huskies put Caledonia behind 
by 17 points at half time: But 
the tenacious Kermodes fought 
back to win the second half by 
three points and narrow the 
final score to 90-76. 
The Huskies' Mitch Berger 
picked up player-of-the-game 
Slalom and a[  Rosy Sanghera, Kip Parsons, [ Davidson's crew o f  Jim Shirey, Ken 
and is open to I Lung L iu( Joe Zucchiatti Jr,, I Popovttch and Keith Norman had to settle for 
9 and up. Win'! Deb Cagey, Robin McNeil, and taking second, ahead of Prince Rupert's Eric 
~nge cateogory Darcey MeKeown. Johanson, in third and the fourth-place Dan 
t qualify for the,! */Ringette: Joelle Scriver, 
ampinnships at: Karl i!Myers, Jacque Scriver, Smith rink of Terrace. 
~1 5-7. Lisa Smith, and Susan Mumon. °C' Event action saw Terrace rinks take the 
(races are to take place • Swimming:  : :She l ley  tOp spots again, with the Fred Martens rink 
Le: run Turkey Shoot. . Morgan, Marion Duffus, Mary triumphing!over John Hdghington. Martens 
Was backed lip by Marlin and Randy Kluss, and ~.!J/ Organizers ay the event is Bowering,  Tom Alnscow, Dean 
to be a personal McClay, end Joe Nandur. ~ '~ Mary Ann Martens. Heighington made the calls 
~. :i I~Chidlenge and  is open to ~ • Figure skating: She l ley  r for teammates Mitch Stolarchuk, Jim Young 
~/~:i!:~iliadultskierSofalllevelsofex. : Lefebvre, Jessica Lambright, i< and Rlch Green. 
:':i~ !~:/!I!~I~ eeand skill: . ~!. ('; ~: :' ' "Gymnast ics  :. ,. Heathp~. . ,  ~d in ,C', event wu Terrace's Don Ander- 
' . 'iAlbrlght~i~:i Kirst~ni. Holl~es~i~:ii.i: ' ii~mn, and Ott6Llndatmin was fourth. 
honours, while Jackie Brown 
earned the award for 
Caledonia. Brown led Kermode 
scoring with 19 points, followed 
by Paul Manhas' 18-point.con- 
tribution. 
On Saturday, North Delta 
quickly secured the lead and 
hung onto it for the game, win- 
ning 80-66. Caled0nia's Mike 
Parker won the Kermodes' 
MVP award. 
Hamakawa said Caledonia 
was behind the eight-ball early, 
because the team was nervous 
and intimidated by North Delta. 
"We knew that in order to 
win it, it would have to be 
close," said Kermode coach 
Cam MacKay. "They're a very 
good team --  very refined -- 
but we had a very good bench of 
Grade lls out there." 
The Kermodes next games are 
this weekend, as Caledonia 
leaves tomorrow for a tourna- 
ment at the Mennonite Educa- 
tional Institute in Clearbrook. 
Their last major tournament 
was at Brittannia, in Van- 
couver, where they placed 
fourth overall. 
An earlier game at Caledonia 
on Saturday saw Skeena Jr. 
Secondary's junior boys down 
Prince Rupert's Booth squad in 
a 53-50 cliffhanger. Terrace's 
Mike Newhouse led the Skeena 
scoring drive in that game with 
19 points. 
I 
CLEARING H0USE;Terrace Radiator's skip applies some elbow grease to help an 
opponent's ovemhot ~ ~kout  ~ thescorln8 dngs. 
I I I 
I 
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Beautifully finished inside & out 
112 acre of privacy 
Completely landscaped 
Family home on 1/2 acre 
If elbow room is im- 
portant, don't overlook 
this beautifully land- 
scaped and private set- 
ting. ½ acre well located 
in town but off the 
beaten track. Offering 
lots of privacy. 
Fully fenced. Circular 
driveway with 2 bay car- 
port ,  
This well mainta ined 
home provides 1100 sq. 
ft. with full basement 
with room for develop- 
ing. 
3 bedrooms, 2 bath-. 
rooms, bright open kit- 
chen with eating area.. 
Separate dining room 
with patio doors  to 
covered private deck. 
Must be seen to fully 
appreciate the many ap- 
pealing features. Asking 
$98,000. Call Laurie for 
more information. 
I 
STAT 
. . • . . 
H_eme 
+.,-  
• + +, ; ; , . .~ . ; . : .  
By + " .  + : 5 . '+ .  , y 
; *+ - . /  
ntury 
21 " 
,~++.:,~:..7 '~ ~!
MEMBER 
GE_-- 1 ~" Associate Broker Network " 
: : INO|PEND|NT t Y OWf l |O  AN O O~| |AT |O • 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. + 
4635 Lazelle Avenue + . m' m . t ~ ~ =~- r+ ~ ~ " 
638-0371 + • . . , • 
IN THE §O'S 
spacious non-basement home 
on concrete dngwall. Natural 
gas heat, 3 bedouins, small 
detached shop, paved 
+dflveway, sundeck In the 
beck, rear land acf:ess and 
central Horseshoe location. 
EXCLUSIVELY listed at 
$53,500. 
OLD REMO ACREAGE 
40 acres with paved road ac- 
cess most of the way. Small : 
area partially cleared,, re- 
mainder mainly second 
growth. Make an offer on this 
choice parcel close to town. 
$37,500. MLS. 
Horst Godllnskl 
WHAT. A PEACH. 
ON PEARl 
Nicely landscapad home on a 
corner lot with a paved 
ddveway. 980 sq. ft. 3 
bedrooms, 1-4 pce. 
washroom, storage shed,'and 
much more. Sign is posted at 
2411 Pear .Street. Asking 
$36,900. MLS 
WANT TO BE A 
LANDLORD? 
Located north of town, ap- 
prox. 2.68 acre parcel with 
three rental cabins each with 
fridge and stove. Main three 
bedroom home is in ira. 
maeulate condition, nice 
carpet plus a woodstove. Iri- 
quire now for further details. 
Asking. $80 000 EXCLUSIVE:. 
' .  HOUSEON ACREAGE ; 
i"Olde~, + simple home "~ith '+ 
garage O n 1.10 acres located 
on Kalum Lake Ddve. Partially 
cleared this property provides 
countnj living at a reasonable' 
pdce. Asking $30,000 EX- 
CLUSIVE. 
WOODLAND CHALET 
OH BENCH • 
Always wanted something d if. 
ferent! make an appointment 
to view this 3 bedroom, 2 
storey, 2x6 constructed home 
with cedar ceilings, twin seal 
windows, patio doors off 
bedrooms & dining area 
leading to cedar docks,.set 
on 4.01 wooded acres. Ask- 
ing $114,500 MLS. 
THORHHILL- 
HIGHWAY FRONTAGE 
ZOned highway commercial 
this 1.2"aCn~ paicel of land is 
one +.~0f .~t~ ~last.L remaining 
highway frontage properties'in 
the fast developingarea of 
Thornhill. Located on the 
highway access road this lot 
provides high visibility and 
easy access. Asking 
$65,000. MLS. 
Build a shop on the property 
and still have good living in 
.this 3 bedroom bungalow plus 
2 office rooms, nat. gas heat, 
over 1300 sq. ft. of living 
area, garage, landscaped yard 
and outside storage shed. 
Asking $81,000, 
UNIQUE ANTIQUE + 
Delightfully warm and comfor. 
table character home in good 
Horseshoe location. Lots of 
oak trimming in kitchen, 10' 
livingroom ceiling, fully finish. 
ed basement with rec room 
and extra bedroom. Garage 
and workshop on beautiful 
200'x122' lot. $78,500 MLS. 
Carol McCowan ' 
- -  . 798.2288 
Sylvia Gdffln Rusty Ljungh Ralph Godllnskl Bert Ljungh Joe Barbesa Christel Godllnskl 
E38,0484 638-5784 630-4990 63~.e7§4 036.5804 635.5397 
i !  ; 
t! 
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Action Ads 
• Work  
' 638-SAVE 
THE WORLD • 
IS YOURS..IIF 
YOU KNOW THE; 
emHTPEOP E.,: 
wherever you move the Welcome 
Wlgmt hostess is the right person to 
help y0u fin{I apiace in your new 
+=ommunil~ + + ++ 
~i m,a  m. .Ze  , 
• IbenCa'LH 63t-2600 
• . . . . .  I ! II •,': 
Slumber 
Lodge 
WINTER 
HOURS 
The Grand Trunk 
Restaurant 
Monday to 
Saturday 
7 a,m.- -  
8:30 p.m. 
Sundays 
8 a .m. . -  
8 p.m. 
'Yeull Him wr f~ndly elmspband , 
4702 Lekelee Avenue 
Terrace,  B.C., V8G 1 Re  
(604) 635.6302 
your appointment to view. Asking I
$69,900. MLS. 
ACREAGE HOME 
Close to town on pavement, we 
have this 1008 sq. It. full basement 
home located on 1.67 acres. Birch 
kitchen cabinets. Three bedrooms, 
natural gas heat, large sundeck, ex. 
cellent condition, 18x19 storage- 
workshop. Check out this newly 
listed property priced at just 
II $64,000. 
SPICE OF LIFE 
i For the person who doesn't want 
U Just a ron.ol.tba-mtil home, we have 
this 1200 sq. It. fun basement 
hurtle +with some nice unique 
features. Spacious combined tiring 
and family rooms with vaulted ceil. 
I ings. Hot tub roam with 3 Ix:e, bath, 
fireplace, three bedrooms, vinyl 
siding. Secludedly located on 1,78 
acres. A home you must view to ful- 
I lY appreciate its character and 
value. Askl.n(] .$07 000. + 
. 
STAN-PARKER 
I l q l LA  I I IQ4  
large lot, Only $63,900, 
CHEAPER THAN RENT 
This new listing is a handyman 
special in good location on 60x200 
lot, The home is 1040 sq,.ft,, 3 
bedrooms and Is close to schools. 
Call for your appointment to view. 
• Asking 37,0.00. 
RESIDENTIAL LOT 
~Sultsble for a mobile home or, 
building site. Hydro, natural Gas and 
cable atl available. In quiet area. 
Economically pdced at only $7,500, 
For more infognation, call Shaunce 
Krulsselbrink. MLS. 
STILL AVAILABLE OH THE 
BENCH 
Don't miss your opportunity o pick 
up a lot with full Underground ser- 
vices with a quiet location In town, 
Call Gordle 01son for your appoint. 
ment to view. A sacrifice at 
$14,900. 
JIM DUFFY' 
mqRJ Id l ld l  
ment to view this co~/.2 b~Jroom 
special. Only $49,900. MLS. 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 
In the Horseshoe for your family's 
convenience to schools and shopp. 
In{i, this 2 storey home has loads of 
comfort o offer. 10 years old. Four 
bedrooms, two fireplaces, full base- 
ment, attached garage and double 
paved ddveway. Asking $119,500. 
' SUB,DIVISION POTENTIAL 
If you are looking for an investment 
then check out this 2,9 acre parcel 
located in town, Level and treed. 
Streets on two sides. Services 
available, Pdced at $34,900 MLS, 
Call Jim, 
WELL LOCATED 
Over 1200 sq. ft., 3 or4 bedrooms, 
new carpets, oak cupboards. Very 
comfortable family home located In 
:Horseshoe near schools and. 
Ldowntown, Asking $58,000. MLS. 
i ' 
• LAuI~IE FORBES 
• l l~L l lq l l@ 
GORDON OLSON 
R4mm 4A J l  I !  
"provides approx, 1400 sq. ft.-of liv- 
ing space In each unit. Only 9 years 
old and In top notch condition. 3 
bedrooms & 11h bathrooms, 
Located in quiet area of town Ask. 
Ing $89,000. Call Laurie.. 
REDUCED TO SEW 
Good time to buy for spring building. 
% acre lot ready for building, some 
trees left providing attractive setting 
for private residence or revenue 
duplex, Located on south Kalum, 
quiet setting close to schools and 
hospital, Now listed at $19,900 
MLS. '+  . . . .  
MO~LE HOME WiTH 
ADDITIONS 
12x68 mobile home with a finished 
~addltion plus a large attached 
Garage. Appliances & drapes Inclod. 
ed. Lots of windows make this a 
bright & ~haery 'home. Asking 
$10 900. MLS. Offers encouraged. 
11/z baths ML nS 'g: heat 
Asking $11~,000. . = 
AFFORDABLE HOUSlN-'G'- 
Check the price on this 12x43 
mobile home with 10x30 addition. 
Three bedrooms. New flooring. 
Natural gas heal Appliances includ. 
ed, Set up on 80x120 lot In quiet 
sub-division: Just $24r900. MLS; 
GOOD STARTER 
• 1106 sq. ft. + .2 bedrooms 
• n.g. heat . . . .  60x125 lot 
Asking $49,900 MLS. 
WANTED - 
HOBBY FARMERS 
if you've ever given any thought o 
owning your own hobby fann or 
would just like to own a small 
acreage then this property could be 
Just what you've been looking for, 
eroperty is 13.64 acres of relatively 
flat land. Water is available. Asking 
.$28,500, MLS, 
i 
HANS STACH 
AQI I l i " J fQ8  
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Vhy not let the sun 
reduce your energy 
,ts? The vaulted ceil. 
over the llvlngroom 
I dining room is open 
:he second floor and 
ws the warm air 
n the.Solarium to cir. 
zte tSf'()Ughout he 
ise.,.openlng skylites 
~r the second floor 
ery allow for siphonl¢ 
ding to cool the home 
varm weather. 
-1 
" Lnm ~" '~'~2.~, 
~~:~!~ ",,~,% 
ouse Plans Available ThroUgh 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
im 
:ii ~ i ~ i 
3207 Munroe, Terrace, B.C 
, 635-6273 
I i q~ l==l l - -  
HOME PLAN 
~' HI BOY 
• VAN 
• FLAT DECK 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE 
• DALLY FREIGHT TO I{ITIMAT 
KITIMAT 
632.2s44 
272 - 3rd Street 
Kitlmat 
• LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS 
• SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37 N. 
~' DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT 
SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT 
I~mber of' TERRACE 
United Van Unan 
635-2728 
• J~UNITED or 635-7102 
"/vU.N~, ,/TED 3111 Blackbum 
Terrace-  
DREAMS COME TRUEr 
We have yonr dream home. Only one year okJ in 
Terrace's nicest subdivision it comes with S 
bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, family room, rec r~om, 
2 fireplaces, double paved riveway, U~ble 
garage with automatic opener, Intercom and 
sacudty system. Dining roan and Oak kitchen 
have patio doors to Urge rear deck. Quality is 
the key word from the skylights o french doors. 
Make a move up. Call Brenda 638.1721 MLS 
(900001). 
.,Jl V 
~i~ !
Y/ 
GREAT STARTER HOME 
En oy the cOmfort of thla cordial Ketth Estates 
bongaic~v. Gas heal, woed~rning stove, ruit 
bees, city water, city ~talas, southem ex. 
pesure. See Tedayl Priced at $47,700 
(690153} Gordon Hamilton 635.9537. 
SPLEND4D ELEGANCE 
Breathtaking 2 storey log Rustic. On 1.97 acres, 
Counby kitchen. 3 OR/1.4 poe. up. 1.2 poe. 
msin baths, large vie• deck. ALSO "Gas heat 
"Amusement room "Great amHy area "Near 
schools - shops. Almost 2 acres in town, 
$129,500, VERNE FERGUSON 635.3389 
(890141) MLS. 
THORNHEIGHTS LOT 
Ready to build? Chofco lot on Balsam. Cleared 
end level 75'x117' for $14.000. Call Breeds to 
make an offer, 
BUDGET ABIUTYI 
Very SeCluded cedar Ronswond Rus~¢ home 
with on.slte stream. Needs fin[sh~g, carefully 
sited on 10.52 acres, moun~n views, wacd. 
bumiop stove, large thins, weN water, wintedz. 
ed_ 1 BR. Q~let rural acreage. MLS. $26,000 
(890092 Brenda 638-1721. 
WOOOLARD! GORGEOUS SNUG LI'I-'fi.E HAVEN 
12X68 CHANCELLOR MOBILE Bench Rural "3 storey Contemporary Enjoy the warmth of this attra¢Bve Horseshoe 
On cement fouedaBon. Sidewalk to large stateliness. SkiBfulfy slled on 4,6 acres• Uuagalow. Stucco. O~let street, great tamify 
shnd/warkshop with elecbl¢ heat. Nice lay~L SouUlem exposure. In town acreage, large area. new caq~eting, workshop, 1 OR. ALSO 
Woedstoveforeddodwamlth,3bdnn, largefot, south facing windows, custOm kitchen. "Close to even/lhlog. Gas fireplace in fiviag 
fenced and landscaped. CallJackls. $109,900, (890212) Brenda Erlckson room.S49,900(OOO159)CaRVeme635-3389. 
EXCLUSIVE. 638.1721. EXCLUBV6. 
READY TO BUILD? NEED R~OM? . - /~- ' , , , * ,  "~ ~ ~J~PL~'~I,~.~ 
Yo~r mini estate could start with this. Just 
Ueder an acre close to town for [sst $35,000, Here's a nice parcel - 2.14 acres with Its own wired shed. Located on pavement minutes from 
all Brenda t 638.1721. town. Try offers on asking price of $13.000. 
Brenda 638.1721 EX~USVIE. i 
ROSSWOCO RURAL i On paved road we have 10.75 acres for yOUr new home. TW offms m $13,500 MI.S. ';,~:~ . .,., 
SUPERLATIVE CHARM 
SKI RESORT POTENTIAL Park.area patrician home. 2 sto~ey Conte~ 
'154 acres with I~hway h'ontaoe just waiting p~ry, Walk.lnof~ets, bay windows, 4BR/2.4 • ~ MATCH MAKER. 
YOU have a b'aller, need tot? I have a IoL ffeao~/ for sld cabin developrnenL C~ose to Shames pce. ensutte paths. Home is very well c~. 
temovemwithsepUcins~lad.Aoondmalch Mountaln. OofyS7S,OOO.CallBrendarordetaita .sPucted, but needs ome finishing. $122,BO0 
icr $11,500. MLS (890182) Brenda. today 636.2697 ML.S (87133) (90004) Gec~on Hamilton 635.9537. 
COUNTRY STAND.OUT 
Jack Pine Flats raised ranch log ranch.type pro- 
vk~Jn~ pdvacy aplenty on 5 acres. 4 9PJ1.3 poe. 
1.2 poe. Paths, wacdburning stove, ~rltally 
finished basement, barns. 60'x200' riding 
arena, 28'x50' shop, 120'x60' barn, $I 12,000 
(890135) B;enda Enckson 638.1721. 
Verlte Ferguson 
635-3369 
Brenda Erickson 
638-1721 
Jackie Collier 
635.2677 
Gordon Hamilton 
635-9537 
PACKED WITH VALUES 
EnBciag Copper M~ntain A.Fram with a style 
appeal. Freshly decorated. Quiet st~est, elec~ic 
heat, carpeting, •oedhurni~ stove, lencin 0, 3 
6PJ1 bath. A Rear Find - Don't Wait! Priced at 
$42,500 (89036) Lake]se Realty 638.0268. 
L BC/ 
..~von on s~o~, toH~mps.  
A 
salute 
OUr 
bestseller 
i DICK EVANS 
JOHN CURRIE 
PRESIDENT OF NR8 PRUDEN a CURRIE 
(toTe) LTD. 
,~ omtgnltulcgO¢lO to 
" ,DICK EVAN8 on attaining the 
pbBition of TOP SALEBMAN for 
*i ~6  month of  JnnuaP/, 1 OOO. 
i If you have any  real estate 
needs, would like Information 
: regarding today's market or would 
. l ike a "FREE"  catalogue of  
Homes  Across Canada, pieRRe 
contes t  DICK as hewould be very 
pleemed to emelat you. 
FOIl AIitilTANCE WITH ALL YOUR 
: REAL ErirATE REOUIiBIIENTI, CALL 
OUII E81' 8ELLEti8 TOCAY 
:: ~:!~ iNRBPRUDEN & CURRE 
: ~, (10711) LTO, 
, . 635-6142 
e 
NEW LISTING - 
NEW HOME 
Situated on 10.40 acres, 1,460 sq, 
fL of living area plus a half base. 
ment. 19x17 iivingroom, large kit, 
then with plenty of fight oak 
cabinets, separate dining area, largo 
master bedroom. For mole informa- 
tion, call Dave. Asking $116,500• 
MLS, 
VACANT PROI;ERTY 
78.31 Listed at $53,500; 77.45 
FAMILY NBGHBOURHOOD 
Move into a family loving home,built 
to suit the growing family• Large, 
well planned kitchen gets all the 
family involved. Low maintenance 
vinyl siding relieves Dad from yearly 
painting. Call Edka to view the 
m~ny benefits of this home. 
OWNER TRANSFERRED 
$69,900 is only one of the many 
features, 4 Ixlrms. is another, car- 
port, family room, private setting 
immaculately kept. Call Erika 
Pelletter for further details. 
THE MARKET • BUSY '°res"s'  a''S '500  'n ev'  P c° I ,, 
acres R3 zoning Listed at $53,000; range. If you are thinking of selling 
new may be, a 2.45 acres, Listed a t  $31.500; this spring, better 
ime to start 4,3Q acres Unfinished home Ustod marketing your proper- 
at $22,000, For more Information ]~ty In the moat effective way, Call I 
en these or other properges, call I Erlka Pelletier to evaluate the best I 
Dave at 635.6142. I way to Sell your home• • I 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (i976) LTD. 
........ l/ 
John Curds Dick Evans Oave Reynolds 
1136.9698 1,111.7011 6311-31Z6 
~,  Fully finished 8-yr. old 4 bdrm home EXECUTIVE LOCATION ~ ~ ~  
ENJOY COUNTRY LIVING - Spread out and enjoy this 1,650 sq. HOME WITH CHARACTER 
wilh all the conveniences of being n.g. heat and wood stove. Large ft. home on Cedar Cres. 4 bdrms, 3 From the sparkling oak floors and 
close to downtown in this ranch 
style home on 5 acres with a land. 
scaped and fenced yard. Natural gas 
fired hot water heating, fireplace 
and 3 Ixlrms. Asking $87,500. MLS 
Carl Mike 
IN THE HORSESHOE 
Three bedrom, non.bssement home: 
Recently redecorated, good. 
upgrading, new masonry chimney 
with Blaze King wood stove, Good 
Value. $58,500. MLS Call Mike. 
JUST LISTED 
An attractive 14x70 mobile home 
with an 8x20 addition, includes 
fddoe, stove and dishwasher. Ask. 
ing only $23,900 MLS. Carl Mike. 
• 
John Evans 
1136-6142 
in top condition. Fireplace, ensuite, 
windows. Nice & bright. Asking 
$96,900. Call Dick Evans. 
PRICE REDUCED 
Located on a quiet street on the 
Bench with lots of privacy. 3 level 
split with 4 IxJrms on the upper level 
and one downstairs, Central 
fireplace in living room. Large kit. 
chen& fenced backyard. Now listed 
at $89,500. Call Dick Evans, 
NEW LISTING 
One owner 8-yr old home in quiet 
cul-de.sac, close to Ulltailh~chool. 
noo~• ~e'~mrs oce pass you by• 
Call "17~ Evans NOWI Asking 
$99,500. MLS. 
baths, ensuite, rec room, private 
90x228 lot! Asking $113,500. Call 
Gordie Sheridan office/home. 
CONSIDERING A MOVE? 
Whether its to a new, town or 
upgrading your present situation, 
contact Gordie Sheridan for the NRS 
advantage. You'll see a complete 
catalogued homes across Canada, 
market evaluations, Nelson Home 
plans• Contact Gordie Sheridan. 
NEW, NEW, NEW 
1,192 sq. ft. home on almost one 
acre. • t/z bsmt, 4 bdrms, n,g. heat, 
assumable mortgage, small shop. 
Located on Oueensway Drive. Very 
well priced at $59,900. MLS. Give 
Gordle Sheridan a call. 
abundant light ash cabinets, this is 
a home with a feeling of warmth and 
space. A large garage with wood 
pannelfed door is a plus. Fhe im. 
maculat6 condition of thrs like new 
home is a special treat• Listed at 
$69•500 Cal JOY. 
COMMERCIAL LOT 
At 4653 Park Ave, Owner prepared 
to sacrifice, Make an oiler up to 
$27,500 for this great location, Call 
Joy. 
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ; 
Spacious split level home with large 
country kitchen. A great place to 
raise a tamily on large lot, only a 10 
minute drive from town, Garaoe is a 
groat plus. $69,500• Call Joy, 
r 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
Joy Dover Gordle Sheddan Erlka Pelletler 
1311.7070 63114781 6354773 
Mike Richardson 
635-5609 
++ 
y: 
, ;2 
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I ` ¸ 
CORF  BOARD 
Men's RecreetiomlHockeyLe~,ueScores: , .  ...... ,Terrace DartLes ue - -  ° ' ' "  J REWITHUS. 
: . .u  , .... • : S lnd lnp  . " ' SallyRyart ..... :' ' 9742 
Northern Motor Inn Old= 7, Convoy Supply 1 , : : : :  : : nm Nelson 14', 6 
Skeam Hotel 9, Inn of' the West 4 . GP W,  % Ray Tat  : ' , :  !i7 48 
Jmt. 28 
. North Coast Wranglers 6, Nora's Auto Re : :  : ' DerekH~es '" : / : :  78 29 
J"*. 30 
Northern Motor Inn Oldes 2, North Coast ]alcolm B~ter 16 10 62.5 
Inn of the West 11, Convoy Supply 3 
Feb. l 
Skeenn Hotel 8, Norm's Auto Refinishing 3 
Recreational Hockey Tern  
T¢=J~ 
Skeena Hotel 
Norm's Auto Reflnishins 
Inn of the West 
North Coast Wransl=rs 
Northern Motor Inn aides 
Convoy Supply 
43.3 
42.9 
41.0 
37.2 
In Terrace on Februarz 13 from 
9:00 a.m, to 12:00 noon  at the Canada 
Manpower office, the Canadian lillRoblmon 95 70 73.7 NoeHeBulleid :. 78 27 34.6 : " : 
' ~ " . : Armed Forces will be operat inga  . i. 
ob.=..=t • : ~ ~2 ~.9 ::. ~:. :  : : ,  : .  : " '  ~ mob i le  recm/tL~g office. We're loo:king ~ 
• ~ : : BrianHal StobaU¢Intyre ::SOss ~33° s6.96°'° Darts..: mumoerSC°ringoz scores ofLeadersz001/i:: f0r ~d~es  f°r ~neng ing  c a r ~ ~ :  ir~ r '  A T~=, - . . . . . . . .= . .~ .  - . , .  N(m,'y Techn ic~ 
ne o ~6.s : or more)__ Electronics. Jim Ryan 
Clare Oroot 
Jack Richard 
/ / /  120 6~;, 54.2 
120 65 54.2 B~Robin.son - -  71 '  ChooseGC(In~)x, Lb~etheJ~lventuxe. 
, ,  ,0 ,,.0 %2,:~ °~_;~'' . . . .  , ' , , ,  , .  _ _ f~H 
,4 7 ~o.o .Jack 
. 32 47.1 HaJ S ,oba- -29 ,  '" * ' '  ~ ~ '  
ms~ 46.s ' J imRyan--2S:: '  : ," , , ,  ~ 
2813 46.4 Bob Bennett -- 25, ,~w.~, ,~,  ~ ' ,~ , ,~. , * r~,~ (-,,,;.~ . 
683145.6 Clare Groot -- 22 
ns ~s 44.9 Art Lorimer -- 22 
OP W , L .  T; :  .GF OA: :PTS NeiINordstro'm" 
~ ~ Keith Norman 
30 24 4 2 192 113" 50 Beryl Hales . 
30 18 9 3 186 135 39 Theresa Doucette 
30 17 12 1 158 IJO 35 
30 14 14 2 121 112 30 Laura 
30 6 23 1 88 153 13 Lor~ta Scale 
30 6 23 1, 92 174 13 ArtLoflmcr 
US INESS :'DIR  CTORV 
l . _ ' . .. "TERRACE EXPERTS - - ' iN  A GLANCE ' , ,El , ,  I 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
I I )  J l l l r l i L 'q ' /1 |  - ' ,  : ' -  n u w~m m. i  m area l  
~n~ .=w'~ I # ~n ... S~NCE ~ • 
TRA NSPOR TA T /ON 
-~ S Y S T E M S L TD.----_ 
Dally freight service • ex Vancouver ! !  
ITEL; (6~4) 635-2728 " " ' • 
• " " ' ' ! Lwn"E~"  FAX: (604) 635-71.97 ,l~/~u~.r~ 
.... 3111BLAKEBURN ST . ,  TERRACE,  B .C .  V8G3J1  .....~ ...... , , *,: ..... ... 
Auto Glass ,,, Windshields , I 
Specialists• ~, Glass Medic  Repairs  I i,,, I ,C,B,C, c la ims 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cutting 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 mln Passports Limited Edition Pints 
Dry Mounting LamlnaHng 
~o~'~ photo 
4809 L~0~ A~ 
T ~ Jsbnll 
NEiD ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS -- 10 FT. SHEAR 
. . . . . . . .  =-~ - --"~- "--"--"--"~ JIM NEID WF-- - - -  / (oo,,~, ~,,B 
" ;Y Y111 / I  / 4575LOWRIE AVENUE 
,~.........__~o.---~ TERRACE B.C. V8G 3Y8 
~RAI9~ COAST CLEAHING ~E~VIOr_-,S 
i ~  " ORIENTALS, PERSIANS, PURE WOOL CARPETS, 
SYNTHETIC CARPETS, UPHOLSTERY. 
Cleaned safely the Dry Foam Extraction way. 
Fast drying time. 
• WINDOW CLEANING 
• OFFICE CLEANING CONTRACTS 
, P.O. Box 751638-8854 Terrace, B.C. 
l e t ' s  ta Jk  
• Portable mdlo~ 
• Madne radios 
• • Mountain top repeatelll 
• Satellite Salem & Service 
"J~l DLANI I~ J~ d l l | l r  
Northland ,.,oo~ ~. ,~.  
Communications 638-0261 
"The Keys To Safe Driving." 
~'- -  Skeena 
635-7632 
p Now is the perfect time 
to upgrade your winter 
driving skillsf 
Serving the Pacific 
Northwest over 20 yearaI 
Driving School 
024-6110 
AutoTel .  
638-9167 
WESTERN •SCALES 
Fax.  
824-5703 
P.R. SCALE LTD. 
24 Hour  P rompt  Service 
NEW WEIGHT TEST TRUCK 
Dispatch No. No.10-220 Kaien Road 
627-1652 Prince Rupert, B.C., V8J 2X2 
~ NORTHWEST 
CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTD., 
TANKS - PiPE & FITTINGS - -  PLUMBING SUPPLIES - HEATING SUP. 
PLIES - WATER WORKS - MINING SUPPLIES - FIRE PROTECTION - 
WELDING SUPPLIES - FASTENERS - FENCING SUPPLIES 
Phone 635.7158 5239 Keith Ave. Terrace Fax 635-6156 
• Ir • . , • • • 
-TIRED OF RENTING? ': I I MACKAY S FUNERAL Thissp aace va~to  advertise 
TIRED OF HIGH PRICES? ! I SERVICES LTD. J your businessor service centre! 
S_':tQ Qg= i i I  , onsu,,an,s,oda,, 
I I  ! , . ""  u#recfors: I ~ . . . . . .  -: ...... "~ ' - ' - "  
. . v .vv - ,  II DOUQ.AOFAR~NE~JAMESWESTERMAN I~TERRACE STANDARDI ::i We'll dun  two rooms a hail "YES" I have Ul~O~teW 
"ANY 81ZE" "ASK ME"' • e,o= P 24  HOUR ' 
ONUlltIIttlb SERVING'THE TERRACE AREA . i tl,-" Answer lngandpagerserv lce ~A I ~1-  SERVING'THETERRACEAREA m"m~m"~ I :': 
NORTHERN CARPET635.3944 a UPHOLSTERY CLEANING I ' I To.~o,~ P.xe .. .K'U=a~ Sm,t~= 635 "2444 '°~A.oc~s~'=" 46474647 LazelleLazelle Avenue.Avenue. ~ 638-SAVE638 - SAVE ::~:: ;; 
,Ro  ~Ax~_co~cr .~~ G ~E~v[~ 
, ~ .=oo=v~,..~=,~,:.,...~ I I  . r '~L , r :oU .L~, , - ' .  I1  ~s,s'r , , .9. , , '0- I , :  
I . ~ "~.~. ,  We use tl~ finest Ixushes and dust control v~cuum for a 
I . : . ~  cleanchtmneylndcleanhou., I | ~ J  - ~ - - ,  IA  / i rE£:(~4)~s.27~a , : . -  .: : i 
I I ~ ~  ~',,, .(LX I I : I 
I I I  II . . . .  
,I 
,. :. /~,~:(.:.: ,:ff~:~::" , ' , : , , "  . ". 
ACTION AD RATES 
. . . . . . . . . . .  638-SAVE .~ '  : : • : ;  
DEADLINE:. NOON SA ,.,,,RDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISINg DEADLINES: When a Mat hollday fall~ on a 
8aturdey, Sunday or Monday, the deadllne Is Thursday at 
' ~8 p.m.~for all dlaplsy and clanelfled adn. 
'TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All cia~il~led and claeslfied dieplay ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
or M~.stercard. When phoning in ade pleaso have you Visa or Manter- 
card r~umber eady. 
20 w0~ls (first Insertion) $3.45 plus 5, for additional words. °(AddlEonal Insertions) 
$2,30 plus 4u for additional words, "$6.95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 worns, non- 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! . , .•.  . : 
i .  Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garase Sales 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Travel 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
O~)portunities 
26. Personals 
27. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. .  Aircraft 
i 11. Recreational 
II. : vehicles 
20. Pets & Livestock 31.Auction Sales 
21. HeJp Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Business Services 
23. Work Wanted 
Tits! 
The Terrace SIS.M4ud reserves the right to das,,~ly ndn" 
under sppropdate headings and to set rates therefore and to 
daton111rm Page IouaUon 
The Tenase St~ raservus the d0hl to revise, edit, 
ofseaJfy or ra~oct Imy adverUsment ~ to m~n any answers 
directed to the News BOx haply Service, and to repay th4 
customer the sum paJd for the edvmesmenl and box rental. 
• Box replies On "Hold" tostn~Uons not pk:ked ~ within 10 
days of expiry of an am'vort~ent win be bestxoyed Lm4ess 
mailinO InstTucBons ate reuslved. Those imswwing Box 
Numbers we requested not to send OrlOtoais of documents to 
ivokl loss. 
All c i s~ of errors in advertisements must be received by 
the pubBshe7 within 30 days after the first pu~ication, 
It is agre~l by the advertiser equesUng space that the 
lisbllity of the Terrsce Standard in the event of failure to 
"publish an edverUsement or In the event of ~ error appearing 
In the advmlisament as published shall be limited to the 
amount pate by the advertiser for rely Orm Incorrect Im;4~ml 
for abe portion of tha advertL~nO s,oace occupied by the ~or." 
. root or umnted item Only, end that there shaJI be no finbiflly in'  ; 
any event oreator than the amount paid for such edve~.  
1, Real Estate 
i'f14 x 26 house on lot 80 x 200. Asking 
: $38,000 0B0. Call 635-3419 6p39 
MOVINGMUST SELLI 1,248 sq, It. home with 
i3  bediooms upstairs and 2 bedroom suite 
~dowqstairs. _.Includes all appliances.. Call 
]~ 635.4521 anytime. 4936 Lazelle Ave. 7p39 
.... 62.6 x 132. LOT FOR SALE on Cramer Street, 
• !~Very reasonable pdce. Phone 635-7456 6p39 
:MAY OCCUPANCY, ONE YEAR OLD, near 
,hospital, school. Three bedrooms, 2 piece en. 
~suite,.,Europesn kitchen, N/G, much more, 
Low $90,000, 635-3986 6p39 
• ~ FORSALE6YO~NI~- L'Rlreei3edmT~21deooon- 
~suits, Europaan kitchen, N/G, much more. 
Low $90,000, 635.3986 6p39 
5 BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT, LOG HOME. 5 
seeded acres. Lake front. North shore Fran. 
: cots Lake. 5 minutes from. ferry on paved 
~ road,_ near school. $85,000. 1-695-6479 
@40 
FOR SALE on possible trade. 3 bedroom, 
newer 2 storey house 20 miles north of Fort 
St. James on 30 acres, Year round flowing 
• creek. 'Fenced yard. Corrals, horse.chicken 
and hay barn, Heated workshop, appliances 
Included. Wood or electdc heat, On bus route, 
,$59,000, Call Cyndy at work 996.8204.4p40 
5 ACRES, Beach Road, Water, sewar, 
bnderground, Hydro. Good gravel road. Ready 
:~ te move on or boild. 604.962-9692 (P,G.) 
. . . . .  • ..... ~ 4p41 
137 ACRE FARM on Hwy 28, 6'/= miles south 
; of FSJ. 3 bedroom house, garage, barns, out. 
: buildings, water, hydro~ and school bus, 
$120 000, Call 996-8379 8p41 
• •i WANTED approximately 113 acre building Int. 
• . Thomheights or equivalent, Phone and leave 
J~message at 638-0264. 6041 
':4 BEDROOM HOUSE on 66x140 lot in 
• Horseshoe, 2 complete bathrooms, N,G. and 
electdc heat 8x16 storage shed. Ph. 
635.3975 after 5 p.m. 6p41 
:1 YEAR OLD 1200 sq. ft. home. 3 bedrooms, 
• N G - oak kitchen cabinets full basement, 
/ :must be seen, Thornhelghts, Phase Ill subdivi. 
~ sion, Priced to sell, $69,900, 635-5757.6p42 
FOR SALE:NEW 3 bedroom home with 
IoII;;basement on Hawthorn Ave. Call 
635.6797; ,'~ " 6p42 
:'! 2. Mobile Homes 
:xEO MOBILE HOME, Nat, Gas, 
. . . .  ~iwasherldryer, frfdgelstove, Guiet trailer park, 
~i Ca 635.6469 nr635.3352 after e p.m. 2p41 
• 3. For Rent 
}ii3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES foatudno 
: : :ii,1150.1300 sq; ft, plus basement, 2 baths, 
i!'~pdvate,: yard,"carp0rt and satellite .T.V, 
i~ HOUStOn. Phone 845.3161, 31tfn 
:i .'i. ilFURNISHEO ROOM, INCLUDING TV, laundry, 
/~'and kitchen facilities. Available Immediately, 
- i:.i~ Ideal fora Work ng single person, Non smoker,. 
: ~ :4 i VIowiI~ 635;6154 " 6p42 
~: ~iDOWNTOWN SPACE FOR LEASE. 4600 61onk 
:. ~ '~.~"Eakeise~ Low Rentl Interestnd parties 
: i ::'iiShouM phone 638-1993 days and 635-7939 
: •:( ~lavenl~s: 2~ months free.,ent. 5p37 
.... : i!l •- ,  WOODLAND 
::i , !l APARTMENTS 
"=; '  ! i  COIEROFKALUMI3COI"r • 
. , i  CLOIIE.TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
 :'II i,2 3 reom 
: ~ Itovl, Imat and hot water included. Carpet 
, ' " I/ Itirm~honL ow rent startJno at $360. 
' Laundry.faclllBes. storage 
' .  : ~ ~/ il~l~. Rifemncl re~llred for 1, 2 & 3 
:!::i emCE ess-s234 
% 
3. For Rent 
FOR RENT 1,400 SO.FT. RESTAURANT. Fur- 
nished and equlped. Call 638.1166 6p38 
1 BEDROOM FOR RENT. For gentleman. Has 
kitchen facilities. Call 635.5893 7p40 
FOR RENT one 1.bedroom and one 2.bedroom 
duplex suite. Frldge and stove, wall to wall 
carpets, in town. No pets please. Call 
635-5464. 6p38 
FOR RENT one 1.bedroom and one 2-badroom 
duplex suite. Fddge and stove, wall to wall 
carpets, in town• No pets please. Call 
635-5464. 6p38 
TAIL.ER PARK PAD. Good location, close to 
schools. Call 637-5443. 6p41 
4. Wanted to Rent 
CABIN AT LAKELSE LAKE. April to October 
for one working male. Call 798-2285 
6p39 
LOOKING FOR HOUSE, apartment or trailer for 
responslb!e working young man. Call 
635.5076: 6p39 
APP', "26~;TRAVEL TRAILERi:FrOm ~ March to 
June. Please leave phone number, 635-2753. 
3p40 
NEEDED ON OR BEFORE March 1190, 2-3 
bedroom place. Responsible family. Good 
references, 2 small children, 638.0743 
anytime. 6p40 
HOUSE WANTED 
Must have 3 bedrooms. 
Call 
635-9121 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 7, 1990 Pdg~/e9 ~, /  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  !/ . . . . .  :,~;~: ,, . . 
CTION AD S .. .. " 
I wE4 I. 
 'BUY P"SELL  V'REHT "TRADE , ' ./ 
.. 
5. For Sale Mlsc, 
PARKER HALE 3006 w/4x40 Tasco ~ope ex, 
cond..$690. J.C. HIgpins semi-asto 12 pa. 
$220. Messberg bolt'actlon 16 ga. $160. All 
three for $900 o,b.o, 636-1227. 61)41 
VIDEO'S VHS TITLES, Good selncgons, free 
list. 1.256.4860. Box 196 LIIlooet, B,C. VOK 
1 VO. 4p41 
CROSS.COUHTRY HELISKIING offedng cress 
country hellskllng until March 31. $300 (two 
days and one night); longer tdpa available. 
Iceffshlng, sightseeing and Alpine toudng. 
Groat grub, good cabins ,and group rates. 
Phone H499962 (Houston channel).. 4p41 
LIKE NEW: Dishwashor $350, Ou~n size box 
spdng and 'mattress $300..Rust colored 
swivel reekers $250 each. 16.6x11.6 rust 
carpet $150. Washer and dryer $300.. 100 
square yards gold carpet $200. Dresser $20. 
Phone 845-3798. 4p41 
76 FORD GRANADA, 4 door, $500 o.b,o. 
Hitachi 19' cdior TV with stand $275. Sofa 
g.c. $110, 10 speed mountain bike $110. 4 
drawer dresser $30. Lawn mower, 1 year old, 
rear bag $310.635.5528, 2p41 
BABY ACCESSORIES Including popular "in- 
disposable" tiffed cotton diapers. Safe and 
comfortable for baby, easier for parents. Must 
be seen1638.120¢ 6p42 
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS, KahnJ 220 cm. new, 
nonwaxed, Size lOVe, Tacks skates, size 
1OVa Yasque hiking boots, $50 each. Call 
638-6960 evenings. 61)42 
PASSIVE EXEROISE Machine, ties 8 different 
exercises on machine 1-692-7687 days 
1.692.3360 evenings, 41)42 
YAMAHA FLUTE, With silver head Joint, open 
hole. a B foot. Call 638-1864 or 638-1928 
after 8 p.m. 6(:42 
CONTESTS, REFUNDS. Your hobby? 
Sand LEASE and $3.00 for Information 
on current forms. Box 718, Vanderhsef, 
B.C. VOJ 3Ae 6p42 
225 STICKERS OR CHILDREN'S BOOK 
- Sample $2.00, Golden children's 
bOOks, stickers, arts and crafts. Mail 
order, Economically pdced, Send" for 
current list. The General Home Store, 
Boc 718, Vanderhoof, B.C. VOJ 3AO. 
61}42 
1980 14x74 
Crownpoint Trailer 
Set up in Iooal bailer pa~k, 3 
bedrooms, 2 full bathrooms, Comes 
with 5 appliances, perUai]y built 
joey shack, has full patio. $26,000 
o.b,e. 638-1238. 
AMWAY 
QUALITY home carpet & personal care 
NUTRILITE 
QUALITY nutrition & health care 
ARTISTRY 
QUALITY skin care & cosmetics 
638-0717 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED MOTOR FOR 197e VOLKSWAGEN. 
5, For Sale Misc, 1-694•3367 4p39 
J.O. •350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 8, Cars for Sale 
etc, $1400.00 0.C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft, house boat 1986 SUBARU, FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, 
• lifeEme aium[num -has everything & bailer cruise, AM/FM cassette, Int. wipers, hailogen 
• $19500. 82 lade 2-doer auto • good cond. headlights, rear window defrost.. Cleanl 
$1500. 14 ft. Td-hull speedboat - 50 horse 75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638-8654 even. 
•menk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper Inos, ffn 
• hyd, jacks, $2000, New Kubeda tits plant & 1988 HYUNDAI EXCEL, black, sunroof, 2 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 door, stereo, 4 speakers, Iouvres, Excellent 
Granisle. Ph. 697-2474. 19fin condition inside and out, Work 638-7283, 
FOR SALE IBM SOFTWARE - Mlcoprose F19 home 635-7341, 19tfn 
Stealth $35; Taito Operation Wolf $25; Ac- 1969 PLYMOU'IH SATELITE. 318 Auto. Good 
cofade Duel II Plus, Supercare, Muscle Cars, mechanical condition. Some body and 
California Disk $60; Direct access menu upholstery work required, .$725 firm, Call 
system (best DOS she!l • PC Magazine) $40; 635-7720 anytime. 6p37 
~ind Flight Simulation disk, Japan $10, Phone 
798.2551 after8 p,m. 6p40 1973 PONTIAC VETR 405 AM. Automatic 
transmission, 2269D31121204, For sale, For 
NORTHLINE FIREPLACE INSERT. Fits more Isle. call 635.4898. 61}38 
23"x31" fireplace. Free, you move. 
638.8092, 61)38 1981 RELIANT. Good running condition, no 
rust, low mileage, front wheel ddve. Asking 
YAMAHA FE-60 ELECTRONIO ORGAN. Ex- $2,400 OBO. Call 638-8874 or view 4810 
• cellent condition. Many special automatic and Olson Ave. 61}38 
solo Instrument features. Must be heard to he 
appreciated. Asking $3,500. Tony Smith 64 CORVETrE 327- 300 horse, 4 spd, corn- 
692-3181 (work) 692-3054 (home) 4p39 pletely redone, $22,000. Also 1987 Buick 
Grand Hatlonal, fully loaded. $25,000. Call 
20' CHESTNUT FREIGHT CANOE c/w 20 hi) 635-9627 61)38 
mercury and trailer, $750. White wood 
enamel cesksteve. Excellent condiUon. $350 1964 CORVETrE; 327.300 HP, 4 spond, corn. 
0130 694.3658 4p39~ pletely redone, Asking $22,000. 1987 Buick 
Grande National, fully loaded, asking 
FOR TRADE OR SALE several nintendo ames $25,000. 1986 Boapker trailers, 26 lead, 30 
to trade or sell. Phone 635.3823 6p39 rear, lilt axle, brakes and Eras, 2 monthe old, 
FOR SALE FRESH SHRIMP. For ordedng call asking $30,000, Phone Rend'/ Kluss 635 
627.8719 in Pdnce Rupert. Will deliver out of .9627 4p39 
town. 6p39 1989 CAMARO IHOC.Z 305 TP1, 5 spd, 
I~EED A CAKE FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCA. T:ronf, fully loaded. Red. Excellent condition 
SION? (Birthday, anniversary, wedding) Call 1.692.3481 evenings, 41)40 
Emmy at 638.1052. Specializing In German 1978 OORVETTE 350 Automatic, T.tops, 
homebaklng. 6p39 am/fm stereo. Air conditioned, low mileage, 
WHITE ALUMINUM STORM DOOR $25, Brown all original $15,0000B0.835.4785 6p40 
shutters (assorted sizes) $5 pair 635-6146 ~ c o f o r - , ' T ~ ' r  
(day) 635.6992 (evenings) 61)40 condition. Asking $1,200. Call 638-1577 
altei" 5 p,m, 61)41 
1989 model, size .9V=, $350. Russlonol 
Strate) 195 cm skit with Twdia,490 bin. 55,000kin $3300of)o, ca 635-9121 7p40 
Ilngs,'$200. 6354529 ,: , 2p41 : ,  . 
;:;i WANTED 
SMALL TO MEDIUM SIZED YARDER 
• to harvoat 11.6 hectares In the Kitwanoa area. 
Logging'0perations ere to be compeleted before break up. 
• ' : . , . / . . ,  ' ,' w,,=r'nmb,,.. ••i' 
. . . . . . . . .  , ,  Carnaby O~t lon l  ::; ' 
• , ':", ,, .:, i- Attn: George ,5101~ I t  842-5390 
. . . . .  , " / ' r i f t  " 
8. Cars for Sale 
MOVING TO AFRICAI 1988 Ford Tempo for 
sale or lease. 5 opd AM/FM caeseffe stereo. 
Cruise control, air condlEening, easy terms, 
nothing down. Take over payments 
$275hnonth-or purchase pdce, $10,400, 
638.8621 or 635.9221. 6p42 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1988 F350 crswcab 351 ER automatic, box 
liner, 35,000 km. As new condition $18,700. 
Call 635-9121. 7p40 
1987 GMCS15 JIMMY 4 x 4. 58,000 kin. Ex. 
nellent cond. Fulty loaded. $15,500 0BO. Call 
635-2393 after 5 p.m. 61)38 
1986 FORD CUSTOM 250 pickup~ 6 Cylinder. 
Like new condition. Asking $15,300 0B0, 
Call 638-8039 evenings (after 5 p.m.) 61}36 
IMMACULATE 1986 extended cab, $15 GMO 
pick-up. Bucket seats, 4 speaker stereo, con- 
sole, new tire, 28,000 km edgtnally. Call 
635.5004. 6p38 
F250 V4TON FORD PICKUP. 351oe motor, dual 
gas tanks, n.gus conversion, running boards, 
under 12,000 km, excellent condition. 
635.2360 6p39 
1984 FORO SUPER CAB 4 wd. electric winch. 
auto trans., power steering, 460, VS, $8,650, 
good condition. $8,650, John Hart 698.7379. 
4p39 
1985 TOYOTA 4 x 4 PICKUP. Extra cab. SR.5, 
5 speed, sunroof, canopy, new tires. EC. 
$10,500. 638.0023 or 635-2375 3p40 
1984 CHEV ~/z TON CUSTOM DELUXE 305, 4 
speed, am/fro stereo, Excellent condition. 
$10,500 OBO. 635-4785 6p40 
1986 WESTERN STAR LOGGER 245 WB. 
Silver 475 Detroit w/inframe OH. RT014615 
trans. SSHD rears with Hend. susp. cw 1987 
Columbia Jeep and 1986 Peedess pole trailer. 
An excellent unit $70,500. OBO, Good finance 
rates. OAC 6ytewn Frsightllner. 635-4938. 
Toll-free 1-800-663-7766. Nights, Nail at 
635.7049 6p40 
1974 JEEP CHEROKEE WAGON 4 x 4. No rust. 
Recent front end Job. New paint. $2,200,0130. 
Call 635-3488 after 5 p.m. 6p40 
1979 F0RD RANGER, XLT Super Cab, 351 
engine, 4 speed, canopy, running beards, 
AM/FM stereo, radial tires, excellent condi- 
tion. $3,500. Phone 845-3798. @41 
1978 GMC 314 ton pickup, 6 cylinder, $1200. 
Phone 638-8912 after 6 p.m. 6p42 
1988 FORD RANGER, blue, mag rims, running 
boards, 5 speed. AM/FM casebo, tint win- 
dows, 2 new winter tires. Radial chains, some 
warranty. Only 19,000 KM. Great gas 
mileage, $11,500 O.B.O. 842.6667 alter 
5:30 p.m. 4p42 
11. Recreational . . . . . .  
Vehicles 
LUXURY MOTOR HOME FOR RENT. Travel in 
comfort: shower, oven, fumaoe, H/C water, 
etc. Reserve NOW for your vacation. Dally, 
weekly, monttity. 638-1468 evenings. 6p39 
12. Motorcycles 
1986 HONDA ELITE 80. 1,300 km. Excellent 
running condition. $500 firm. Call after 5 p,m. 
635.4217 or between 8 a,m, • 6 p.m. 
638.8404, ask for Sadie. 6p39 
WANTED TO PURCHASE quality trail bike, up 
to 350 cc In excellent end., street legal, 
please 638-1468. 6p40 
1989 PHASER FX, $6,000, firm, Call 
638.0373 evenings. 6p40 
13. Snowmobiles 
1981 EL TIGRE 6000. 14 hrs on 'new 
crankshaft, new clutches and new beadngs. 
2,500 total miles. Like new condition. Will 
take smaller machine in trade 1-698-7639 
4p39 
SNOWMOBILE TRAILER, double wide, 10 ft. 
long. Used 6 times, $1,000,635.9276. 6p41 
1988 FORMULA PLUS, handlebar warmers, 
speed cleats, ski boots, $6,000 o.b.e. 
635.9276, 6p41 
14. Boats & Marine 
12' SPRINGBOK ALUM, BOAT & 9.6 hp Mer- 
cury outboard, good condlfton, extras. $1,500 
o,b.e. 638-1227, 6p41 
15. Machine  
1986 BOEPKER TRAILERS, 26 lead, 30 rear 
lift axle, Brakes and tires 2 menths old, 
$30,000. Call 635.9627 6p30 
1980 FORD 1 TON STEEL DECK and cabinets, 
1986 200 AMP gncdin welder, comprescor, 
tomhes and leads. Work available, Asking 
$15,000, Phone 842-6059 after 5 4p39 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE, 667B Clark line 
akldder. Two 550 TImberjack Line skldders. 
New tires. Nugget Equipment Ltd. 399 2nd 
Ave, Prince George, B.C. 1.562-8856 days 
1.560.5413 eveolngs 4p39 
45 FOOT RFTH WHEEL STORAGE VAN with 
wheels $2,500. 16 foot shop van with tow 
bar, 220 and 110 wiring $1,200. 1977 Brent. 
wood log trailer with H.D. scales $3,500, 
1978 Columbia bailer with 1985 Knight dog 
Inggor, extendable r ach, heavy duty scales 
$9,000. Call 845.3798, 2p41 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE Bunkhouse Trailer- 10 
f tx  30 ft. tandem axles, 8" channel Iron 
frame, metal sidle, double glazed windows, 
fully insulated wired for 110V, propane steve, 
propane fddge, oil heater, 4 blots, tables & 
chairs, cupboards, oeenter with sink, plus 
many extras. For more Information phone: 
Garth 698-7660 or Barry 845.7175. 4p42 
16. Farm Produce 
GOOD 0UALITY HAY FOR SALE. $2 a bale, 
Deductions for large quantifies; over 200 
bales $1.75 bale and ever 500 bales $1,50 a 
bale, Call 845.7867 4p39 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and. 
Found ClaseHled, Phone 638-SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
LOST 1 BLACK FEMALE CAT, white markings 
on face and feet. She Is wsadng a pink coUaz 
and answers to the name of "Boots" Call 
635.3748 If found, Reward offered. 21)41 
20. Pets & Livestock 
ALASKA MALAMUTE PUPPIES. CKC reglstra. 
tim, excellent with children, powerful work 
dogs, packing and sled pulling. Black wolf 
with white or wolf grey. Call 849.5811 Sun- 
day through Thursday anytime, Fdday until 
noon oety, NOT Saturday. 5p41 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages In the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality Is assured.Phona 
638.7203 Monday to Fdday, 9 a,m to 5 p.m, 
ALL BREED 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates. 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638"8018 
Mornlnge or Evenlnge 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. 
tisers that the human fights code Ir, Bdtish 
Columbia forbids publication ofany '.~dvertise- 
merit in connection with employn,ent which 
discriminates against any person because of 
odgin, or requires an job appflcant to furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col. 
our, ancestry, place of odgln or political belief. 
Readers: in ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Rouse be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given In the ad. Address to: 8ox , The Ter. 
race Standard, 4647 • Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B,C., V8G 1S8, Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
WOULD LIKE TO BABYSIT IN YOUR HOME, 
Also will do odd jobs such as driveway clean. 
ing, etc, 635-5243, 6p38 
MOM WILL DO BABYSITTING in my home, 
Close to hospital and park. Full and part time, 
Drop ins welcome. 635-3804. 61338 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS will do aitera. 
tions and mondino. Fast, professional service 
at reasonable pdces. Phone 635-9202. 91)38 
SINGLEMALE WiTHclass 1 air seeks work 
expedenco and training. Can relocate 
1.563.9372. 6p42 
24. Notices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthonasis, Student enquidea 
welcome. Call 635-5581 or 635-5427 5tfnc 
Ten'ace French Preschool 
has openings for January 
REGISTRATION 
Children should be 32 months old as of 
January 1, 1990 for morning classes, 
afternoon classes are for four year olds. 
The preschool is an introduction toFrench 
language, a French background is NOT re. 
qutred as English is spoken in the 
classroom. Contact: Pat Chapman 
635.9685 or Tiny Gonlon 638-8426. 
HAPPY 25th 
ANNIVERSARY 
Mum & Dad! 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
FOR SALE OR LEASE- Two restaurants inFort 
St. James• One with lake view, licenced din- 
WANTED A PRETrY NICE GIRL FOR A PRET. 
TY NICE guy, in his mid thirties, n0n~moker, 
sincere, conservative, likes spending quiet 
nights at home movies, m~llno, long walks 
and laughing. Take a chan~e wdte to BOx7 
clo Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave. Tar- 
race B,C. VBG 1S8, 21)41 
I crested thee Hch, why dost thou 
bring thyself down to poverly? No- 
ble I made thee, wherewith dost 
thou abase thyself? 
Selected from the Baha'l* Holy . 
Writings. 
We invite you to explore these 
Writings further by phoning 
635-321 9 or e3e.9012 
632 - 4333 
Open ~' days a wesk 9PM - 9AM 
ANswering roacldne 9AM - 9PM 
CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEEDI 
Tlda AD is prod for wm~ kam ndm ~ 
STOP 
SMOKING 
BREAK FREE 
LASER THERAPY 
• Safe • Effective 
• Painless 
DIET ............ ............. $125 
(Inofudes 3 ~ t = )  
STOP SMOKING ........... $98 
(~ 2 boosters Ifneedeo3 
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT 
635-9435 
STE. NO. 4 - 4644 Lazelle Ave., 
(above ~ ' )  
CORPORATE RATES AVAILABLE 
(have a SMOKE FREE office) 
33. Business 
Services 
RANDALL INSTALLATION, cabinets, win- 
dows, doors, garage doors, counter tops, etc. 
Phone 635-3422. 6p40 
"SWINGSHIFT" Counby rock band available 
for parties, weddings and anniversadee. Call 
1-695-6469 evenings. 4p42 
Ing room and coffee shop; one located next to 
tfn 
wn 
,ne 
22tfn 
a motel. 996-7510, 
$25,000 A YEAR, Part time, your o n 
business, for appointmenl call Wayne 
638.0717, 
LARGE REGISTERED TRAPLINE no. 
0609T021, South of Houston, 6.C, Maudce 
Nanika. Kid Pdca Lakes. C/W traps, boat, 
motor, Reg, cabin on Maurice A.W. supplies. 
Excellent line. $20,000, Call 847-9461 4p39 
FOR SALE IN BURNS LAKE: Care equip, and 
rum. Long or short term lease of space 
available, Phone 692.3681 Iora steal of a 
deal. 4p39 
RESTAURANT FOR SALE, 17 months in 
operation, Great Mum and Pop operation. 
Owner moving, must sell, Asking $65,000 or 
best offer, Phone 638-1993 after 8 p.m, 6p39 
FOLEY SAW SHARPENING EQUIPMENT full- 
line with many extras. For more info, or to 
view call 1-692.3389 eves, 4p41 
FOR SALE WELL ESTAELISNEO Welding 
machine repair shop in KiUmat, serious an. 
quides only, Phone 632-5537. 
SMARTS 
Star t ing  
a business? 
We can put you 
in touch with the 
information 
sources you need 
in your communi~ 
Make a smart " 
move. Call the 
Minislry of  
Re.gioew| add 
F.¢onomk 
De . 
Toll-Fries 
• MeOO663-O Z9 
Honourable Stanley B, Hageff 
' MlnlsterofReglona/ 
and Economic t~velopmrnf 
6p42 I 
I 
I 
that over l,O00,O00 
Canadians have diabetes? 
For more inlormation, 
contact your local Branch el the Canadian 
Diabetes Association or the National Office, 
78 Bond Street, Toronlo. Ontario M5B 2J8. 
CANADIAN CANCER 
• SOCIETY 
Your 1988 donation provided: 
• A l0 day Camp Goodtimes 
experience for 72 children with 
a history of cancer; 
s Accommodafionforneady 1,7OO 
patients and guests at the Lodges; 
• Grants totalling over $3 million 
for research in British Columbia; 
• Educational material in Chinese, 
Hindi and Punjabi about smoking 
hazards, breast self-examination 
and Pap tests; 
• Training for volunteers who, , 
operate the Cancer Information 
Line - 879-2323 in Vancouver, :
or 1-800-663-4242i """ 
m In " • "Keep" g Touch,anewvideo : 
teaching women how to do breast 
self-examination regularly and :~ 
effectively; 
• Over a qtmrter of a million dol'lm 
in transportation for cancer 
patients and their families. 
g 
% 
'3 
s - 
! 
I 
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21. Help Wanted 
FULL TIME POSITION FOR A FOREST techni• 
cian with minumum three years Intedor long• 
inn, layout experience. MeziadJn area. Good 
wage, accommodation provided. Reference 
required. Phone 845.3733 4p39 
AN AI"rRACTIVE OPPORTUNITY is avall~ 
for someone who is interested Ina job with 
variety. Duties Includes; cash handling, 
customer account service, and varied clerical 
activities. We require someone with accurate 
typing, office experience, and a conJenlal per- 
sonality. Please apply to Darren M, Smith, 
Trans Canada Credit Corporation Limited, 
2-4623 Park Ave,, Terrace, B,C. VeG lV5. 
2c41 
FULLTIME POSITION For a loans officer with 
opportunity for advancement tomanagement, 
We're looking for someone who enjoys 
meeting and dealing with people, has or, 12 
education and looking for a challenging 
career, we will provide athorough on the Job 
training program, and a good salary and 
benefits package. All applicants considered. 
Apply to Darren M. Smith. Trans Canada 
Credit Corporation Limited, 2-4623 Park Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V6G 1V5. 2c41 
21. Help Wanted 
PAR-"~IM~RSING REPRESENTATIVE re- Earn extra income as the I i 
quired to complete insurance medlcals. Vetn .  RESIDENT MANAGER : I ' 1991 Nor t i lem . .C  WlnterGemes:  , , i "  
a.puneture experience necessary. Auto of a small apartment building In Kitlmat. I requ i res  .a 
I necessary. Will provide all equipment and 1.800.663.6737,trslning' Apply Bedlmetrfc Profiles Canada.2p42 Sales and maintenance skills an asset, I -,-- - -  - - - - . . . - ,=  == ,a .A=~,~mL I~ LOCAL INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTOR has open-  Ma!.e=sticManaoement (1981) Ltd. I ; To be responsible for the coordination of the games r~,  Ing for part lme office clerk, Please forward P.lesse send resumss by February14;1990 to: 1 GAME3 UUUHUiNATpnde r resume to Box 400 clo Terrace Standard, 
4647 Lazetle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1SO. ,~-,,,~, n e,,oG, e~, .ge ;uu  , o ,o  =ec ; .~ Ave . .  theReauiredjob skills Gooc, ty l0 ld l rec t i °nf he .. GB~r odd(~f D~,  ~ar~i ° bookkeeping, office I 
i rl ©v"  °=° '  B C J " coordlnatlonexperlence, effective telephone manners, abllity I Part-t ime ,, ' I to work flexible hours, work effectively with volunteers, work LOANS without supervision, i i  
," Salary based on experience, i | 
OFFICER ~'~ l i~  ~ a n n i mBm a A I ,  Apply In writing with resume by Feb. 12, 1990 to: I 
! : . IN i  _ i  I / JDk i l l  IN  Terrace1091Northern O.C. WlnterOsmes I 
Apply in person at the v [] [] • v V ~. -  n / • V I 1 Host Committee Box 98 I 
Toronto Dominion. SUPERVISOR 
Call 
635-7231 
Full-time employment opportunity is available 
with a progressive community newspaper. This 
• ~ .= i i  i i i ~ TK ]! m .... ---,,-~ . . . .  ~. - .  
n . - - 
_ ~ ,d~_~l  = ,,= 
Terrace Victims Assistance Program 
VOLUN 
NEE 
YOU carl 
a diffen 
VOLUNTEER VICTIM .................... 
will deal directly with Victims of 0dme: . . . . .  ~.: TVAP is presently:accepting applications 
* Acting as a liaison person betweert the Courts, Police, from people Interested In becoming 
Social Aoencles and the Victim. ' 
• Candidates must be mature, responsible dl~oals' " ":" ] VOLUNTEER VICTIMS SERVICE WORKERS. 
who possess trong Inter-personal skills. Successful applicants Will receive 30 • 40 
" Be lO years of age or older *hoOrs of training, and must be R.C,M,P. 
e Be wJlling to ma1(e acommlttment to help16 hours ~ ~ -. Security Screened. 
per month. 
Multl-cultursl_ _ appl lcante encouraged : : ;  
638 0333 : 
i: :i I :; o r  earl pick up an Information package 
at the Termoe R,C.M.P.  ..... ..... ii21;i'~i!~iiii}ii ~ ii~i l!i:~~!i:::~. 
I I I I  
supervision and development of a community based child 
care counselling program. 
Preference will be given to those candidates having ex- 
perience and/or training in the social service field. Previous 
experience in program management would be an asset. The 
person will undergo a criminal records check. The salary is 
$12.50 per hour. 
Closing date is Februdry 19; 1990. 
For more information contact Yvonne Reid at 635-7087. 
Submit resumes to: 
Yvonne Reid 
Terrace & District Community Services 
No. 1 - 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X6 
11HIBAC~I DISI1alCT C O ~  eav icE I  lone ly  
, .3215 Eby St~t .  Tlrrace. D.C., Vas 2xe  
( IN)  11114171 
PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
Terrace & District Community Services Society Is seeking a mutll- 
talented person to co.ordlnate Its Choices Program. Choices is services 
for mentally handicapped people including residential programs for both 
adults and children, Self-Help Skills and apartment programs, 
Job Description: Reporting to the Society's Administrator, the Director 
will be responsible for the co.ordlnation and development of programs 
and services that enable each person to live as Independently as possl. 
ble. Duties Include supervision of staff, budgets, Implementation of 
staff development programs, liaison with government agencies and 
other community groups. 
OuelifleaHens: Academic qualification shouIdteflect post secondary 
educaUon with a focus on human service related areas (i.e, B,A., BSW, 
B,Ed,). A minimum of 2 years in a management/supervisory roll Is 
preferred, Your experience should be in working with mentally han. 
dlcapped persons, both in a residential setting andln the program 
development area. A strong commitment o the philosophy of nor. 
rnallzation Is essential, - , • • 
Salap/," NegoUable and commensurate with experience, 
For more information contact Dotbf Beck at 635-3176, 
Please send your resume WHh three rofmnces to" 
Betllf Beck, Administnitm' 
Ten'ace & DIobict Community Services Socllty ;~ 
: No, 1 - 3316 Eby Street . . , 
.... Tenses, D,C, V89 3X6 
It 
7' 
• supervisory position involves co-ordinating our car- I 
D r IO  (~r ' l~Or 'T  - - _ . J -  AnA I I l@' r  I r ierforce, carrier payroll, some delivery an-d]reight I ~ / 'F=~f 'd~0f '~9 mm=a =m= =mmn ,m= ,==. 
D.U.  O O IEt~nr .  I ~ /~U/~IR IO  I l receiving duties , im ml mml -_~L'~_~..~ ,.o2.~st=~T,n=,,e.c,,v=m 
WEAPON DRINKING I topubllsher, With resume I " " " ' "  
DRIVERS I Tused. to Thursday. J One regular position for 
f ~  Provide police with car type/ I I " 
~ ~. )  ~ colour, Ilcence, location and I I m 
~ direction it was going. I I SELF HELP 
I f:I I IT ERRACE STANDARD I 
' [ 4647 Lazelle Avenue 638-7283 I Required qualifications: First Aid certificate, Business In- 
1~4~4.~.~~. ,o4 .~4,~e~=.~~~A " surance, Ability to work with little supervision. 
; C A R R I E R S  i f  ' ' Rssponslbllltles: Apartment program support workers. , 
; ~ Province of ~ll~l~°~,ce ° Starting wage: =7.72/hour 
[~Jl~i~f'[il~t'~| t I ~ BrmshColumbla ondHouelng' C,osing date: February 15, 1990 ' " 
• - vv , , . -  - - - . - .  ' Apply at: ' i 
1 .o.,,..,.i,,,,,.,.,..,o. J I SERVICE PROVIDERS FOR No. 2 -3215Eby  
200 -- Webber, Goulet, ~ I ADULT~ WITN i - iA ldn I~AD_Q 
! . .~. /_  :.~ - 'N~ Tetrault & Haugland 6 I . . . . .  _ .'7" _"" "." _" ° : •"7"'='°vry. T M  635-7063 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i -  t ~ne mintsw or ~ocial ~ervce~ and Housno Invites zzo - .eppeJ, urau,, re L = ~ ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  = ~ ~"" , ,~ . :~.~, .=. . . .  . ~ ~, ' 4: =~ , . : j  
t / ~c~.~ ,~'~.~,~. ~ - - - ~- - --,=-,, ~=~.~4= sumes-from Indlvlduals,~-~o01etle~tnd companies whoi~'e ACKr0yo, Arcner a uo, . . . . . . . .  
t ~ [ ~- '~  [~.,.~-'1,,~, ~ zoo . . . . . . . . . .  -- (bzuu) Haugl, no,:~ " ~ | interested in providing Residential Care and/or Day Program L ,,. , .  
• I ~ ~ : ; n i  _ . . . . . .  ~ I in the City of Terrace for three adults with mental and physics I ~ / , : ; : l  ~Keena ~ ~e,zn. • • hem" 
251 - Dairy, (4600-4700) T~C~r pe' 
~ ~ ~ : ~ r  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t I sumes should include the general philosophy, ex- Hal,we,, (q~uu.qduu) 
~ ; ~ , ~ ~ " i i ~ '  _~. ' ~ I perlence, description of programs, financial status and ~uy. • . . 
organization 
~ . ~ ~ ~  26Or~n Desjardines' K°f°ed Z l Addltlonalinformation could be obtained from Lee Coxford l ;~ '~-~i~l~, l  i I I JA I .~"~1. .~1 n~ a m~'T~mmm~.=m,w. ~,5 ~ s~ t~,=. e.c.. veGm 
~ ~,n ;~onn ~,~,- .... . .  ~ / at the Ministry of Social Services and Housing 638-3527 SP~ECIAL~SER~N (IO4)11141/i 
i " ('3"9"00 I~l'k;~0'~d"'~. ''~'~u',:*:' ~ / Resumes must be submitted before February 21, ~ 990 to: v _ = l r tg l~)~ Lb .  
. ; /  '"cox'or' ASSISTANT ! / M.S.S.H. 
- " • m 400 - 4545 Lazelle Avenue 
~ ~ . , ~ E ~ ' ~ I J ~ . C ~  ST_~ND~ ~ " i ~oCpPri~!~lprS;~lscse..l.~ro~dqur~di~ei: wb~ An assistant supervisor position is available with the S p e c i a l 2 0  hours p r we k. Services.to Children program. This is a part-time position at 
~ The successful candidate will t)'e expected to assist with the 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 7, 1990 "Paoe i 611 
, , ~  < , 
I Regional District of Kitirnat-Stikine - ,, ,.,.1~.:~ !i/!~:i i 
I ~ ' Suite 300. Terrace. British Columbia Tel (604) 635-7251 '1 :'! ,i ' 
4545 Lazelle Avenue, V8G 4E1 FAX (604) 635-9222 / • :: i 
NOTICE  OF  PUBLIC HEARING : , -+ :  
32 Legal Notices . . . . .  , ~Fe~Xuaty13~N()U¢e~h~r~by~v~ntha~aPub~¢He~ngw~be~he~d~nTuesday~`~`i199~a~the~¢ea~theReg~]eltk~fKit~ma~$~dne~ .;.il:~ 
commencing at 7:30 p.m. to receiverepresentation from all perso~ who: 
l " ' " :  ~ =" : I  rM j : F '  =' ~m their Interests to be affected by the IXoposed "Reglomd D~tdct~0f: ) ,:L : " t  
' " i ' : ! :!  • Kltlmat.Stlklne Bylaw No. 37, 1978, Electoral Area E and 8pedfkKI Portlc 
: " : ' :  :: " • ~.;";: ;  :;: ! - OfEIoctorelAreaCZordngBylaw, Ame~dment Bylaw No, 279, 198 .... ~,,, ~;": i 
: :  ,'~.,~.:. ~ . - - .  . . . . . . . .  . The purpose of this bylaw is to redeslgnele a portion of the parcel ~ '~" '- : ~ 
; ao Lot B, Plao 451e, Dish.let Lot 312, Flange 5, CoaM Dtetdct, the IocatA~z " !'.'::i ! 
ii!l , of which is Indicated on the map below, from the Low Density Rural zone to ,:;. the Restricted Induabla] zone. " . - ,  . 
In-generel terms, the rezonlng would nHow a gravelplt and processing plant, '" [ ; '  ) 
=",B~: ,,=.. PUBLIC ENS0 FOREST PRODUCTS LTD. & r.epalrshoP, offlces and storage for.ahlghwaysnmintenancecontractor..On " ' r ' 
,~,~n~ " WEST FRASER MILLS LTD. ,~e portion subject t6 this rezonlng, the applicant has purposed the develop- ! ! : : :  
rues ~=. .=.~ TENDER, EUROCAN PULP AND PAPER CO. men, of offices, rnalntendnce shop and ancillary uses. , :-. 
: ' ~ttsh C01um~ ~ . 
• ~ ~ m~ 4 SOCIAL HOUSES FOR SKEENA SAWMILLS  DIVISION o L . , ,  , i ~ V  ~" : r 
,.~r~,)~b#m~, CONSTRUCTION GffANMAAX 
~- . - - -~ .  ~ .  ~ . ,  . . .w  ~0~,~, .ow PROP S ILV ICULTURE , 
~""===~"~ = PRESCRIPT IONS ~ ~ ~, ,., ~t~, o. ~ ~or.~ ,n ~o SUBDIVISION 
~w~.~ w~ ~, ~ - c~o~ .~-~ $100 Refundable Deposit Is re. , ' . 
~e =~,  ,~, ~,,r~, ,0,0o',r,,,. 0 quired for the House Plans, refund Notice of pre-harvest silviculture prescription: pursuant to . . ~ ~ .  
p~.~0p,~,~,,~x~,.=~,~ available up0n return of the section3oftheSilvicultureRegulations. ~ ~ j , , , - ~  ~ |  
,r~p~. ~ r~ ~-~, ,o ~ c=,~-~, ~t Plans. The following areas have a proposed prescdPtion tha(will ap. ~ ~ l  
~,  ,~,, ~ ~ mn~. ~, ~m FOR ~,IORE INFO, PLANS & ply if approval is obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The 
m=¢~nL~ ~"~" m ~ r~ ~ ~ ~ ~ TEHDER DOCUMENTS: proposed prescription will be available for viewing until March 
61tanmaax Band Office 31, 1990, at the address noted below, during regular work- ~he pob~ ~d ~kl.g ~d tra,~o~l~oo c mpares, Across from the Royal Bank In t ~dd germ ~ acc~.  
• ~,k,w~t=. P.O. Box 440 To ensure consideration, any Written comments must be. 
J.n.N~,oo, Hazelten, B.C. made to D. Keating, R.P.F., Divisional Forester, Skeena 
~t"~,~M~O~ V0J 1Y0 842.5297 Sawmills, P.O. Box 10, Terrac(~, B.C., V8G 4A3, by the 
Dated at Te~lce this 31 Day el Janus, 1990. 1 
_ . = . _ _  ooa,,o,,or con,rao :  a c, ==o=, .  =_= . 
~w . ,~w o~.r'~oor== 8, 1990.  i~ '~ ] " ":: ; / ":" " I ~ Tree Farm Licence 41 : .  ~:.~-.:., .,: 
Cutting Cut Area Ammendment 
Permit . Block Location (ha) (yes/no) This emending bylaw may be Inspected at the officesof'the Regional District 
of KItirnnt-Stlkine. No. 300-4545 Lazelle Avenue. Terrace, 0.(3. between 
3A 14-10-2 Falls River 56.9 no the hours of 8:30 a.m, to 12:00 a.m. and,l:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday 
3A 14-14.12 Falls River 67.0 no through Friday except statutory holidays. 
FREBDOJ~r 3A 14-14-14 Falls River 87.3 no Regional District of Kltlmat.SUkine 
j l ~ ~ ' O  Ministry of Transportation 
M O V E  and Highways 
PROVINCE OF  BRITISH COLUMBIA  ........... :........ ........:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:............. ........ 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION & HIGHWAYS :;:':;:;:; ,:.:.:.: .%,°-.°.° 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT ':':':':':'.'.'.'.'. .'-'.'-':':':':" °.%°°%° 
PUBLIC NOTICE i::W:: 
HIRED EQUIPMENT " ' "  ' 
REGISTRATION ::::::::!:i:i:i: I  ~' 
The Ministry of Transportation& Highways in Skeena i ii!iiiii 
""Highway8 District is compiling its hired equipment list and ad- 
::::: ii!iii i 
equipment, such as trucks, backhoes, loaders, graders, !i!iii!i!ii ~ ":'::::iii ' t  
roll@~, scrapers or tractors listed that they should submit I i:i:i:!:i:i ~ , ~ ¢ ~ - " -  ~ i!i!!ii 
details of available quipment on ministry forms, i 
,.o 
These forms are available at the Skeena District Highways Of- ::::::::::: 
rice;" No. 300- 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4. i:!:i:i:i:i 
:':':':':':' ~ ~h / " } ~i! 
:.:.:.:.:.: 
Equipment previously, listed must be re-registered. Full ::::::::::: . . .  
details of equipment, including serial numbers, are required :i:~:::~:~: i!i.~!i! 
for registration. Dump truck registrations require a current iiiiiii!iii ; . 
tare weight slip to be attached. .iiii:i:!:i 
The list will be compiled from equipment registered BEFORE :':'::::::: ~ : 
[ 
'°"%°°°'°' b " : i::i i I ...... 
b iii',i',iiiil District Highways Manager :i:i:!: Dated at Terrace this 29 day of January, 1990. ::::::!iiiiiiii  o,n,,oo li}',iiiii',i Minister Ministry of Transportation ~ .... 
I, , ~i}i!ii!iii :.:-'!~ 
" -  : ~ 
No. 4617, Terrace ReoIsW ~'" 
IN THE COUNTY COURT OF PRINCE RUPERT .... ~ ~"'~ ' ~ i i  
m r 
THE ROYAL BANK OF CANADA, ,~  -~W i::, : : , : /~ i  i:: 
(Plaintiff) ¢ t :':'"": : :'::'";_':: 
AND :i:!:!:i:i: 
(Defendant) i~i:!:!:!~i 
. . .  NOT ICE  TO ' , i!i!!;-i~'-!;-i 
DONALD BRYAN PFR IMMER ::::::::::: i,i,i!+i :: .-.-.-.-.-. 
TAKE NOTICE that proceedings have been commenced In :.:,:-:':.: : - !i!iiiiii 
the. Couaty Court of Pdnee Rupert by The Royal Bank of :!:i:i:!:!: :.'.'.'. 
= deal in town! 
Canada for Judgement aoednst you in the sum of $5,310.14 :.:.:.:.:.: 
as of November 9,  1989,  plus interest at the rate of $1.84 
per day and costs of these proceedings. 
FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that on th~ 18th day of January, " 
1990, the Honourable Judge W. Scarth ordered that service i 
of the Wdt of Summons, Statement of Claim, Garnishing : • 
Order, Garnishing Order After Judgement; and Notice of Pay. i 
ment Out of Money Paid into Court bY Garnishee upon the week $ 9 5 
Defendant, DONALD BRYAI~I PFRIMMER be effected by i 
publishing notice In one Issue of a newspaper cimulatlng in 
theTerrecearea nd in' one Issue of a newspaper circulating :: ' '- i 
the Pdnce George area and the H()nourable Judge Scarth fu r - ! i i i  i 1 ther ordered that the time fixed or filing an Appearance to the !iiiii!i 
Wdt of Summons and Statement of Claim by Donald Bryan .:.:.:. (based on 20 words ads) :i~ 
Pfdmmer be Twenty-One (21) clays after publication of-this ::iii!ii (N°n'c°mmercial ads Only) ii 
Notice. ".'.'. : 
peman~e to the Wdt of Summons and Statement of Claim you :::::::: ' ~/::i;'~ . . . . . . .  :i 
mustgive notice of yourlntentlonby filing an APpearance In ;: )i ~ii I : II 
,the Registry of this.Court located at'34o8 Kelum Street, Tar,- "; ~PLUS your ad will run in the Skeena Market Place! ~:. : 
race, BdtlshColUmbta, VSG 2N6, within the time fixed by the "i:~: "Reach~'Over 20,000 homes & businesses every ~veek[ i • ; .  i • ~" i 
Coud_for your filing an Appearance and yog must deliver a :: 
~opy of the Appearance to the Plaintiff's address for.delivery, 
namely: ¢1o Crampton, Brown &Amdt, Barristem & 8ofl¢ltors~ ,: . 
No, 3-4623ParkAvenue, Terrace B . C . , V S G I V G . B E  ~ [ - ~  ~ ~ '  " " : " . . -  - ii 
AND ADVIgED that If youfalito file an Appearance within ~ ERRACE STAN ' 4647 Laze l le  A~ . , , 
the proper ~lmo the elalnti, may proceed against you without ) " '= '  ' "  638'SA VE 
fu r ther  Ret ies ,  • , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........,......,,......,.....................o..., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . ; . . . .  . . . . . . .  . .  . . . .  ., 
• .%%%%%%%%%%%* %° %%, %%%%%',%%%',* .%%%% • • * • , ,  • %%,  %%%%%%%%%%*°%%%%%%°,%%%%%%%%%°°%%%%%%%% )%%%%%%%%%%%%%%',%%%%%%°.%%%%%%%%%%* ) * * • • ,  ) °%%%°,%%%.'  :~:~:~:~:~:~~:~:~.~:~:~~.~:~....`............~...~`..........~....:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:......................'..°...:.:.:.:.:...`....`' 
.:..:.:.:.:~.~:::.~:.:.:.:::~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::::::::::.::::::::::::::.:.:!:`;:::::::::::::::::.):::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::~.::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.`: 
'i' I . . . . . .  r . . . . . . . . . . .  iOl'l' l ' l ' lOlOl'lO~l'l'l ' l '|' l ....................................... ._ 
+ 
. .!i 
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' ' FAM LY  FOOTWEAR " 
i m a  
LndlOl 
io0glng vulte t A A A 
rag. 17.68 ........................ i ~ iP ,q" l '  
Ladles fu8 
~umd bre. " "7 A A 
reg. 9.99 ............................... / ,  a11'a'g ' 
Smart :' 
snemlass bra. Q n A A ~L 
no. 3.29......, ................. L / '~ I ,  7" - r  
Ladles 
0S brief. I~ IA A A 
reg. 3.49 ........................ d [ , /q ,  q ,q  
Ladles 
Hanna bdef. ~} I A .4,4 
reg. 2.99 ........................ L I '~!  • 7 1 
Kerr 
assoded candy. #J AA 
800 g, reg. 2.99 .................... ~_ ,m~ 
Asso~nd 
tc~,o. 2oo g. 1 dd 
rq.  1.99 ............................... u ,7"T  
Chnedate 
peanuts. 160 0. . I  AA 
fog. 1.99 ............................... i , ~  
Twtzz~re 
rag..97 .......................... 2/1,44 
Bulk Coffee Cdsp 
& mt Kat bars. 0 dd 
reg. 2.69 ............................... Z . , - r - , r  
Barbara Du 
cooke,s. 
mg.2.99 ............................... 2,44 
Lunch pack 
cookies. 225 g. ~ AA 
rag. 2.99 ............................... d~,, ~1,~41 , 
Ladies 6 pk9. 
knee hose. ' )n '~  Ad 
fOg. 2.29 ........................ L /~ , I~  
Queen size 
panty hose. QI4  AA 
no. 1 19 . , . . . . . . .  1 -11  ,=11,"1,. 
Ladles 3 pr, 
sport hose. ~ A A 
reg. 3.99 ............................... tJI, 'q"11' 
Secret 
panty hose. '4 i~ iA  
reg. ~.25 ............................... i , ;~q '  
Gads sl~e 7.9 
bashed boot 
,,nefo.~.3.99 ..................... 3,44 "SPORTINGGOOD:"  " 
Con~cBon 
paper. 
reg.3.97 ............................... 2.44 
He. 9 & He, 6 
white boxed 
envelopes, reg. 1.99 .............. 1,44 
12 pkg. 
B~ pans. 
~.3.29 ............................... 2,44 
Scotch 
tape. 
reg..99 .......................... 2/1.44 
Mons 
hnen. 
;9%.49 ............................... 2,44 
~nns 3 p~, 
sport hose, 
,o9.4.99 .......................... "3 ,44 
Youles 3 pr, 
hove. 
' " , .99  ............................. 3 .44  rag. 
Mens 3 pk 0 . . . .  
value pac k br~fs. A A A ,  
fog. 8.00 ............................... a f ,~a ,}  
Mens 2 pkg. 
t.shlrta (Wnelcmst) "7 A A': 
reg. 9.99 ............................... l , ' q~ i t  
Mens 
substandord bdefs. " i  dA  
fOg. 2.00 ............................... i , '~f -1" 
3 pkg. 
b~&. v , .  pack,. "~ aa  
reg. 6.00.; ............................. U ,~- -= 
Boys ~, 
P~o pyjamas. " t nAA 
leg. 12.99 ........................ I U ,a ta '9  
Mens 
Polo pyjamas. ' 9 t~ AA 
reg. 14.99 ........................ II dr,,,'qP=IP 
Tender Vlffies 
5OO g, 
~g.~.39 ........................ 2/3,44 
Meow Mix 
2 kg. i~ AA 
reg. 6,39 ............................... ~Jl , i ' l[ ' Ig '
Budgie seed 
1.2 kg. 
rag.4.09 ............................... 3,44  
Budgies d'l A Ai 
reg. 18.99 ............................. ~ ,  q' l ' i l '  
6x10 
enlar0nmont ar~ . I  A 
cole,rod only ......................... d~,qq '  
§x7 
enlmgnment 
o,ou~, .~  .................. 2/2 .44  
BASF 90 minute 
blank casletfo tapes, a.j AA 
reg. 2.99 ............................... L ,  q 'q l '  
• : i :i .... / .! ' 
& TODDLERS • INFANTS 
Assorted 
costume Jewelry. "11 AA 
reg. 1.87 ............................... i , ' ta t  
Mens & Ladles 
3.eye watches. 
reg.9.98 .............................. .5,44 
Perspective 
hair ecessodes, a) A A 
rag. 2.97 ............................... L ,~at  
s~re  
Uheice. 
, , , o~ ~,,, ....................... 1.44  
Spaghetti 
~L ................................. 2 44 
Henley 
sunday fopping, t l iA  
nlg. 1.49.;..., ................... i ......... ,~q l '  
6oada 
umeo.  ~ n, ,  
pet100 g;. ........................... ,.... v-r1'ma 
SlCad 
"9"  .............. ;................ 1 ,94  
,%% ................... i ....... , . . . . . .1 .84  
Ritual - 
vegetable oil, 
7,eL  ........................... _1 .84  
uherty & 
Supreme tuna. . "1 AA 
104 9 .......... • ........................ i ,m~i~ 
Garlic 
~,%k .................. : ....... 1,44 
Ladies 
Dunkum Mule. 
mg.3.99 ............................... 3,44 
i . l~ln 
~.~.gg ............................ 2,44 
~nn.~n & 
gay mnccadns. 
~.9.99 ............................... 6,44 
310%96 ........................ 12 .44  
8x10 
picture frame. 
reg.,, ............................... 3,44 
Batman 
picture. 
r,.0.33 ............................... 7,44 
2 Pk9. 
BalO ptctum A a a  
rag. 12.99 .............. : ............. ~ , ~  
Vinyl 
blh,. 1 dd  
fog. 1.99 ............................... e .'-,r ~ 
Bath 
blankets. A AA 
m 9. 9.99 ................ ' .............. "Ir ,-Tr-r 
Girls bdafo 
2-3X. :,".1.99 ............................... 1 .44  
Lady 
SpandsHck. 
no.277 ............................... 2,44 
Mens 
S~s~k,  
no.2.77 ............................... 2,44 
Razor pa©k 
(K~eyAVgeon) ~ ~ea 
reg. 3.99 ............................ , .~,~, d~d~ 
• 160 pkg. 
cotton swabs, e ) l= i l  AA  
re0. 1.39..., ................... d~l ,  l&i~Ir~ 
Perspecgvo 
shompao. 1.6 rt. 
rno.=6.o9, ....................... 2,44 
Perspecgve : " 
8 pkg. soap. 
,o.1.99 ............................... 1 .44  
Colgate 
Toothpaste 
reg. 2.,, ......................... 1 .44  
mppy 
Birthday party A A AI 
gama. reg. 5.97 ..................... ~ . i l l ,  q ,  
flag 
~'%93 ............................... 4 .44  
Super Ddte 
micro cars. 
2~kg .................................... 4,44 
Indoor 
basketbafl ' ~ Ad  
gamas .................................. , , . ,~r - r  
AsSobed 
c~,*., 1 Ad  
games .................................. . . - , r - - r  
Puzzle 
,ok,  ....................... 2/1,44 
Jumbo 
co~.ng book,. ~ i: ~A 
laD. 1.99 .......................... . . . . . i ' ,~W 
Teaching .. . : .  
posse. ~ , .a  
reg. 3.47 ............................... d [ , ,q 'q '  
Color 
change cars. ~1.9  AA 
, , .  1.9o ........................ ~.u n .q ,~ 
H~on 
tote bag. I f lAA  
reg. 13.99 ............................. ~ , ~  
Hot 
sheet sleds. 9 dd  
reg. 3,97 ............................... u.,-- ,r  - r  
Norea 
n~da. '7 dd  
reg. 9.97 ............................... / , ' l - r  
.22tong 
rifle sheba. 
reg. 2 .39 . . __  ............ 2/3,44 
Weber 
simbofls. drb ~ Ji 
nO. 12.49 ............................. ~,d~d~ 
Ping Pun9 
bags. 
6phg .................................... 1,44 
'=  - ' :1 ,44 L.,o....o....................o,,.....la~ 
Tide 
with ~,ch. '~ dd 
4 L ................. , ..................... "9 ,17  
dAgshwasher 
, , , .  1.3,o ............ ............ 5.44  
AI 
dlahwasher d ~[~L 
soap. 1.4 kg .............. , .......... ..'e ,~'-'~r 
Ag 
dishwasher 
,oap.9ogg, ......... :................ 1 .44  
~;o  ............................. 2 /1 .44  
Mza~d 
disinfectant spray. '11 AA 
350 9 ................................... i , '~ '~ 
Easy-off 
oven Cloln~r. 
208 9 ................. ; ............... 1,44 
~m 
170 9......;. ............ ; ............. e l  d~dSi~ 
Zero. 
speed starch. 
,go 9 ................................... 1,44 
Spray 'n' Wash ~ AA 
350 9 ................................... L ~'H~ 
San~.~m 9 dd  
429 O ............ ~ ........... , .......... L ,~- -~ 
Pledge lemon 
or nou~r. 
2oo9 ........................... ; ....... 1,44 
Bounce 40's nO., 
39', ~ ,~,,.one,~, .~ . . i  
4O's unscnnlod ...................... q , ,q ,q ,  
Pine 
IO%L ................................. 1,44 
FantasUk 9 dd  
960eL ................................. r , , ,~-~ 
Javex EHnech 
for unbtulchabtas. 9 AA 
8OO 9 ................................... L " - r '~  • 
Wootcrest 4 pkg. 
light boles. I'Jl#'J A A 
40, 60,100 watts ....... . . . . L /U  ,'I i"I1' 
Lint 
Pic-up toiler ~ AA 
'& refll ................................... t , , ,  q~q) 
Ekco noyata 
co~ urn.  d dd  
reg. 9.09 ............................... " l ' , "T - - r  
'Masking 
tape. 
2,*0 .................................... 1,44 
Eveready 
battades. 9vo,.A,.c.o......' ......... 1,44 
Pacidn9 OAA 
tape .................... ; ................. ~, 'q~ 
6 or 3 pkg. 
¢,h 9 dd  
cloths ................................... ~ , - , r  
3 pkg 
,%~ ........ ...., .................... 2,44 
BocomUve 
pot homer . A A A 
solo ............ .. ..................... , ,e,~,,t  
Assoded . . . . . . . . .  r " "" " 
a~ir ' " q dd 
pads ..................................... qe , -~ ' - .  
Lace 
panels. 
reg.2.oo ....................... :.....,.1:44 
mnda~ 
pe~w 
ca,,, ................................... 5 44  
5 pkg. • 
c~,  ................................... 2 .44  
Assodnd 
6 Pk9. wine 
9,-ne, ................................. 5.44 
Stoneware 
spoon rest .4 aa  
or salt & pepper.., ................ "v,--~-~"~s 
Stoneware hurter 
dish or sugar • : • -7 ,4 A 
& creamer ............................. / e-l-4~ • 
StedUtc . 
cuhery 
-~.:. .................................. 2,44" 
2 a U ~  ' ~ • r ' d 
~mr,  1d  dd  m9. 19.99...... ................. • -,r , - r - , r  
~,9  
pans: , A dd 
mg.6.OO ............................... ~ ,~r~ 
: ' FABRICS: : '  ., 
. ' : • . • v . ,  • : . • 
All Slmpgclty 
patterns. 
(.ne,, new looh) ................... 3 .4  4 
Fobdo 
special, rjleJ A A 
" "  213  44  nO, 2.99 ............ :.., ...... . 
Mountie knot 
stuffing. 1 Ib. a,~ AA 
nO. 4.29 ............................ . . .~u~ 
C0mbddoe 
crochet cotton. 
nO.2.99 ............................... 2,44 
3 pkg. 
scissor let. dl~ A J  
reg. 12.98 ............................. ~,d~d~ 
"LOne d~, , , .14  J J  
III 9. 1.OO/m .............. ~ i i | | l  | ,dl~i~dq~ ' 
S 
HOT 
HAMBURGER 
SANDWICH 
vdth hies and smug beverage 
2.44 
"c"'144 : :EGGS • iad ,~ =~ • 
~" . , . . . . .74 .44  ,9.99 ....... 
Ileum 
. o ,  ........................... 1 ,64  
~.- , , ,  
nO. 1.97 .......... ,. 
10" taper 
rJadl01. 
~.  411.00 ...... 
BREAD 
i ~ ::: i 
Wo~worth Regular Price Sale Pr ce \ 1 WE THE 
:S~fedls  our WoolwOrth Sale Pdce WHILE QUANTITIES LAST \ TO LIMIT OUANTITIE8 a lU  me: .  ~I~,T~.F~. ' : S~d~y :. ~ ,  ~: .... 
/ .  
"t 
•/•:!: :i:~~•~: ! i:~;~ }/:i!i'!!/~:::~: ¸ ~:::~ ~::. i 
